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ABSTRACT

This study has three purposes: to establish a chronolog-

ically controlled vegetational history for a number of sites

in south Southwestern Ontario; to utilize the resulting data

to support and/or add to the current understanding of Quaternary

geology and stratigraphy, and the glacial and postglacial

history of the Great Lakes in south Southwestern Ontario; and

to attempt to propose a possible explanation for the extinction

of the mastodon in Southern Ontario.

Palynological and geochronological analyses were conducted

on material collected from eleven sites (east to west)

:

Verbeke Mastodon Site, Woloshko Mastodon Site, Walker Pond II,

Pond Mills I, Lake Hunger Bog, Bouckaert Site, Mabee Site,

Cornell Bog, Colles Lake I, Folden Mastodon Site and Forest

Pond. Individual geochronologically controlled (where possible)

vegetational histories were reconstructed for each of the sites

investigated.

The results of the individual studies, when considered in

overview, indicated the existance of an established closed

boreal forest throughout south Southwestern Ontario by 10,000

years B.P. This evidence for a significant climatic change

coincident throughout south Southwestern Ontario supports the

proposed age of 10,000 years B.P. for the Pleistocene/Holocene

Boundary (Terasmae, 1972).

Remnant patches of 'open spruce parkland' persisted in

small local 'wet' areas. It was in these areas that the mastodon

was restricted during early Holocene time. With continued

encroachment by the surrounding boreal forest, possibly speeded

xii





up by this browser's destructive feeding habits, the spruce

enclaves shrank and the mastodon became extinct in south

Southwestern Ontario.

The results of this thesis basically support Dreimanis'

(1967. 1968) proposed 'Environmental-Climatic' theory for

mastodon extinction.

It is suggested that increased dryness during the present

interglacial compared to the climate of earlier interglacials

may be the key to unravelling the problem of mastodon extinction

in eastern North America.
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INTRODUCTION

Location

Lake Hunger Bog, Colles Lake I, Cornell Bog, the Mabee

Site, the Folden Mastodon Site, Forest Pond, the Bouckaert

Site, Pond Mills I, Walker Pond II, the Woloshko Mastodon

Site and the Verbeke Mastodon Site are located in southern

Southwestern Ontario (Figure 1).

Table 1 lists the individual study areas and the specific

locations of sites.

Previous Work

Owing to the multidisciplinary nature of this research

project, a literature survey was made covering the basic

principles, techniques, procedures, hypotheses, and other

pertinent background information relating to the various

aspects of the investigation, and including previous work

on similar topics.

A summary of selected references, grouped according to

the different fields of research, is given below.

The following references describe the basic theoretical

and practical aspects of the study of pollen grains and

spores (palynology) : Erdtman (19^3» 195*0; Faegri and

Iversen (1950, 1964); Kummel and Raup (1965); Tschudy and

Scott (1969); Traverse (197^); and Wodehouse (1965).

The laboratory procedures used are discussed in some

of the above as well as in several other publications

specifically written on palynological techniques, for
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example, Brown (1960)j Evitt (unpublished); and Ogden (1969).

A number of useful references is available to aid in the

identification of pollen grains and spores (for example,

Kapp (1969); McAndrews, Berti and Norris (1973)? Ogden (1969)?

Richard (1970)} and Wodehouse (1965)).

The study of pollen morphology, dispersal and deposition

in lake sediments, as well as discussion of statistical

methods pertinent to palynology are covered in considerable

detail in published literature (Bassett and Crompton (1969)s

Beals (1969)? Benninghoff (I960); Bent and Wright (1963);

Beschel, Webber and Tippett (1962); Craig (1972); Davis

(1967# 1968, 1973)? Davis, Brewster and Sutherland (1969)?

Davis and Brubaker (1973)? Davis, Brubaker and Beiswenger

(197D? Davis and Deevey (1964); Davis and Goodlett (I960);

Havinga (1964); Heslop-Harrison (1968); Hills (1969)? Janssen

(1966); Litchi-Federovich and Ritchie (1965)? Maher (1964);

McDonald (1962); Mosiman (1965)? Sangster and Dale (1964);

Tauber (1967a, 1967b); Webb (1973)? and Wright and Patten

(1963)).

Quaternary palynological studies have been used in

many different fields as supporting information, or have

contributed directly to solving problems in stratigraphic

and environmental investigations related to Quaternary research

covering archaeology, climate change, paleoecology, history

of vegetation and Quaternary chronological studies. Some

selected references to published literature are given here

as examples of such uses of palynological research : Bassett

and Terasmae (1962)1 Colinvaux (1964a, 1964b, 1967)1 Cox





and Lewis (1965); Cushing (1965) J Foreman (1955); Garrison

(1967); Giterman and Golubeva (1967) ; Livingstone (1968);

Martin and Sharrock (1964) ; McAndrews and Power (1973)

J

Nichols (1967); Ritchie and Hare (1970); Saarnisto (1974,

1975); Terasmae (1967, 1968, 1973) I Terasmae, Fortescue,

Flint, Gawron, Winn and Winn (1972); and Whitehead (1965).

Techniques, equipment and procedures used for collecting

samples for palynological analyses and for radiocarbon

dating are described and discussed in the following

publicationsi Brown (1956); Faegri and Iversen (1964);

Livingstone (1955) » Mott (1966); and Wright, Cushing and

Livingstone (1965).

Some basic information on molluscan studies can be

found in: Burch (1962); Klots (1966); Kummel and Raup (1965);

Macan (1964); Pennak (1963) J and Schrock and Twenhofel (1953).

The general topic of radiocarbon dating and the

development of this radiometric dating method has been

described by: Kamen (1971); Libby (1952, 1963. 1972);

Michael and Ralph (1971); Olsson (1970); and Sparks and

West (1972). The reliability (precision and accuracy) of

radiocarbon dating has been discussed by: Bartlett (1951);

Berger et al. (1964); Bucha (1970); Libby (1963); Neustupny

(1970); Oakley (1963); Olson and Broecker (1958); Shotton

(1967, 1972); Suess (1973); Turekian and Bada (1972); and

Willis et al. (I960).

Radiocarbon dating procedures used in different

laboratories, for example, Geological Survey of Canada,

Illinois State Geological Survey and Brock University have





been described by Dyck (1967)5 Kim, Ruch and Kempton (1969);

and Melville (1972) respectively.

The journal, Radiocarbon , published annually by the

American Journal of Science, provides a useful, comprehensive

and up-to-date listing of radiocarbon dates from several

international laboratories, as well as data pertinent to an

evaluation of the probable reliability of each published

radiocarbon date.

The surficial geology of parts of the region that includes

the specific study areas of this investigation is covered

by the following maps : Quaternary Geology of the Stratford-

Connestoga area (Karrow, 1971); Quaternary Geology of the

St. Mary's area (Karrow et al. , 1976); Quaternary Geology

of the Simcoe area (Barnett et al. , 1975); Quaternary Geology

of the Tillsonburg area (Barnett et al. , 1976); Pleistocene

Geology of the St. Thomas area, west half (Dreimanis et al.

,

1963); Pleistocene Geology of the St. Thomas area, east half

(Dreimanis et al. , 196*0; Quaternary Geology of the Lucan

area (Sado et al . , 1971» 1972); and Quaternary Geology of

the Windsor-Essex area (Vagners et al . , 1970-1971).

Early studies of the geological history of the Great

Lakes region (Taylor, 1894, 1895. 1897) led to the compilation

of the available data by Leverett and Taylor in 1915. This

monograph is now considered to be primarily of historical

significance and has been superseded by more recent

comprehensive studies by Hough (1958, 1962, 1966) and Prest

(1970). The most up-to-date discussion of the glacial and

postglacial history of the Lake Erie and Lake Ontario region





is that of Dreimanis (1977). Some other publications

dealing with aspects of the post-Wisconsin deglaciation of

the Great Lakes region are: Dreimanis and Goldthwait (1973);

Dreimanis and Karrow (1972); Karrow (197*0? McDonald (1971);

and Terasmae and Dreimanis (1976).

Mastodon remains have been discovered and reported on

since the early 1700' s, and many useful references to fossil

mastodons have been compiled by Walker et al. (1964). The

comprehensive work on mastodons by Osborn (1936, 19*4-2) as well

as several of his earlier reports (Osborn (1918, 1921, 1925,

193*4-)) are very useful sources of information in respect to

the phylogeny of the Proboscidea . Other publications dealing

with the classification of the Proboscidea include those by

Aguirre (1969), Maglio (1973) and Simpson (1959).

The origin, evolution and world-wide dispersal of the

mastodon has been studied by» Colbert (19*+2, 1973) J Cooke

(1972)5 Flerow (1967); Keast, Erk and Glass (1972); Kurten

(1971. 1972)5 Lull (1908){ Osborn (1921, 1925, 193*+. 1936)5

Repenning (1967); Simpson (19*4-0)5 Vangengiem (1967)5 and

Wheeler (1968).

The literature describing the location and distribution

of sites of fossil mastodons is extensive and only a few

selected references are listed below.

Osborn (1936) included in his monograph a list of

world-wide fossil mastodon sites in chronological order from

1705 to 1935. Lists of fossil mastodon discoveries have

been published for New York State by Clarke (1903K Drumm

(1963), Hartnagel and Bishop (1921) and Hay (1919); for the





states of Washington by Culver (1927), West Virginia

(Sumpstine and Weimer, 1939) » Nebraska (Barbour, 1930) and

Michigan (Skeels, 1962). Dreimanis (1967 f 1968), Russell

(19^8, 1965) and Sternberg (1930, 1963) have contributed

considerable data on the fossil mastodon sites in Canada.

The causes of extinction of the mastodon are intriguing

questions and have been the subject of many studies. Martin

and Wright (1967) provide a general overview of extinctions

during the Pleistocene, and other references covering the

same topic include: Axelrod (1967)5 Dreimanis (1967, 1968);

Hatfield and Camp (1970); Haynes (1966); Maglio (1973);

Martin (1966, 1967, 1973a, 1973b); McAlester (1970); Osborn

(1936); Purrett (1971); and Webb (1969).

The purpose of the present study is three-fold

t

(1) to establish a chronologically controlled vegetational

history for a number of sites in south Southwestern

Ontario.

(2) to utilize the resulting data to support and/or add to

the current understanding of Quaternary geology and

stratigraphy, and the glacial and postglacial history

of the Great Lakes in south Southwestern Ontario.

(3) to attempt to propose a possible explanation for the

extinction of mastodon in Southern Ontario.
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GENERAL GEOLOGY

Physiography

The description of physiography of the study areas is

based on the comprehensive report by Chapman and Putnam

(1966) and the revised physiography maps for Southern

Ontario (Ontario Department of Mines and Northern Affairs,

1972).

The Leamington area (including the Verbeke Mastodon

Site) is in the St. Glair Clay Plains physiographic region

(Chapman and Putnam, 1966); the Caradoc Sand Plains

physiographic region near Mount Brydges includes the

Woloshko Mastodon Site? the Mount Elgin Ridges physiographic

region near London covers the Walker Pond II and Pond Mills I

Sites; and the Mount Elgin Ridges and Norfolk Sand Plains

physiographic regions of the Simcoe-Tillsonburg area include

the Bouckaert Site, Mabee Site, Cornell Bog and Lake Hunger

Bog. The Oxford Till Plain physiographic region near

Woodstock includes the Folden Mastodon Site and Colles Lake I

and finally, the Stratford Till Plain physiographic region

near Stratford covers the Forest Pond Site.

The above physiographic regions are delineated in

Figure 2.

St. Clair Clay Plains

Figure 3 illustrates the physiography of the Leamington

area.

The Verbeke Mastodon Site is situated in the St. Clair

Clay Plain physiographic region (Figure 3). The St. Clair
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Figure 2 • Physiographic regions of Southwestern Ontario discussed

in this thesis (after Chapman and Putnam, 1966)
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Figure 3: Physiography of the Leamington Area, Southwestern Ontario

(after Ontario Dept. of Mines and Northern Affairs, 1972)
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Clay Plains are extensive, covering 2,270 square miles (5.905

square kilometres). The moraine at Ridgetown, which rises

50 to 100 feet (15.2 to 30.4 metres) above the general relief

of the area (that is, between 575 and 700 feet (175 and 213

metres)), is the exception in the generally flat monotonous

clay plain region. The surficial deposits including till and

lacustrine clay (commonly 100 to 200 feet (30.4 to 60.8

metres) in thickness) overlie limestone bedrock except near

Amherstburg where the limestone outcrops. The Verbeke

Mastodon Site is located on a sand deposit in the clay till

plain (St. Clair Clay Plain) which was reworked and smoothed

by wave action of Glacial Lakes Whittlesey and Warren.

Caradoc Sand Plains

The Caradoc Sand Plains are a series of small plains

covered with sand or other light-textured, waterlaid

deposits which comprise approximately 300 square miles (780

square kilometres) in the vicinity of London.

The Caradoc sands are essentially a deltaic deposit

which thins toward the west and which grade laterally into

clays. The deltaic deposit is of Lake Whittlesey age and

was built when the Thames River cut through the Komoka

terraces.

A channel in the sand plain contains a bog and extends

from Komoka towards Strathroy. The Woloshko Mastodon Site

is situated in this bog (Figure 4b).

Mount Elgin Ridges

The Mount Elgin Ridges are a succession of ridges

between the Thames River valley and the sand plain of

13





Figure a

»J Till Moraines pY°J Spillways

1 Till Plains (undrumlinized) |*%| Drumlins

P^-l Till Plains (drumlinized) j^J Sand Dunes

^g ciay Plains ^"t] Beaches and Shorecliffs

Sand Plains

2 4 6
Kilomttrt*

\
Figure b

Figure 4 : a. Physiography of the Thamesford Area, Southwestern Ontario

b. Physiography of the Mount Brydges Area, Southwestern Ontario

(after Ontario Department of Mines and Northern Affairs, 1972)
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Norfolk and Elgin Counties. The area comprises approximately

563 square miles (1465 square kilometres). The general

elevation is between 800 and 900 feet (2^3 and 273 metres),

rising gradually towards the northeast, and the tops of the

ridges reach elevations of 950 to 1,000 feet (289 to 30k

metres) resulting in a local relief of approximately 100

feet (30.4 metres). The ridges are moraines, named from

northwest to southeast - Ingersol Moraine, Westminister

Moraine, St. Thomas Moraine, Norwich Moraine and the

Tillsonburg Moraine - and their uppermost material is pale

brown calcareous clayey silt or silty clay Port Stanley Till.

Walker Pond II and Pond Mills I are small kettles

located in the Ingersol Moraine (Figure 5).

Mount Elgin Ridges and Norfolk Sand Plains

The study sites in the Simcoe-Tillsonburg area are

located both in the Mount Elgin Ridges and the Norfolk Sand

Plains physiographic regions.

The Bouckaert Site (Figure 5)t "the Cornell Bog and the

Lake Hunger Bog (Figure 6) are all in the Tillsonburg

Moraine. The Mabee Site (Figure 6) is located in the Norfolk

Sand Plains physiographic region.

The wedge-shaped Norfolk Sand Plain tapers northward

from Lake Erie to Brantford encompassing an area of 1,215

square miles (3161 square kilometres). The elevation of

the plain decreases gradually southward from approximately

850 feet (258 metres) to the level of Lake Erie (572 feet

(174 metres))

.

The Norfolk Sand Plain is a delta (sand and silts) of

15
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Glacial Lakes Whittlesey and Warren. Large amounts of

meltwater from the Grand River entered these lakes between

the ice front and the moraines to the northwest developing

a delta from west to east as the ice retreated.

The Gait Moraine and the moraines west of it (Paris

and Tillsonburg) are partly buried by the sands of this

delta.

Oxford Till Plain

The Oxford Till Plain comprises about 600 square miles

(1561 square kilometres). The elevation ranges from 1,000

to 1,200 feet (304 to 365 metres) above sea level. Three

well-marked valleys (formed by spillways) cross this upland

plain. The surface is drumlinized, notably south of

Woodstock where the Folden Mastodon Site is located (Figure

4a). Further north, the drumlins are faint and flutings

are present.

Included in the Oxford Till Plain physiographic region

is a group of kames near Lakeside in the northwest corner

of Oxford County.

Colles Lake I, southeast of Woodstock, is in an

undrumlinized till plain situated between the Mount Elgin

Ridges and the Norfolk Sand Plain (Figure 6).

Stratford Till Plain

The Stratford Till Plain (1,370 square miles (3564 square

kilometres)) extends from London in the south to Blyth and

Listowel in the north with a projection towards Arthur and

Grand Valley.

This till plain is an area of ground moraine interrupted
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by several terminal moraines. The northern half of the

Stratford Till Plain is mostly level, with the exception of

one or two moraines. The over-all slope (from approximately

1,500 to 900 feet (456 to 273 metres) above sea level is

towards the southwest.

Forest Pond, near Stratford, is located in the Waterloo

Moraine system of the Stratford Till Plain (Figure 7).

Bedrock Geology

The bedrock geology of Southern Ontario is presented in

Figure 8. Hewitt (1972) adds to the data obtained from this

map (Cowan et al. , 1975).

Colles Lake I is underlain by the Salina Formation

(dolomite, shale, gypsum, salt) of Upper Silurian age. The

Folden Mastodon Site and the Lake Hunger Bog are associated

with the Middle Devonian Bois Blanc Formation (cherty

limestone). Forest Pond, near Stratford, is underlain by

the Detroit River Group (limestone and dolostone) of Middle

Devonian age. Walker Pond II, Pond Mills I, the Mabee Site

and Cornell Bog are all underlain by the Dundee Formation

(limestone), also of Middle Devonian age. The Woloshko

Mastodon Site and the Bouckaert Site are within the limits of

the Middle Devonian Hamilton Formation (shale and limestone).

Bedrock Topography

The bedrock topography of Southwestern Ontario affects

the physiography of the area as well as being a factor in

ice lobe movement.

Various aspects of bedrock topography have been presented
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for areas of Southwestern Ontario by: Barnett (1975) 5 Cowan

(1972, 1975) i Hewitt (1972); Karrow (1973) J Winder and

Sanford (1972); and Winder, Sanford and Terasmae (1975).

The Niagara Escarpment, which extends from the western

end of Lake Ontario to Georgian Bay and Manitoulin Island,

is a northeasterly-facing cuesta formed of resistant Silurian

age carbonates (Winder, Sanford and Terasmae, 1975) which

dip gently southwest into the Lake Michigan Basin. In the

south the escarpment is approximately 6^2 feet (195 metres)

high with a relief of 296 feet (90 metres).

The Algonquin Arch (a broad Precambrian basement feature

with a southwesterly trend) acts as a base from which the

overlying Paleozoic strata dip westward into the Michigan

Basin or southward into the Allegheny Trough.

The Findlay Arch, another Precambrian feature, has a

northward trend through western Ohio into Southwestern Ontario

where its surface expression is only apparent in Essex

County and the nearby Bass Islands located in western Lake

Erie.

Generally, the regional dips are into the Michigan Basin

and the Allegheny Trough, although, the Paleozoic strata

appears to be relatively flat lying.

During the major phase of Late Wisconsin advance (Nissouri

Stade) bedrock topography had little to no effect on ice

movement. Subsequent glacial advances and retreats (after

lobation of the ice front) were affected along the thin ice

margins by such features as the pre-modern Great Lake basins
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and the escarpments.

Bedrock features have been modified by glacial action.

The Niagara Escarpment was modified by glacial scouring while

the Bois Blanc and Hamilton Escarpments were partially buried

by glacial deposits.

The Importance of Bedrock to Glacial Deposits

Bedrock lithology is reflected in glacial deposits. This

is particularly noticeable and important in Southwestern

Ontario. An example of the importance of bedrock lithologies

to studies where tills are being differentiated is Barnett's

(1975) investigation where he differentiated the Halton and

Wentworth Tills of the Niagara Peninsula. During these studies

he ascertained that (Barnett, 1975* p. 67 )

*

"Statistical data, such as means and ranges,
can be misleading when applied to a till
sheet, for most properties of till depend
on the location of the sample analysed.
Graphs of down ice trends, as used in this
study, or trend surface analyses (used by
D. Banting, 197*0. would be better
methods to describe a till sheet."

The down ice areas used in Barnett's (1975) study were

based on bedrock lithology. His results illustrated the

importance of bedrock lithology in differentiating each till

dependent upon the location of the sample site.

Quaternary Geology

The Wisconsin glaciation commenced at least 70,000 years

B.P. (Dreimanis and Goldthwait, 1973) and may have begun

as much as 120,000 years B.P. (Terasmae and Dreimanis, 1976).

The Late Wisconsin (23,000 to 10,000 radiocarbon years B.P.
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(Dreimanis and Goldthwait, 1973) )i and specifically the

Holocene is the period of time pertinent to this investigation.

The following outline of glacial and nonglacial events

is based on recent studies (Dreimanis and Goldthwait (1973);

Dreimanis (1977)) and is intended to provide a background

for later discussions. The two references given above

contain detailed information on the glacial and nonglacial

events of Late Wisconsin age in Southern Ontario.

There are several terms used for glacial and nonglacial

episodes, 'Main Wisconsin' (Dreimanis, pre 1966), 'Classical'

Wisconsin (Prest, 1970), or on a local time-stratigraphic

basis (Michigan Lobe), Woodfordian, Twocreekan and Valderan,

that occurred from 23 1 000 to 10,000 radiocarbon years ago.

According to Dreimanis and Goldthwait (1973) the Late

Wisconsin ice advance began before 23.000 years ago.

Paleoecological evidence from different sources (Coope

(1968); Hobson and Terasmae (1969)» and Karrow and Terasmae

(1970) indicates the prevalence of cold climate in the Lake

Erie region at that time, possibly similar to that of the present

day open woodlands that border the northern tree line. Other

evidence presented by Dreimanis and Goldthwait (1973).

including ice wedge casts and involutions in northern Indiana

and Illinois, indicates that the tree line was much farther

south than at present, probably as far south as north-central

Ohio, Indiana and Illinois.

Dreimanis and Goldthwait (1973. p. 90) conclude, "Some

50 radiocarbon datings in western Ohio and Indiana. . .show
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that numerous trees were buried by the advance of ice

between 23,000 and 17,000 years ago."

Dreimanis (1977) postulates that approximately 21,000

to 20,000 years B.P. all the major ice lobes retreated some

kO to 100 kilometres (25 to 63 miles). This retreat of the

glacial margin allowed the invasion of spruce woodlands

into the deglaciated landscape. This episode of ice retreat

is termed the Connersville Interstade. At the end of this

interstade the spruce woodlands were overridden by readvancing

glacial lobes.

About 17»500 years B.P. another (unnamed) ice retreat

occurred. This retreat was more pronounced in the west than

in the east and is marked by a meagre paleovegetation record.

Dreimanis (1977, p. 76) considers that this period of retreat...

"may have been caused by dryness, rather than by increasing

temperature.

"

Dreimanis suggests, furthermore, that an equally sparse

paleoecological record exists for the next interstade, the

Erie Interstade. The retreat during this interstade,

approximately 15»000 years B.P., was greatest in the east,

an approximately 600 kilometre (378 mile) recession by the

Erie Lobe. Apparently the Erie Lobe rapidly retreated as far

east as the Niagara Peninsula by calving in a proglacial

lake that occupied the Erie Basin. The Huron Lobe had

retreated at least as far as Goderich, Ontario (Dreimanis and

Goldthwait, 1973; Morner and Dreimanis, 1973). This phase

of retreat is substantiated by the presence of lacustrine

silts, clays and nearshore sands, as well as deltaic and
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beach gravels that stratigraphically separate the Catfish

Creek Till or its equivalents from younger, finer textured

tills (for example, Port Stanley Till and its equivalents).

The Erie Interstade was terminated approximately 14,500

years B.P. by the Port Bruce or Cary readvance. This

readvance incorporated the lacustrine deposits from the Huron

and Erie Basins and produced tills rich in clay and silt

(Dreimanis and Goldthwait, 1973). The Rannoch Till, for

example, in the Huron Lobe area of Ontario (related to the

Mitchell, Lucan and Seaforth Moraines) was deposited during

this advance. South of Lake Erie the fine textured tills

produced by the Erie Lobe are termed the Port Stanley Till.

Table 2 shows the till sheets deposited during the Late

Wisconsin by the Huron, Georgian Bay, Ontario and Erie Lobes.

Cowan, Karrow, Cooper and Morgan (1975. p. 182) comment that,

"From the number of till sheets... the Huron and Georgian Bay

lobes were more unstable and fluctuated more frequently than

the Ontario and Erie lobes; till sheets of limited extent

may in some instances represent surges - particularly those

closely associated with lacustrine events (eg. Mornington

Till)."

The Port Bruce or Cary readvance was terminated by what

appears to have been the fastest and most extensive retreat

throughout the Late Wisconsin. Known and implied retreats

of 100 to 600 kilometres (63 to 378 miles) are reported for

this interstade, known as the Mackinaw or Cary-Port Huron

Interstade which ended approximately 13.300 years B.P.

According to Dreimanis and Goldthwait (1973) the retreat
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occurred by the calving of the ice front in proglacial

Lake Maumee, early Lake Saginaw and Lake Arkona (Hough, 1958,

1963). This resulted in retreat of the ice margin up to

500 metres (16^1 feet) per year which is considered more

rapid than the final retreat of the Laurentide ice sheet

10,000 to 7,000 years B.P. At the culmination of this

interstade the Ontario-Erie Lobe had receded into the Ontario

Basin east of Toronto (Karrow (1969); Dreimanis (1969a))

and the Huron Lobe had retreated to northern Michigan (Farrand

et al. , 1969).

Dreimanis and Goldthwait (1973) point out that the Cary-

Port Huron Interstade (Mackinaw Interstade) is coincident

with the Lake Arkona phase in the Huron and Erie Basins and

some very low-level lake phases in the Erie Basin.

A rapid readvance followed the Cary-Port Huron Interstade,

progressing at least 50 to 150 kilometres (31 to 9^ miles)

to produce the Port Huron Morainic System. This readvance

was contemporaneous with Lake Whittlesey (approximately

13,000 - 500 years B.P.) and Lake Saginaw. The Port Huron

readvance deposited tills which differed in composition from

the Cary Tills. These Port Huron Tills comprise the Wyoming

or St. Joseph Till in the Huron Lobe area, the Wentworth,

Halton and Upper Leaside Tills associated with the area of

the Erie-Ontario Lobe and the Fort Covington Till of the St.

Lawrence Valley.

The Port Huron readvance to the Paris and Gait Moraines

in the Ontario-Erie Basins was apparently followed by a rapid

retreat (Two Creeks Interstade) as indicated by the Lake

Whittlesey beaches which surround the drumlins east of these
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moraines (Karrow, 1963) • Lake Whittlesey was followed by

a number of lake phases in the Erie and Huron Basins. This

part of the Quaternary history of Southwestern Ontario is

covered in the next section.

The general pattern of retreat initiated during the

Two Creeks Interstade was interrupted by a Post-Two Creeks

readvance (approximately 125 kilometres (78 miles)) about

11.850 years B.P. in the Lake Michigan Basin. This readvance

is commonly called the Valderan or Valders and apparently

deposited the Two Rivers Till. A new name, Greatlakean,

has been proposed (Evenson et al. , 1976) to eliminate

problems in terminology for this readvance. The Algonquin

Stade, approximately 11,000 to 10,500 years B.P., appears

to be a second phase of slowdown in the general glacial

recession (Dreimanis, 1977; Saarnisto, 197*0. Approximately

10,500 years B.P. the recession of the ice margin again

became rapid.

Quaternary Geology of the Sites Studied

Verbeke Mastodon Site

The Verbeke Mastodon Site (42°05 , 00 M N latitude, 82°37 , 30 M

W longitude; 3 miles (4.8 kilometres) northwest of Leamington)

is south of the Lake Warren shoreline (Figure 9) in

glaciolacustrine gravel and gravelly sand of Lake Warren

age. The stratigraphy of the actual site is described in

Table 20 (Appendix I). East of the study site the Lake

Warren deposits are predominantly medium grained sands.

Woloshko Mastodon Site

The area (42°56 , 30 M N latitude, 8l°30 , 00 M W longitude;
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5 miles (8.0 kilometres) northwest of Mount Brydges) in which

the 'Woloshko' mastodon find was made has not yet been mapped

in respect to Quaternary geology. A Lake Whittlesey beach

(near Strathroy) is located north of the Woloshko site and it

is above the more southerly Lake Warren shoreline, and appears

to be related to deposits of Lake Whittlesey. The site

stratigraphy is presented in Table 19 (Appendix I).

Walker Pond II and Pond Mills I

These two lakes are located within areas mapped (Figure 10)

as 'swamps and bogs: peat, muck, marl'. Both lakes, Walker

Pond II (42°57'03 M N latitude, 81 13'^3" W longitude; 3 miles

(4.8 kilometres) southeast of London) and Pond Mills I

(^2°56 , 50" N latitude, 8l°ll , 33" W longitude; 4 miles (6.4

kilometres) southeast of London) are actually kettle lakes

formed by melting of buried ice blocks in the Ingersoll

Moraine. The surficial deposits associated with the two lakes

are considered to be part of the stagnant ice moraine (the

Ingersoll Moraine), that is, hills and ridges of till and/or

lacustrine silt and sand. Evidence from the sediment record

recovered from Pond Mills I (Table 14, Appendix I) indicates

that the lake bottom sediments overlie till.

Lake Hunger Bog

This peat deposit (42°57'55" N latitude, 80°28'00" W

longitude; 7 miles (11.2 kilometres) northeast of Otterville)

is associated with a kettle lake (Lake Hunger) and both are in

the Tillsonburg Moraine. The Tillsonburg Moraine is capped

by Port Stanley Till. However, Barnett (1976), Cowan (1972)

and Karrow (1963) suggest that the Port Stanley Till caps older
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deposits (Catfish Creek Till and Canning Till) which act as

core parts throughout the Tillsonburg Moraine. A thin veneer

of glaciolacustrine sand overlies the Port Stanley Till in the

vicinity of Lake Hunger. Radiocarbon dates on lacustrine

sediment from Lake Hunger suggest that these glaciolacustrine

sands pre-date Lake Whittlesey and may be of Lake Maumee age

or older. Two areas of Lake Maumee glaciolacustrine sand are

present (Figure 11) to the northwest and southeast of Lake

Hunger and the bog. To the west of Lake Hunger and Lake Hunger

Bog is an abandoned shore bluff and paralleling it are

glaciolacustrine beach, bar or near shore deposits. The shore

bluff and associated deposits were probably formed during

Lake Whittlesey time. The Lake Hunger Bog and the Lake Hunger

basin proper pre-date Lake Whittlesey, being underlain by

possibly Lake Maumee or older proglacial lake deposits.

Bouckaert Site

The Bouckaert Site (kZ°kykG m N latitude, SO^^O" W

longitude; 2 miles (3*2 kilometres) east of Aylmer) is in

glaciolacustrine shallow water and deltaic deposits which

have been slightly modified by wind action. These inorganic

sediments are primarily fine to medium grained sand deposited

in Lake Whittlesey. There are actually six subsites within

this study area (designated the Bouckaert Site) and these are

shown in Figure 12. The six sites are located along the edge

of a sand and gravel pit. Between the 15 to 20 foot (4.5 to

6.2 metres) high dune (east side of pit) and the ridge of

Lake Whittlesey beach gravel on the west side, is a deposit

of fine to medium grained sand that contains layers of
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organic detritus overlying gravel and sand. Port Stanley Till

is exposed in the floor of this pit. The three subsites

(G-l, G-2, G-3) are described in detail in Tables 21, 22 and

23 (Appendix I), and Figure 13 illustrates the Quaternary

geology.

Mabee Site •

The Mabee Site (42
o45'00" N latitude, 80

o
^3'l6" W

longitude; 7 miles (11.2 kilometres) southeast of Tillsonburg)

is south of the Mabee Moraine above an abandoned Lake Arkona

shore bluff in Lake Whittlesey glaciolacustrine shallow water

and deltaic deposits, mainly fine to medium grained sands,

that have been slightly modified by wind (Figure 14).

Descriptions of three subsites within the Mabee Site are

presented in Appendix I, Tables 24, 25 and 26.

Cornell Bog

Cornell Bog (42°5Vl7" N latitude, 80°38 , 58" W longitudes

1 mile (1.6 kilometres) southwest of Otterville) is a remnant

of a small kettle hole that existed just north of the end

moraine crest on the Tillsonburg Moraine deposits of Port

Stanley Till (Figure 15). Table 17 in Appendix I deals with

the stratigraphy of the bog deposits.

Colles Lake I

Colles Lake I (43°07 , l6" N latitude, 80°33'26 M W longitude?

13.5 miles (21.6 kilometres) northeast of Otterville) is

surrounded by bog deposits (peat, muck, marl) and is underlain

by Lake Maumee sands and fine silty sands, which in turn

overlie the Port Stanley Till (Figure 16). The Lake Maumee

sands which appear to be present in the lower segment of the
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Figure 14: Quaternary Geology of the Mabee Site Area (after Bornett et. al„ I976)
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Colles Lake I core (Table 15. Appendix I) are of deltaic and

near shore origin.

Folden Mastodon Site

The site of this mastodon discovery (43°03'15" N

latitude, 80°40'25 M W longitude; 11 miles (17.6 kilometres)

east of Thamesville) is in ground moraine composed of Zorra

Till (Cowan, 1975) # also called Tavistock Till (Karrow, 1975);

a silt to sandy silt till. The site is bordered on the north

by glaciofluvial outwash sands. The general area (Figure 17)

is drumlinized (Woodstock drumlin field) and many of these

drumlins are thought to be erosional in origin, formed at the

time when the Zorra (Tavistock) Till was deposited during the

Huron Lobe advance (Cowan, 1975)*

Forest Pond

Forest Pond (43°21'50" N latitude, 80°55 , 51" W longitudes

3 miles (4.8 kilometres) east of Stratford) is surrounded by

bog and swamp deposits (Figure 18) in an area of kame sand

(poorly to well sorted, fine to coarse texture). This hummocky

terrain, referred to as the Waterloo Hills, is bounded by the

Stratford Till to the north and east and by Lake Whittlesey

silts and clays on the west. The stratigraphy of the lake

sediments is presented in Table 13 (Appendix I).

Great Lakes History - Lake Maumee to Early Lake Erie

The Great Lakes history as reported in the literature is

still in a state of change and subject to revision. It was

decided after reviewing several reports on various aspects of

the Great Lakes history (Farrand (1962); Flint (1971); Hough
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[ 5 |
Glaciofluvial outwosh gravel and gravelly sand.

| 4 |
Ice - contact stratified drift, mainly sand.

[~3~| Zorra Till - silt to sand silt till .

[ITl Port Stanley Till - silt till.

| 1
1
Catfish Creek Till - stony , sandy silt till .

"^ Drumlin or drumlinoidal ridge.

(T) Ingersoll Moraine
Miles

I
Kilometres

Figure17: Quaternary Geology of the Folden Mastodon Site Area
(after Cowan et. aj_., I969 , I970)
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LEGE NO

PLEISTOCENE
RECENT

1 6
|

Recent and modern stream alluvium i gravel, sand, silt, cloy.

WISCONSIN

| 5 |
Bog and swamp deposits peat, muck and marl .

|
4

|

Lacustrine , silt and clay .

1 3

1

Outwash sand i well sorted , fine to medium texture.

1 2
|

Kame sand : poorly to well sorted , fine to coarse texture.

|
Is

|
Till, undifferentiated i sandy silt till.

fj+1 Till, undifferentiated : gritty silt till.

1

Miles

I

Kilometres

Figure18= Quaternary Geology of the Forest Pond Area (after Karrow, I965-I968)
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(1958, 1962, 1963, 1966); Karrow and Dreimanis (1972); Kelley

and Farrand (1967); Sly and Lewis (1972); and Wayne and Zumberge

(1965) that Prest's 1970 compilation is still the best available

overview of this subject matter.

The first known stage of the glacial Great Lakes history,

thought by Prest (1970) and others to have occurred prior to

about 14,000 years B.P. was the development of Lake Maumee.

Lake Maumee had at least three successive water levels - 800,

760 and 780 feet a.s.l. (244.0, 231.8 and 237.9 metres a. 8.1.),

caused by the use of two different outlets as the ice margin

fluctuated. During the high water phases, the drainage was

southward via the Wabash River to the Mississippi River system

but during the low water phase Lake Maumee drained westward via

the Grand River into Lake Chicago (Michigan Basin) and from

there southward to the Mississippi River. Further ice retreat

(approximately 13,600 years B.P.) resulted in the abandonment

of the Wabash River spillway (after the final high water phase,

780 feet a.s.l. (237.9 metres a.s.l.) of Lake Maumee III) and

the re-opening and downcutting of the Grand River spillway.

This lowering of the spillway resulted in the formation of

Glacial Lake Arkona (710, 700 and 695 feet a.s.l. (216.6,

213.5 and 212.0 metres a.s.l.)). These low level lake phases

are recorded by deposits in the United States and Ontario

(Dreimanis, 1966). Lake Arkona drained westward into an

expanded Lake Chicago (Michigan Basin).

Lake Whittlesey (738 feet a.s.l. (225.1 metres a.s.l.))

in the Erie Basin developed (about 13,200 years B.P.) when the

Port Huron glacial advance built the Port Huron morainic system
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and a correlative moraine that crosses at Long Point in the

Erie Basin. Lake Whittlesey drained northwest via the Grand

River to Lake Chicago.

Lake Saginaw formed when the ice advance separated the

Huron Basin from that of Lake Whittlesey.

The fluctuating ice sheet margin resulted in expansion of

Lake Whittlesey both to the east and the north. With downcutting

of the outlet across the Michigan Peninsula this resulted in a

series of coalesced lower lake stages termed (1) Lake Warren

(680 and 670 feet a.s.l. (207.4 and 210.5 metres a.s.l.))

about 12,900 years B.P.; (2) Lake Wayne (660 feet a.s.l. (204.4

metres a.s.l.)); and (3) Lake Warren (685 feet a.s.l. (208.9

metres a.s.l.)). During their main phase, they occupied the

Erie Basin and the southern part of the Huron Basin. Continued

recession of the Huron and Ontario Lobes resulted in still

lower lake levels. These are termed Lake Grassmere (640 feet a.s.l.

(195.2 metres a.s.l.)) and Lake Lundy (620 feet a.s.l. (192.2

metres a.s.l. ) )

.

Both of these phases occurred approximately 12,800 - 12,700

years B.P. (Prest, 1970). They apparently drained eastward

along the south side of the Ontario Basin to the Mohawk and

Hudson River systems. Hough (1958) had postulated a westward

discharge for these lakes.

Early Lake Erie formed (about 12,500 - 12,400 years B.P.)

when further retreat of the Lake Ontario Lobe allowed eastward

drainage and resulted in the Port Huron (at Sarnia) sill being

downcut to 605 feet a.s.l. (184.5 metres a.s.l.). According

to Lewis et al. (1966) Early Lake Erie was restricted to only
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a small part of the Erie Basin due to the low outlet at

Buffalo/Fort Erie. When this outlet was gradually raised by

differential uplift the Erie Basin gradually filled.

The Mastodon in Southwestern Ontario

The Mastodon , the single genus of the family

Mastodontidae, evolved in Africa in the lower Miocene

(approximately 25 million years ago) and had migrated into

Eurasia and North America by Middle Miocene time

(approximately 19 million years ago) and survived in North

America until approximately 10,000 years ago.

Appendix II deals with the details of the phylogeny,

the general description - what the mastodon is thought to

have looked like, ate and the habitat it lived in, as well

as the dispersal of the mastodon to North America and the

many proposed theories to explain the mastodon's extinction.

The mastodon (in general) appears to have been a

relatively small, heavily built proboscidean with coarse

brown body hair. It had brachyodont molars and a pair of

slightly curving, heavy ivory tusks similar to those of

modern elephants. Some individuals had a pair of small

straight tusks in their lower jaw. The mastodon apparently

preferred habitats where there was an abundance of available

water and which supported a taiga (open spruce) type of

vegetation or in less usual circumstances (Ozarks of western

Missouri) pine-parklands (Harington, 1976). Figure 19

depicts the locations of the reported mastodon finds in

Southwestern Ontario. Table 35 1 Appendix II lists these
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finds together with available pertinent data. Radiocarbon

dates of mastodon sites in Southwestern Ontario indicate that

the age of the oldest Late Wisconsin sites is approximately

12,000 years B.P., and the youngest sites appear to date

approximately 10,000 years B.P. (Table 3). Sometime around

10,000 years B.P. the mastodon became extinct in Southwestern

Ontario. Table 4 lists a number of theories that have been

proposed in attempts to explain the phenomenon of extinction,

particularly the Late Pleistocene extinction of the

mastodon. The theories listed are presented in more detail

in Appendix II.

The two main theories, which deal with mastodon extinction,

are the 'Overkill' theory and the 'Environmental-Climatic'

theory. The 'Overkill' theory is based on the interaction of

man and other animals. This theory is considered to be

applicable on a world-wide basis. Appendix II deals (in part)

with early man and his interaction with his environment on a

world-wide scale and more specifically the Paleo-Indians

'

interaction with other animals and his environment in Southern

Ontario. Conclusions based on the data presented in Appendix

II will be applied to the problem of mastodon extinction in

Southern Ontario in the 'Discussion' section of this thesis.

The 'Environmental-Climatic' theory is based on the

effect of environmental (climatic) changes on now extinct

animals. Appendix II deals with some aspects of this theory

as well as a brief discussion of the effect of a present

day climatic change which is causing problems for animals
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such as the African elephant. The results derived from

these investigations will be incorporated in the 'Discussion'

section on Mastodon extinction in Southern Ontario.

Morphometry of Lakes

Aerial photographs (Ministry of Natural Resources, Air

Photo Library) for Walker Pond II (1.72-4239, 12-203),

Forest Pond (1. 72-4315 • 14-206), Colles Lake I (1.72-4305,

42-166) and Pond Mills I (1.72-4239, 12-204) were used to

obtain the initial outlines of the shoreline configuration

for each lake. A Map-O-Graph (Model 55) was then used to

make an enlargement of each lake basin studied.

A Raytheon Depth Sounder (Model DE-725B) provided

sonar transects for the four lakes: Walker Pond II - eight

transects; Colles Lake I - two transects; Forest Pond - six

transects; and Pond Mills I - five transects. The morphometric

traverses describing the path of the transects for each lake

are illustrated in Figures 20, 21, 22 and 23. The data

provided by the sonar transects were used to plot the

bathymetry of Walker Pond II (Figure 24), Forest Pond

(Figure 25) and Pond Mills I (Figure 26). There were

insufficient sonar data to plot an accurate bathymetric map

for Colles Lake I.

The bathymetric record of each lake was used to

determine the most advantageous site for sediment coring.
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Figure 26; Bathymetry of Pond Mills I
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METHODS

Field Measurements and Sampling

Lakes

Forest Pond, Colles Lake I, Pond Mills I and Walker

Pond II were all cored during the summer of 1976.

Prior to coring, the water depth at the chosen coring

site was carefully checked by a weighted line.

The first core was taken with a modified Brown sampler

(Brown, 1956), designed to obtain undisturbed sediment

cores from the mud/water interface to a depth of approximately

1.5 metres (4.9 feet).

Subsequent sediment cores were recovered using a

modified Livingstone piston sampler (Livingstone, 1955 )i

which is designed to recover the more cohesive sediment that

the Brown sampler can not penetrate.

Operational details are described in Appendix I.

The sediment cores were labelled in the field.

Bogs

Lake Hunger Bog was sampled with the Hiller peat sampler

(Mott, 1966). Detailed descriptions of the cores were made

in the field and subsamples were taken (in the field) at

five centimetre intervals along the length of the cores and

stored in individual labelled plastic bags.

A description of the Hiller sampler and its operation

is presented in Appendix I.

Cornell Bog was cored with a one inch diameter G.S.C.

piston corer (Mott, 1966). Approximately two metres (6.4 feet)
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of core were recovered from the 446 to 667 centimetre depths

the to 4.5 metres (0 to 14.8 feet) of peat was not sampled.

The cores were extruded in the field, wrapped in foil and

labelled.

The mastodon remains at the Woloshko Site were found

in a shallow peat deposit (Terasmae, personal communication).

A G.S.C. piston corer was used to sample the peat deposit.

The core was extruded in the field, wrapped in foil and

labelled.

Sections

The Mabee and Bouckaert Sites, as well as the Folden and

Verbeke Mastodon Sites (Terasmae, personal communication)

were sampled from available exposures. In each case the face

of the section was cleaned and described in the field before

sampling.

Oriented block samples were cut from the Verbeke and

Folden sections, wrapped in foil and labelled.

The sections at the Mabee and Bouckaert Sites were

sampled by taking oriented blocks and by taking individual

samples (approximately 1 cubic centimetre) for pollen analysis,

Wood found in the sections was also carefully removed, wrapped

in foil and labelled.

Laboratory Methods

Storage, Extrusion, Logging and Sampling Procedures

Lakes

The sediment cores collected from Forest Pond, Colles

Lake I, Walker Pond II and Pond Mills I were stored in the
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Controlled Environment Room (Brock University) at a constant

+5° C temperature.

The four 'surface' cores, because of the fluid nature

of the sediment, were frozen by slowly lowering the

temperature of the Controlled Environment Room to -5° C and

maintaining the temperature at that level for at least 2k

hours. The cores were then removed from storage, extruded,

measured and the sediment stratigraphy was described. Samples

(one centimetre in thickness) for pollen analysis were cut

(starting at the zero centimetre interval) at five centimetre

intervals along the length of the core. Each sample was

placed in a labelled plastic bag and returned to the Controlled

Environment Room (+5° C) to prevent any bacterial or fungal

growth

.

The remaining sediment cores (that is, those taken with

the Livingstone piston assembly) were removed from cold

storage (+5° C), extruded, split longitudinally and the

surface was carefully cleaned. Each core was measured and

the sediment stratigraphy was described. The sediment was

then sampled (approximately one centimetre cubes) at five

centimetre intervals along the length of the core. Each

sample was placed in a labelled plastic bag, sealed and

stored in the Controlled Environment Room (+5° C).

Sediment samples were also taken at specified intervals

for radiocarbon dating. At least ten centimetre long

segments (occassionally up to twenty centimetres) were cut

from the cores, wrapped in foil, labelled and submitted to

the Radiocarbon Dating Laboratory at Brock University.
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Detailed description of the stratigraphy of all the

sediment cores is presented in Appendix I.

Bogs and Sections

Lake Hunger Bog and, in part, the Mabee and Bouckaert

Sites were subsampled in the field. These samples, as well

as the block samples from the Mabee, Bouckaert, Folden and

Verbeke Sites and the cores from the Cornell Bog and the

Woloshko Mastodon Site, were stored in the Controlled

Environment Room at a constant +5° C temperature.

Each block sample was removed from cold storage,

unwrapped and the surface was carefully scraped clean. A

description of the block sample was completed and samples

for pollen analysis (approximately 2.5 centimetre cubes) were

removed at chosen intervals and placed in labelled plastic

bags.

Wood and organic detritus samples were removed from the

blocks, wrapped in foil, labelled and submitted to the Brock

University Radiocarbon Dating Laboratory.

The cores from the Cornell Bog and the Woloshko Mastodon

Site were cut longitudinally, scraped clean and subsampled

for pollen analysis and radiocarbon dating following the

procedures described earlier for cohesive lake sediment cores

( 'Livingstone ' cores )

.

Descriptions of the material sampled at each site is given

in Appendix I.

Preparation of Samples for Palynological Study

The procedures utilized in the preparation of all the
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sediment samples analyzed for this thesis are described in

Appendix I. The palynological methods employed by the writer

in this study are basically those described by Erdtman ( 19^-3 )•

The sediment samples included peat, marl, sand, silt,

clay, gyttja and various combinations of these. The sample

variety required the use of a number of different chemical

extraction methods. The writer found that the use of chemical

extractions without the use of non-chemical disaggregation

and dispersal techniques (Kummel and Raup, 1965) was

satisfactory for the extraction of pollen and spores from the

sediment samples.

The non-calcareous peat samples were prepared by using

a slightly modified Erdtman' s Potassium Hydroxide (KOH)

treatment. The 2.5 centimetre cube of sample was placed in

a 100 millilitre beaker and approximately 40 millilitres of

potassium hydroxide was added to the sample. The samples

were heated to the boiling point then removed rather than

boiling the sample for ten minutes as originally suggested

by Erdtman (19^3). The KOH treatment was followed by

Erdtman's Acetolysis treatment (Erdtman, 19^3).

Samples of non-calcareous gyttja were also treated using

the modified version of Erdtman's Potassium Hydroxide treat-

ment. One cubic centimetre of sediment sample was placed

in a 15 millilitre nalgene centrifuge tube. Ten millilitres

of 10% potassium hydroxide was added to each centrifuge tube

and these were placed in a hot water bath (+90° C) for five

minutes. The samples were removed from the hot water bath

and centrifuged. This process was followed by Erdtman's
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Acetolysis treatment (Erdtman, 19^3 )•

Calcareous samples, whether peat, gyttja, marl or sand

(or combinations of these) were initially treated with cold

10$ hydrochloric acid and were then treated with the method

or combination of methods necessary (Potassium Hydroxide,

Acetolysis or Hydrofluoric Acid treatments) to complete the

analysis. The pretreatment of calcareous clays and sands

(samples containing silicates) with cold 10% hydrochloric

acid is necessary, as it is essential to remove any carbonate

in the sample before treatment of the sample with hydrofluoric

acid. If the carbonate is not removed before treating the

sample with hydrofluoric acid, an insoluble white compound,

calcium fluoride, will form.

Samples containing silicates were treated with cold 52%

hydrofluoric acid for at least 24 hours. Ten millilitres of

10% hydrochloric acid was then added to each sample and the

samples were heated in a hot water bath at +90° C for five

minutes. This was followed by Erdtman' s Acetolysis procedure

(Erdtman, 19^3).

Two slides of each sample of unstained residue were

prepared using corn syrup as the mounting medium.

The pollen grains on the slides were identified and

counted using both 25 and 40 power objectives and 10 power

wide-field eye pieces on a binocular Leitz S.M. biological

microscope. A minimum of 150 (usually 200 or more) arboreal

pollen grains were counted on each slide. Emphasis was

placed on obtaining a balanced distribution of traverses across

each slide.
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The basic pollen sum used for calculating the percentages

of all the different pollen types is the total number of

arboreal pollen counted in each sample.

The pollen diagram format commonly used in Pleistocene

palynostratigraphic studies was adapted for the compilation

of the pollen diagrams for this investigation. The

stratigraphic description of the sediment and the depth of

the radiocarbon dated samples are shown in the vertical

column at the left-hand side of the pollen diagram. The far

right-hand side column is used for plotting the pollen

assemblage zones.

Radiocarbon Dating; Laboratory Procedures, Brock University

The radiocarbon dates presented in this thesis for

samples submitted by the writer were analyzed in the Radiocarbon

Dating Laboratory at Brock University.

The Brock University Radiocarbon Laboratory is equipped

with a Benzene Synthesizer and a Liquid Scintillation Counter.

Figure 27 is a schematic diagram for the benzene synthesis

apparatus, while Figure 28 shows a flow scheme for the

production of benzene. Melville (1972) describes the methods

involved in sample preparation and in liquid scintillation

counting. As little as one gram of organic carbon contained

in an original sample will result in an approximate date by

utilizing this method. It is suggested, however (Melville,

1972), that for more accurate results the original sample

should contain at least four grams of organic carbon.

The benzene synthesis method results in accurate

radiocarbon dates for the past 20,000 years. Dates older than
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20,000 years, obtained by the benzene-liquid scintillation

method, tend to be slightly younger than radiocarbon dates

obtained by the carbon dioxide gas counting method (Melville,

personal communication)

.

Table 5 indicates the reproducibility (precision) of

radiocarbon dates obtained by the Brock University Radiocarbon

Dating Laboratory and Radiocarbon Dating Laboratories in

other institutions. The results indicate (Table 5) an

excellent degree of agreement between the laboratories (within

the limitations of the radiocarbon dating method itself) and

therefore suggests that the benzene synthesis technique and

the procedures followed in the Brock University Laboratory

are capable of yielding accurate and reasonable radiocarbon

dates (within the limitations of the method).

It should be stressed that the resultant radiocarbon

date received by an individual reflects not only the

laboratories' capabilities but the investigator's knowledge

of proper sampling procedures and proper handling of samples

to prevent any possible contamination or any possible

stratigraphic or actual sample mix-up. Reasonable and

accurate radiocarbon dates are only obtainable if the material

to be analyzed has an adequate organic carbon content and has

been properly sampled and handled in the field and in transport

to the laboratory.

A discussion of sample materials commonly submitted for

radiocarbon dating and the problems associated with these

materials, and a short discussion on the problem of 'old'

radiocarbon dates are presented in Appendix I.
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RESULTS

Introduction

The analysis of sediments for pollen and spores results

in a palynostratigraphic sequence which, with the use of

modern pollen and spore assemblage analogues, can be

translated into paleovegetation zones (pollen assemblage

zones). The sequence of these assemblages can be used as

a basis for interpretation of possible environmental (climatic)

changes (Terasmae, 1976). Table 6 has been designed to

present a generalized concept of what each paleovegetation

zone used in this thesis has been interpreted from, in terms

of some major aspects of the palynostratigraphy. A possible

climatic interpretation for each paleovegetation zone is also

presented.

The pine/spruce transition was not designated as a

specific zone (as it is transitory) but was included in the

upper part of the open spruce-parkland zone and in the lower

part of the boreal forest zone. The time scale (Table 6)

is 'tentative' and is based on the geochronological results

of this thesis.

Caution must be practiced when relating paleovegetation

sequences directly to climate, because as Terasmae (1976,

p. 14) remarks: "...other factors such as soil conditions,

differing abilities to migrate rapidly, to compete, and to

adapt to increasing and decreasing gradients of environmental

favourability need to be considered when biota are used as

environmental sensors. In the case of plants both synecology
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and succession are also important (Terasmae, 1973)
•"

The relationship between pollen percentages and the

presence of their representative genera in the environment

can be a problem. Some genera, important to the paleovegetational

interpretations in this thesis (Picea, Pinus , Be tula , Quercus ,

Ulmus and Fraxinus ) , have been studied to establish (the

generally accepted concept) that an increase in the percentage

of these pollen types implies a real increase in the numbers

of these genera in the environment (Anderson (1971); and

Davis (1969 a, b)).

It is important to be familar with the comparability of

modern vegetational zones (Rowe, 1972; defined in the

Glossary, p. 368-373) with paleovegetational zones. The modern

and paleo- zones do have differences but this is to be

expected (Anderson (1971); Sparks and West (1972); and

Williams (1975)); however, enough similarities exist to allow

the use of 'modern' terms (boreal, deciduous, forest-tundra,

etc.) to designate basically similar paleo- zones. When a

paleovegetation zone is used it refers to the paleo- pollen

assemblage zone not, necessarily or without qualification,

to the modern vegetation zone analogue. This is particularly

true when considering the modern arctic tundra environment

as only preliminary research (Terasmae, 1976) has been

published in an attempt to establish a 'palynological tundra'.

The writer has designated the following paleovegetation

zones in this thesis: Tundra (I); Forest-Tundra (II);

Northeast Transition (III, Taiga-Spruce Parkland); Boreal

Forest (IV); Hardwood Forest (V)s and Disturbed Environment
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(VI). The pollen assemblages used to delineate these zones

are presented in Table 6.

It is noted that particulars intrinsic to the actual

counting of a slide, which do not appear on the pollen

diagram, are part of the pollen analyst's educated instinct

gained by experience of analysing pollen slides of both paleo-

and modern vegetational assemblages. This knowledge is also

used in translating palynostratigraphic sequences into

paleovegetation zones.

Absolute pollen methods would have been useful in

determining the differences between tundra, forest-tundra

and Northeast Transition zones. However, as time did not

allow for re-examination of the necessary samples the writer

used experience gained from analysing modern surface samples

from the modern equivalents of the before mentioned paleo-

vegetation zones to differentiate between them.

Radiocarbon dating is an important aspect of this thesis.

Ik
C dating methods, problems and biases are found on p. 227-239.

All radiocarbon dates have an inbuilt error (intrinsic

to the system) for which reason all dates should be quoted

with their corresponding ± data. This error (generally 100

to 500 years in this thesis) is unfortunate because it means

that no individual event can be exactly dated, only approx-

imated. This can lead to misunderstandings and problems when

discussing various aspects of the thesis, such as mastodon

extinction, geochronology of paleovegetation zones, Quaternary

geology and Great Lakes history. Therefore, all geochron-

ological interpretations and discussions are, of necessity,
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approximations within the 'natural' error of the radiocarbon

dating method.

Vegetational History, Geochronology and Quaternary Geology
of the Sites Studied

Verbeke Mastodon Site

The Verbeke Mastodon Site (Figure 1) is located on the

farm of R. Verbeke, near Leamington, Ontario (42°05'00" N

latitude? 82°37'30 H W longitude).

Figure 9 illustrates the Late Wisconsin geology of the

study area.

The last glacial advance in the Leamington area (the

Port Bruce Stade, approximately 14,800 - 14,000 years B.P.)

resulted in the deposition of a clayey silt till (un-named,

Vagners et al. , 1972) which is exposed just east of the

Verbeke Mastodon Site. Southeast of the site, this till is

partially covered by lacustrine sand.

Approximately 15 i 000 years B.P. (Erie Interstade) the

Huron Lobe had retreated at least as far as Goderich, Ontario

(Dreimanis and Goldthwait, 1973) and waters of a proglacial

lake covered the study area. During the following Port Bruce

Stade, the Verbeke Mastodon Site was not covered by ice but

was submerged under the waters of the three Lake Maumee phases

(I, 800 feet (2kk metres) a.s.l.; II, 760 feet (231.8 metres)

a.s.l.: and III, 780 feet (237.9 metres) a.s.l.; Prest, 1970);

lacustrine silts, sands and clays were deposited.

Approximately 13t500 years B.P. (Mackinaw Interstade;

Cowan, 1975) the low water level Lake Arkona phases (710, 700
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and 695 feet (216.6, 213.5 and 212 metres) a.s.l.) covered

the study area resulting in the deposition of nearshore

deposits of beach sands and gravels. With the initiation of

the Port Huron Stade (approximately 13,200 years B.P.) lake

levels increased to 738 feet (225 metres) a.s.l. resulting in

the development of a Lake Whittlesey shoreline immediately

west of the Verbeke Site and the deposition of nearshore sand

and gravel.

Lake Warren (12,900 years B.P.) shorelines and associated

sands and gravels are present north, west and south of the

study area. The Lake Warren phases ((1) Lake Warren, approx-

imately 12,900 years B.P. (680 and 670 feet (207.4 and 210.5

metres) a.s.l.); (2) Lake Wayne (660 feet (204.4 metres) a.s.l.);

and (3) Lake Warren (685 feet (208.9 metres) a.s.l.)) were

followed, approximately 12,800 - 12,700 years B.P. (Prest, 1970),

by the low water level Lake Grassmere (640 feet (195.2 metres)

a.s.l.) and Lake Lundy (620 feet (192.2 metres) a.s.l.) phases.

Approximately 12,600 years B.P. (Sly and Lewis, 1972)

Early Lake Erie (412 feet (135 metres) a.s.l.) formed. The

Leamington-Point Pelee area became emergent at this time and

vegetation probably encroached as soon as available sites

appeared. Evidence from other sites in Southwestern Ontario

(Colles Lake I, Cornell Bog and Lake Hunger) indicate that

open spruce parkland (Northeast Transition) was present in

nearby areas at least by 12,600 years B.P.

The mastodon remains (two teeth along with numerous, very

small tusk fragments and a small (6 inch) unidentified bone)

were recovered from approximately two feet (0.6l metres) of

muck overlying nearshore lacustrine sands (Figure 9). Two
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radiocarbon dates, one on the muck (9,830 - 1^0 years B.P.

(BGS-228)) and the other on wood (10,000 - 140 years B.P.

(BGS-229)) associated with the mastodon remains and the organic

muck (immediately above the sand) indicate that the organics

and associated remains are approximately 10,000 years old (B.P.).

Consequently, the shallow muck deposit formed much later than

the initial emergence of the area (approximately 12,600 years

B.P.)

.

Figure 29a shows the palynological results obtained from

the analysis of a core sample (which includes the entire

sequence of organic muck and part of the underlying sands)

taken at the Verbeke Mastodon Site. The pollen assemblage

suggests a spruce dominated environment with some open areas

(open spruce parkland). Charcoal was present from 5 to 17 cm

in the core.

Figure 29b illustrates the results of the pollen analyses

of samples taken at 2 cm intervals from a block sample, which

covers approximately the same stratigraphic interval as the

core. The results support the suggested open spruce parkland

vegetation depicted in Figure 29a. Charcoal was only present

at the 5 cm interval.

The palynological and geochronological evidence indicates

the presence of an open spruce parkland (Northeast Transition)

in the vicinity of the Verbeke Mastodon Site approximately

10,000 years B.P. The organic muck and the presence of certain

non-arboreal components ( Cyperaceae , Sphagnum etc.) suggest

a wet environment in the immediate vicinity of the mastodon

find.
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The presence of open spruce parkland as late as 10,000

years B.P. is contrary to the generalized concept that such

environments lasted only until approximately 10,500 - 11,000

years B.P. in south Southwestern Ontario (Table 6). However,

it is the writer's opinion that the Verbeke Mastodon Site is

an example of an open spruce parkland refugium (Dreimanis, 1967»

1968) in an otherwise closed boreal forest.

The open spruce parkland appears to have been susceptible

to fire (as indicated by the presence of charcoal in the upper

sediments) during the time (10,000 years B.P.) when the closed

boreal forest dominated south Southwestern Ontario, indicating

a regional climate that was warm and dry. A possible modern

analogue for this situation is the spruce-fir assemblages of

northern Canada (Mutch, 1970).

Woloshko Mastodon Site

This mastodon find is located (Figure 1) approximately

three miles (4.8 kilometres) west of Komoka on N. Woloshko'

s

farm, R.R. #3, Mt. Brydges, Ontario (42°56'30 M N latitude?

8l°31' W longitude).

Although the study area has not been mapped, a general

sequence of Late Wisconsin events can be ascertained from the

physiography (Figure 5) and the Pleistocene Geology of the St.

Thomas (west half) map sheet (P.G.M.-238; Dreimanis, 1964).

During the Port Bruce (Cary) Stade clay and silt tills

were deposited in the Komoka area. Several tills (Table 2)

are associated with the Huron Lobe of the Port Bruce Stade

in Southwestern Ontario. Available information indicates
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that the youngest Port Bruce Till, the Rannoch Till, is

associated with the Seaforth Moraine and the Lucan Moraine

(Figure ka.)

.

During the initial retreat of the ice front the three

phases of Lake Maumee were initiated. As the ice front paused

the Ingersoll (Maumee I), the St. Thomas (Maumee II) and the

Tillsonburg Morainic Systems (Maumee III) were formed. The

three Lake Arkona phases covered the study area during the

subsequent Mackinaw Interstade. With the readvance of the

Huron Lobe (Port Huron Stade) Lake Whittlesey (13,000 - 500

years B.P.) covered the area as evidenced by shoreline

deposits located along the southern edge of the Seaforth

Moraine and southeast of Komoka (Figure 5). Lake Whittlesey

sands and silts (deltaic) covered the Woloshko Mastodon Site

and with the lowering of water levels from Lake Whittlesey

to Lake Warren the study area became emergent and subsequently

wind modified (formation of dunes) until stabilized by

vegetation.

No radiocarbon date was obtained for this site, but by

correlating paleovegetational zones for several sites in

Southwestern Ontario (Figure 41, p. 127) it is possible to

suggest that the area supported an open spruce parkland

vegetation soon after the area became emergent (approximately

12,900 years B.P.). This possibility is supported by the

fact that with the lowering levels of Lake Whittlesey the

Woloshko Mastodon Site was occupied by a shallow ponding in

which pollen was deposited and well preserved (Figure 30).

The pollen analysed in the sand and silt indicated that an
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open spruce parkland was present in the immediate area.

However, since no radiocarbon date was obtained the time that

these sands and silts were deposited can only be implied from

comparisons with other diagrams in Southwestern Ontario.

The Woloshko Mastodon Site is composed of a shallow peat

deposit (approximately 3 feet (0.92 metres)) overlying sand

and silt. One tooth was found at the peat and sand contact.

From the palynological analysis, two paleovegetation zones

were delineated (Figure 30) '• (1) the lowermost pollen assemblage

zone, designated Woloshko Mastodon Site (W.M.S.) Ill, is

considered to be representative of an open spruce parkland

(Northeast Transition) paleoenvironment. Spruce pollen

dominated the arboreal assemblage with minor pine, birch and

oak also present (possibly windblown components). The non-

arboreal component (approximately ZWfo (NAP/AP)) is well

represented. This pollen assemblage in the earliest organics

is, as was mentioned, coreelative with the open spruce parkland

that was present from 13,000 to approximately 10,500 years

B.P. elsewhere in south Southwestern Ontario (Table 6). The

presence of well preserved pollen in the fine sands and silts

beneath the peat suggests that this area was under water,

probably from post-Whittlesey time until the peat bog formed;

(2) the upper zone, designated Woloshko Mastodon Site IV, is

thought to represent the 'boreal forest* zone of Table 6. The

pollen assemblage shows a dominance of pine with some spruce

and birch present. The minor non-tree component is composed

predominantly of Cyperaceae , Sphagnum and Lye opodium which is

probably related to the local environment at the time of
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deposition. The contact between paleovegetation zone III and

IV is approximately 10,500 to 10,000 years B.P. The presence

of a minor spruce component suggests that it may be closer to

the younger of the two dates.

In view of the geological and paleovegetational evidence

the mastodon tooth is probably associated with sediments older

than 11,000 years B.P. but younger than 12,900 years B.P.

Walker Pond II and Pond Mills I

Walker Pond II, located three miles (4.8 kilometres)

southeast of London (42°57'03" N latitude; 8l°13'43" W longitude;

Figure 1) is closely associated, in distance and geological

history, with two other lakes for which pollen diagrams are

available: (1) Walker Pond (hereafter referred to as Walker

Pond I) (42°56' N latitude; 8l°ll' W longitude), located less

than one mile (less than 1 kilometre) north of Walker Pond II,

was studied by Terasmae (unpublished); and (2) Pond Mills I

(this thesis) (42°56'50" N latitude; 8l°ll , 33" W longitude),

situated approximately four miles (approximately 6.4 kilometres)

southeast of London, is one mile (1.6 kilometres) east of

Walker Pond II.

The readvance of the Erie Lobe (Port Bruce Stade) as far

as approximately the Thames River resulted in the formation

of the Ingersoll Moraine. This stagnant ice moraine is

comprised of 'hills and ridges of till (Port Stanley Till)

or (and) lacustrine silt and sand, deposited in crevasses and

pits in stagnant ice areas' (Dreimanis, 1970). The lakes

studied were at this time areas in the moraine occupied by
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stagnant ice blocks of varying size and form possibly covered

with till. With the retreat of the Erie Lobe from the

Ingersoll Moraine Lake Maumee I levels were successively

lowered and the lake covered the study area as indicated by

deposition of lacustrine sediments.

The general area around London became and remained

emergent with the lowering of water levels to those of Lake

Arkona (13.600 years B.P.) during the Mackinaw Interstade.

Until this time the geological history of the three lakes,

Walker Pond I, Walker Pond II and Pond Mills I, were controlled

by the larger events of glacial advance and disintegration

and pro-glacial lake history. By 13.600 years B.P. each of

these basins were emergent and independent of each other and

their histories reflect, to varying degrees, this independent

development.

An incomplete core record (as a result of the intensely

compact nature of the bottom sediments) was obtained from

Walker Pond II (Figure 31 )• For this reason the pollen record

for Walker Pond I (Figure 32; Terasmae, unpublished) was used

to compliment the paleovegetational and geochronological record

for this study area. Unfortunately, neither sediment record

indicates precisely when, after the London area became emergent,

that the individual ice filled depressions became lakes. The

lowermost organics in Walker Pond I were radiocarbon dated at

12,190 - 230 years B.P. (GSC-620). This is a minimum age

for the formation of this lake basin. However, considering

the paleovegetational record and sediment stratigraphy

(compactness of the sediment), it is speculated that this kettle
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lake formed at least 13,000 years ago.

Originally, it was assumed that Walker Pond's I and II

formed at comparable times (similar compact sediment and 'late'

paleovegetation records; close proximity of the basins).

However, after studying Pond Mills I it was realized that lake

basins formed by degenerating remnant ice blocks ( irregardless

of distance between them) can have extremely different

formation times (that is, the time at which the ice filled

depression becomes a lake). No comparable (with Walker Pond I)

'early' paleovegetation record was obtained for Walker Pond II

and consequently, the initiation of this body of water is

questionable.

The paleovegetation record for Walker Pond I (Figure 32)

indicates that approximately 12,190 years B.P. an open spruce

parkland, with a notable pine component (possibly occupying dry

sites on the morainic hills and ridges in the general area)

covered the emergent London area.

The pollen diagram for Walker Pond II (Figure 3D. although

incomplete, continues the geochronologically controlled

paleovegetational history from the upper part of pollen

assemblage zone IV (boreal forest) to the present. Walker

Pond's I and II correlate extremely well during this time.

Walker Pond II pollen assemblage zone IV (lowest zone)

is dominated by pine with notable birch, oak and elm. The

non-arboreal component is negligible and beech, willow and

alder are minor. Hemlock, hickory, ash, basswood and walnut

are present and show little variability. This pollen assemblage

is typical of a closed boreal forest (Table 6). The upper
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extent (approximately) of this zone has been dated at 8,690 -

140 years B.P. (BGS 324).

Pollen assemblage zone V (hardwood forest, Table 6) is

represented by a pine decrease, a stablization of oak, elm and

maple and definite beech increase. Birch initially decreases

but eventually re-enters the pollen stratigraphic picture.

This zone is composed of a dominantly beech, elm, oak and

maple pollen assemblage. A radiocarbon date of 8,080 - 150

years B.P. (BGS 323) indicates a minimum age for the presence

of an established hardwood forest in the vicinity of Walker

Pond II.

The upper pollen assemblage zone (W.P. VI) is associated

with a rapid increase in non-arboreal pollen, particularly

Ambrosia , Artemisia and Gramineae . Willow also increases while

beech, ash and possibly maple decreases. Charcoal was present

throughout the entire diagram (similar to Pond Mills I (Figure

33)) but is only abundant in pollen assemblage zone VI (post-

European settlement time).

The area in the vicinity of Pond Mills I (along the

southern flank of the Ingersoll Moraine) was emergent in pre-

Lake Arkona times (approximately 13»600 years B.P.). Evidence

from Walker Pond I suggests that by at least 12,190 - 230

years B.P. (GSC-620) open spruce parkland occupied available

sites in the London area.

Although the area occupied by Pond Mills I and Walker

Pond's I and II became emergent at approximately the same time,

Pond Mills I did not become an independent lake until almost

10,000 years B.P. This re-emphasizes the conclusion that
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differential melting of stagnant ice blocks does occur,

even over small areas.

The lowermost sediment recovered from Pond Mills I was

a sandy clay containing a number of angular (1 to 3 cm long)

limestone pebbles (identified as belonging to the Dundee

Formation (Liberty, personal communication)). This material

may have derived from the Port Stanley Till of which the

Ingersoll Moraine is composed. No pollen was present in this

deposit.

Pollen assemblage zone III is dominated by spruce with

minor pine, birch, willow and oak. The non-arboreal component

is higher than in pollen assemblage zone IV. Artemisia ,

Ambrosia and Compositae predominate, possibly associated with

the areas of relief around and near the lake basin. This pollen

assemblage is considered to reflect the Northeast Transition

(open spruce parkland) or taiga (Figure 33 )• A date of

10,150 - 160 years B.P. (BGS 390) provides a minimum age for

the formation of Pond Mills I and also dates the transition

from P.M. Ill (open spruce parkland) to P.M. IV (closed boreal

forest)

.

P.M. IV (380 to 315 cm) represents the closed boreal forest

assemblage zone and it is dominated by pine. Spruce declines

and becomes negligible; birch reaches its maximum during this

time. Fir, larch, hemlock, ash, basswood and willow are present

in minor quantities, whereas, oak, elm, hickory and maple

begin to increase in this zone. From 3^0 to 350 cm in depth,

a radiocarbon date of 8,580 - 160 years B.P. (BGS 391) was

obtained.

Pollen assemblage zone P.M. V (315 to 255 cm) is marked by a
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pronounced decrease in pine and birch and a corresponding rapid

increase in beech and elm. Hemlock, willow, oak, maple, ash,

hickory, basswood and walnut remain fairly constant throughout

this zone. The main components of this pollen assemblage zone

are elm, beech, oak and maple. Between 220 to 260 cm in depth,

there is a very poorly defined hemlock minimum which has been

dated at 4,2?0 ± 130 years B.P. (BGS 392) (Figure 33).

The upper, disturbed, zone (P.M. VI) of this diagram

(55 to cm) is represented by a sharp increase in non-arboreal

pollen, in particular, Ambrosia , Compos itae and Gramineae and

minor increases in pine, spruce, birch, alder and maple. Beech

and elm show minor decreases in this zone.

Lake Hunger Bog

Lake Hunger Bog (42°57 , 55" N latitudes 80°28 , 00" W

longitude; 7 miles (11.2 kilometres) northwest of Otterville)

is the northern extension of Lake Hunger, a kettle lake, which

formed in the southern flank of the Tillsonburg Moraine

approximately 15t000 years B.P. (R. Winn, 1975; see p. 128

for discussion).

The earliest Late Wisconsin deposit in the study area is

the Catfish Creek Till (Nissouri Stade) which was reported just

north of the study site in a road cut through the Tillsonburg

Moraine (Barnett, personal communication). Here the Catfish

Creek Till is overlain by Port Stanley Till (Port Bruce Stade)

.

However, as the extent of the Catfish Creek Till is not known

(at present) it is impossible to state the exact relationship

between these two tills in the Lake Hunger Bog area.
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It was during the deposition of the Tillsonburg Moraine

(Port Stanley Till) that the ice block, which eventually formed

Lake Hunger, calved off the ice front and was left as a remnant.

During the latter part of the Port Bruce Stade the Lake

Hunger depression developed and was submerged during Lake

Maumee III, as evidenced by; (1) a thin veneer of glacio-

lacustrine sand which overlies the Port Stanley Till (on the

Tillsonburg Moraine) in the vicinity of Lake Hungers (2) two

areas of Lake Maumee III glaciolacustrine sand have been

identified (Figure 11) to the northwest and southwest of the

study area (Barnett et al. , 1975); and (3) in the Lake Hunger

basin proper, deposits of stratified sands containing small

rounded pebbles were found (Winn, 1975). These pebbles have

been identified (Liberty, personal communication) as being

from the Bobcaygeon and Gull River Formations of Middle

Ordovician age. A radiocarbon date of 15.180 - 200 years B.P.

(BGS 266), on the lowermost organics in the Lake Hunger

sediment sequence (Figure 3*0, suggests that these sands are

probably related to a phase of Lake Maumee. Table 7 indicates

some of the suggested ages for the three Maumee stages.

The lowermost sediments in the Lake Hunger Bog varies from

those found in the deeper parts of the present Lake Hunger

basin (that is, nonstratified and pebble free (Table 12)) and

this perhaps is due to the possibility that the present inflowing

stream, occupied by the bog, is a misfit stream.

Lake Hunger and its bog were not affected by the lower

level Arkona, Whittlesey and Warren lake phases.

The early isolation and emergence of the Lake Hunger area
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Table 7: Tentative ages proposed for the three Lake Maumee
Stages.

Lake Maumee





is reflected not only in the geochronological but also in the

paleovegetational record (Figure 3^).

During the initial phase of Lake Hunger, its present-day

bog was probably a large inflow area and consequently, its

paleovegetational record post-dates that of the lake itself.

Correlation of paleovegetation zones between the lake and bog

appears to indicate that the bog itself formed approximately

12,480 - 170 years ago (BGS 265). The pollen stratigraphy

for Lake Hunger was described by Winn (1975).

Figure Jk (Winn, 1975) is included in this thesis because

it illustrates earlier paleovegetation events which were not

represented in the analysis of the bog sediments and also,

because the paleovegetational sequence (in Lake Hunger) is

ik
supplemented by a detailed C chronology which could not be

obtained from the bog sequence because of the coring method

used.

The early paleovegetation record for Lake Hunger will be

discussed briefly as it is important to be familar with the

events which occurred after Lake Maumee III in this area of the

Tillsonburg Moraine. The paleovegetation record for both the

lake and the bog parallel each other as far as Lake Hunger Bog

pollen zone III (Figure 35). which is equivalent on Figure 3^

to Lake Hunger pollen zone lib (open spruce parkland).

Therefore, the bog sequence will be discussed with reference

to the corresponding lake sequence.

The writer has re-named the Lake Hunger pollen zones (with

the permission of R. Winn) for two reasons: (1) the experience

gained in analysing modern pollen samples from throughout the
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eastern Arctic (above, below and at the tree line) has led

to a re-evaluation of the paleovegetation zones designated in

1975 for the Lake Hunger pollen assemblages; and (2) it was

felt that a paleovegetation code common to all the sites

studied or used in this thesis would be less confusing when

comparisons were made. The code used is simply the name of

the site, designated by the first letter of each word (for

example, Lake Hunger Bog - L.H.B.)» followed by a Roman numeral,

In this thesis the numerical paleovegetation zone (Table 6)

correlation is as follows:

I - tundra
II - forest- tundra

III - open spruce parkland (taiga, Northeast
Transition)

IV - closed boreal forest
V - predominantly hardwood forest

VI - disturbed environment

Lake Hunger paleovegetation zone L.H. I (H I, Figure 3^)

is designated as tundra and it is completely dominated by

non-arboreal pollen. The arboreal pollen present was blown

in from areas further south. The climate was probably cold

and dry. This assemblage was present on the exposed areas of

the Tillsonburg Moraine during the earliest phases of the

Mackinaw Interstade (Lake Arkona times).

As environmental conditions changed, trees and shrubs

invaded the tundra environment and in time paleovegetation zone

L.H. II (H Ila, Figure 3^) developed. This zone has been

re-designated as forest- tundra (>50% non-arboreal component;

presence of spruce, willow and birch). In summary, this change

in paleovegetation is from a treeless tundra to a tundra in

which patches of trees (probably stunted) and shrubs exist.
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A radiocarbon date of 15,180 - 200 years B.P. (BGS 266) was

obtained on organic sediment near the lower limit of the forest-

tundra zone (L.H. II). This date suggests a minimum age for

the formation of the kettle lake and therefore a minimum age

for the formation of the Tillsonburg Moraine. It further

suggests a minimum age for the retreat of the Erie Lobe from

the Tillsonburg Moraine and for the Port Stanley Till deposits

which cap the Catfish Creek Till in this part of the Tillsonburg

Moraine. Finally, it suggests a minimum age for the

deposition of Lake Maumee III sediments.

The forest- tundra pollen assemblage zone persisted in the

Lake Hunger area from approximately 13,600 years B.P. (Lake

Arkona) to approximately 12,600 years B.P. (Early Lake Erie;

Lewis e_t al. , 1972). This is substantiated by a radiocarbon

date of 12,480 - 170 years B.P. (BGS 265) near the upper limit

of the forest- tundra zone. During this period of time the

climate was probably cold and moist.

As the water levels dropped (from Lake Maumee through

Lake Arkona and Lake Whittlesey), the Lake Hunger area was

probably a part of a series of morainic islands. This concept

is exemplified in an unpublished report by P.J. Barnett,

Ontario Division of Mines (in preparation).

Soon after 12,480 - 170 radiocarbon years B.P. (BGS 265),

trees and shrubs invaded the forest- tundra and a new paleo-

vegetation zone, designated L.H. Ill (H lib, Figure 34)

developed. This open spruce parkland (Northeast Transition,

taiga) is dominated by spruce, with a minor component of pine,

fir, birch and oak present. The non-arboreal component is still
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important (up to S0% in the lower part of the zone) but is on

the decline. A cool, moist climate probably persisted during

this transitional zone.

By 9,830 - 230 years B.P. (BGS 233b) the open spruce

parkland had been replaced by a closed boreal forest (L.H. IV;

H III, Figure 3*0- This paleovegetation zone is designated

in the Lake Hunger Bog pollen diagram as L.H. B. IV (Figure 35).

From this point on, the description of the pollen assemblages

will be based on the Lake Hunger Bog diagram (Figure 35).

The closed boreal forest (L.H.B. IV; 280 to 180 cm) is

dominated by pine; an initially prominant spruce component

is also observed but it declines to a minimum by approximately

2^5 cm. Fir, birch, oak and elm are present and the non-

arboreal component is minor. Charcoal (245 to 260 cm) appears

to be associated with a decrease in the non-arboreal component

(which is coincident with the increase in birch pollen).

This paleovegetation zone (Figure 34) persisted until approx-

imately 7,420 - 160 years B.P. (BGS 233a) and reflected a cool,

dry climate.

The closed boreal forest is replaced by a predominantly

hardwood forest (L.H.B. V; 180 to 80 cm). There is a slight

decrease in pine and an increase in oak, maple and basswood.

Beech becomes prominent at approximately 110 cm in depth while

hemlock remains minor. The pollen diagram for Lake Hunger

(Figure 34) shows a slightly more pronounced change as both

pine and birch decrease while hemlock, elm and beech exhibit

increases. Oak percentages remain high. During this

paleovegetation zone, the climatic trend is towards maximum
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warmth and relative dryness.

The upper 73 cm of sediment (gravel and clay) in the Lake

Hunger Bog is disturbed and this can probably be attributed to

the re-opening of the historic Norwich Road (which passes

within a few feet of the coring site) by the Little Lake

Conservation Authority. Consequently, the segment of the diagram

(which is present in the lake's history) representing the time

of major European settlement to the present (approximately the

last 100 years) is missing. However, the upper 80 cm of peat

is interesting as it reflects man's influence in the bog while

building the Norwich Road.

Charcoal is present at approximately 80 cm and this

coincides with a rapid increase in the non-arboreal component

and a slight decrease in oak and birch pollen. This may

indicate the initial clearing of the land for the building of

Jonathon Malcolm's farm (1829). Sometime after the establishment

of the farm the Norwich Road was constructed through the

bog. The presence of abundant charcoal (at approximately 35 cm),

associated with decreases in basswood, maple, hickory, beech,

elm, birch and non-arboreal pollen may be indicative of this

event. The coincident increase in pine and the presence, though

minor, of spruce suggest that the area in and near the bog

were burned or cut and burned resulting in decreases in pollen

representative of the original hardwood forest and decreases

in the non-arboreal component (which was associated locally

with the bog). The initial increases in pine, and to a lesser

degree spruce, may have been the result of pollen (pine and

spruce) being blown from more distant areas while later increases
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in the pine component probably reflect the eventual establishment

of pine stands on uncultivated open land.

Aside from the vegetational history of the Lake Hunger Bog,

it was found that pollen associated with the peat was poorly

preserved and not very abundant, whereas, that associated with

the marl and upper sands was both abundant and well preserved.

Pollen in the lake sediments was extremely well preserved and

very abundant.

The greater sedimentation rate in Lake Hunger resulted in

a more drawn out palynostratigraphic sequence which was not as

greatly affected by the local pollen (mainly the non-arboreal

pollen) as was that of the bog. However, these local effects

do not, at least in this particular case, interfere with the

establishment of pollen assemblage (paleovegetation) zones.

Generally, the lake sediment study provided a clearer

picture of the vegetational history of the area, as well as

providing datable material for the establishment of a

geochronological time scale.

Bouckaert Site

The Bouckaert Site (^2°^5 ,/+0" N latitude; 80
o55'20" W

longitude; 2 miles (3.2 kilometres) east of Aylmer, Ontario)

is situated in a gravel pit (Lake Whittlesey beach-bar

deposit) located along the southern flank of the Tillsonburg

Moraine (Figure 13). Six subsites in the pit (Figure 12) were

sampled: material from Sites 1, 3i ^t 5 and 6 were collected

for radiocarbon dating and Sites 1, 2 and 3 were subsampled

for palynological analysis.
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Lake Whittlesey nearshore sands overlie the Port Stanley-

Till along the southern flank of the Tillsonburg Moraine.

As water levels dropped to those of Lake Warren this area

drained except for remnant marshy areas which probably developed

in the 'depressions of the irregular impervious till surface

beneath the thin sand cover' (Barnett, 1977). These marshy

areas subsequently developed into shallow peat deposits (with

associated branches, twigs and logs) which were, in recent

times (G-6; within the last 200 years), buried beneath aeolian

sands (possibly as a result of agricultural practices).

Although the pollen abundance and preservation were poor

the general paleovegetational picture appears to be that of an

open spruce parkland (in this area) approximately 11,000 to

12,000 years B.P. The earliest radiocarbon date available for

the Bouckaert Site was 12,130 - 150 years B.P. (BGS 375).

obtained on a piece of wood which was located stratigraphically

lower than any pollen sequence. This radiocarbon date and the

pollen evidence indicates that with the recession of Lake

Whittlesey (approximately 12,900 years B.P.j Prest, 1970) and

the subsequent formation of Lake Warren I, an open spruce

parkland developed in the Bouckaert Site area at least 12,130 -

150 years B.P. (BGS 375).

A radiocarbon date of 11,070 ± 140 years B.P. (BGS 377).

obtained on wood collected at the base of Site 1, supports the

scanty pollen evidence (Table 8) that a spruce dominated

parkland existed in the Bouckaert Site area at this time.

Table 9 indicates the results of the pollen analysis for

samples collected at Site 2. Of the 10 samples analysed only
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Table 8: Results of pollen analysis of sediment samples from
the Bouckaert Site.

Site 1

Depth in cm.

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

4-0





Table 9s Results of pollen analysis of sediment samples from
the Bouckaert Site.

Site 2

Depth in cm, Pollen Results

5

10

15

20

25

Picea

Pinus

Picea

5

1

no pollen, organic fragments present

Picea
Betula
Salix
Ulmus
Fagus

Picea
Pinus
Betula
Salix

2

1

1

1

2

30
1

2

2

charcoal present

30 Picea
Pinus
Tsuga
Salix
Ulmus

40
8

1

1

1

Ambrosia 1

Artemisia 1

Cyperaceae 1

charcoal abundant

35

40

45

Picea
Quercus
Fagus

Picea
Pinus
Quercus

Picea
Pinus
Betula
Salix
Ulmus

5
1

1

30
l

l

138
12
2

3
1

charcoal present

Sphagnum 2

Cyperaceae 2

charcoal abundant

Cyperaceae 10
NAP?
Myricaceae
Artemisia
Polygonaceae
Lycopodium
Compositae
charcoal present
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one gave statistically meaningful values and this sample was

located at the base of the organics (45 cm). However, this

result, coupled with the persistant pattern in the other samples

analysed supports the open spruce parkland concept. Site 2

is situated approximately 5 metres (16.5 feet) northeast of

Site 1 (Figure 12). Charcoal was present from 25 to 45 cm in

depth.

An 85 cm section at Site 3 (Figure 12) was sampled for

pollen. As with Sites 1 and 2, pollen was not very abundant

(Table 10) and only two statistically valid counts were obtained,

both from the base of the section. The results from these two

samples, together with the fragmentary data from the other

samples, supports the open spruce parkland concept. Three

radiocarbon dates were obtained, all from wood within or closely

associated with the section analysed for pollen. These dates

are: (1) Site G-3, 43 to 46.5 cm in depth - 11,220 - 140 years

B.P. (BGS 376)5 (2) Site G-4, stratigraphically lower than

Site G-3 - 11,660 - 140 years B.P. (BGS 374); and (3) Site

G-5» stratigraphically lower than Site G-4 - 12,130 - 150 years

B.P. (BGS 375). All of the above radiocarbon dates are

correlative with the time of open spruce parkland in Southwestern

Ontario (Table 6). At depths of 25, 50 and 70 to 85 cm,

charcoal was abundant.

The upper 25 cm of the section resembles a sandy soil,

with incorporated organics (both oxidized), more than a true

peat deposit. If this is in fact a buried soil (which developed

in pre-settlement times), then the associated oxidizing

conditions would account for the poor pollen preservation
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Table 10: Results of pollen analysis of sediment samples from
the Bouckaert Site.

Site 3

Depth in cm. Pollen Results

no pollen

5 no pollen

10 Picea 17 charcoal present
Pinus 3

Quercus 2

15 no pollen charcoal present

20 no pollen

25 no pollen, organic fragments highly-
oxidized; charcoal present

30 no pollen

35 Picea 6

40 no pollen charcoal present

45 Picea 1

50 no pollen charcoal abundant

55 Picea 6

60 no pollen, organic fragments rare

65 no pollen, organic fragments very rare

70 no pollen, organic fragments very rare

75 Picea 33 Artemisia 2

Pinus 3 charcoal abundant
Betula 1

80 Picea 153 Cyperaceae 6

Pinus 1 Sphagnum 1

charcoal abundant
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Table 10 continued:

85 Picea





observed in this part of the section, as well as the lack of

any pollen record younger than the open spruce parkland.

With disturbance of the area by man, possibly by burning

as evidenced by the presence of charcoal at the base of the

sand, sand dunes developed in the Bouckaert Site area (up to

25 feet (6.6 metres) in height).

Mabee Site

The Mabee Site (^^'OO" N latitude; 80°43'l6" W

longitude; 7 miles (11.2 kilometres) southeast of Tillsonburg)

is located along the southern flank of the Mabee Moraine

immediately north of a buried Arkona shore bluff and thin

beach-bar (Figure 14).

The Mabee Moraine (Port Stanley Till) was formed during

the Port Bruce Stade. During the subsequent Mackinaw Interstade

a shore bluff was cut in the southern flank of the Mabee

Moraine by the waters of Lake Arkona. This shore bluff, as

well as the lower extremities of the Mabee Moraine were, in

part, thinly covered by Lake Whittlesey silts and sands,

approximately 13,200 years B.P. (Prest, 1970). With the lowering

of water levels to Lake Warren, this site became emergent and

shallow pockets of organics developed (similar to the Bouckaert

Site).

The sediment stratigraphy of the three subsites (A, B and

C) is described in Tables 24, 25 and 26.

The pollen diagram for Mabee Site A (Figure 36a) indicates

the presence of open spruce parkland. Two radiocarbon dates

were obtained for this section: (1) 11,150 - 140 years B.P.
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(BGS 412) on peat and (2) 11,660 - l>0 years B.P. (BGS 407)

on wood taken from the same general location in the section.

The dates are both reasonable for the pollen assemblage zone

indicated.

The Mabee Site B pollen results (Figure 36b) also indicate

the presence of an open spruce parkland at the time that the

peat bog was developing. Sample 3 (at a depth of 10 cm) appears

to be anomalous, however, this result can probably be explained

by influxes of non-arboreal pollen (for example, sedge) from

the immediate area. This paleovegetation zone has been dated

at 11,200 - 160 years B.P. (BGS 429).

The results of the pollen analysis of two samples from

Mabee Site C (Table 11) supports the open spruce parkland

concept. Charcoal was abundant in both samples. Terrestrial

and nearshore species of gastropods have been tentatively

identified (R. Winn, personal communication) from the organic

horizon of Site C. These preliminary results indicate the

presence of a nearshore environment at this site, approximately

11,000 to 12,000 years B.P.

The Mabee and Bouckaert Sites became emergent with the

lowering of levels to those of Lake Warren. Both sites

supported an open spruce parkland vegetation, the records of

which were preserved in shallow peat deposits. The peat and

associated paleovegetation zone existed from at least 12,000

to 11,000 years B.P. at both sites. The aeolian deposits at

the Mabee Site may be similar in age and development to those

at the Bouckaert Site.
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Table 11: Results of palynological analysis: Mabee Site C.

Sample Interval

7 cm above Port Stanley Till

in organics mixed with sand.

Results

Picea 15^

Pinus 5

Cyperaceae 12

Chenopidiaceae 1

Sphagnum 1

charcoal abundant

1 cm above till/sand interface. Picea V> Cyperaceae 2

Pinus 5

charcoal abundant
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Cornell Bog

Cornell Bog (42°54'17" N latitude; 80°38'58" W longitude?

1 mile (1.6 kilometres) southwest of Otterville) is located

immediately north of the crest of the Tillsonburg Moraine.

The kettle hole, occupied by the bog, contains more than

6 metres (19.7 feet) of sediment, however, as a result of time

limitations only the lower 2 metres (6.6 feet) of core were

analysed for pollen.

Immediately after Lake Maumee III drained, the kettle

hole, containing the Cornell Bog sediments, formed and remained

as an independent lake basin from this time on (Barnett,

personal communication). That is, the lake probably existed

on a morainic island throughout the lower level Arkona and

Whittlesey lake phases.

Figure 37 is the pollen diagram for the lower 2 metres

(6.6 feet) of sediment recovered from Cornell Bog. The lower-

most sediments recovered from the bog (646 to 480 cm) contain

a palynostratigraphic record that is dominated by spruce, with

some oak pollen present. Pine and willow percentages are minor.

The non-arboreal component increases from approximately 12 to

40 per cent during this stratigraphic interval. From 530 to

480 cm the pine component increases although spruce still

dominates the pollen diagram. This paleovegetation zone is

designated as Cornell Bog (C.B. Ill) III, open spruce parkland.

Charcoal is abundant from 620 to 630 cm and 590 to 600 cm

in depth. Noticeable increases in willow and birch pollen and

corresponding decreases in the non-arboreal component are

associated with these charcoal horizons. These paleovegetation
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patterns are relatively short-lived and can be attributed to

fire in the lowermost sediments (620 to 630 cm), however, in

the upper sediments the initial vegetational changes can be

attributed to fire while their subsequent persistence may be

due to changing climatic or soil conditions.

A radiocarbon date of 12,950 - 220 years B.P. (BGS 421)

was obtained on the lower organics and this date suggests a

minimum age for the development of Cornell Bog as an independent

lake basin.

It should be noted that initial reconnaissance probing,

prior to the coring of the bog, revealed more pollen bearing

sediments below that actually recovered from the coring operation.

Consequently, the radiocarbon date obtained is, in fact, a

minimum age for the formation of the kettle hole.

The open spruce parkland persisted until approximately

9,840 - 140 years B.P. (BGS 419) when the closed boreal forest

(C.B. IV, Figure 37) becomes dominant (480 to 450 cm). In

this paleovegetation zone, pine is dominant and spruce pollen

decreases, whereas, birch, alder, oak and elm percentages

increase. The non-arboreal component is predominantly local

( Sphagnum , Typha , Cyperaceae , etc.), species indicative of a

bog environment.

Cornell Bog (initially a kettle lake) and Lake Hunger

both existed as independent lakes on morainic islands

(Tillsonburg Moraine) during Arkona and Whittlesey times.

Unless older pollen bearing sediments are found, it appears

that Cornell Bog was slower to develop as an independent lake

basin. Lake Hunger was probably 'ice free' during Kaumee III
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time.

Colles Lake I

Colles Lake I (43°07'l6" N latitude; 80°33'26" W longitude;

13.5 miles (21.6 kilometres) northeast of Otterville) developed

as a kettle hole in the till plain area (Port Stanley Till),

northwest of the Norwich Moraine, during the Port Bruce Stade.

As the Erie Lobe retreated from the St. Thomas Moraine

(related to Lake Maumee II) ice remnant blocks were isolated

in the till plain along the ice front. The basin, occupied

by the present-day Colles Lake I, was formed at this time.

Further retreat of the ice front to the Tillsonburg Moraine

and beyond resulted in the rise of proglacial lake levels

to those of Maumee III. Colles Lake I may have possibly been

a small embayment in this proglacial lake, as evidenced by:

(1) well rounded, nearshore(?) sand directly overlies the Port

Stanley Till in the bottom of the Colles Lake I basin (Table

15) and (2) as water levels continued to drop, moss became

established and marl formed (probably associated with nearshore

plants; Davis (1900); Wetzel (1970)), both of which overlie

the sand (Table 15). With the inception of Colles Lake I as

an independent basin (during the Mackinaw Interstade) marl

deposition ceased and laminated clays began to be deposited.

Colles Lake I was definitely emergent during Lake Arkona

and Lake Whittlesey times, as indicated by its paleoecological

and geochronological records as well as by its elevation above

sea level (that is, approximately ^5 feet (13- 7 metres) above

the level of Lake Whittlesey).
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This lake can be used to help define the shoreline con-

figuration of Lake Whittlesey in this area. The nearshore and

deltaic deposits to the northeast of Colles Lake I (Barnett,

personal communication) help to further define the northern

extent of this proglacial lake.

The earliest paleovegetation zone preserved (700 to 615 cm)

in the Colles Lake I basin (Figure 38) is that of an open

spruce parkland (C.L. Ill), which has been radiocarbon dated

at 12,900 - 400 years B.P. (BGS 366). This date was obtained

on organics, located stratigraphically above the moss horizon

(insufficient moss for a date) and provides a minimum age for

the inception of Colles Lake I as an independent lake basin.

The pollen assemblage in this zone consists of spruce,

which is the dominant component, associated with minor percentages

of oak, willow, birch, pine and larch. The non-arboreal

component is noteable, including the species Ambrosia , Artemisia ,

Cyperaceae and Compositae . Charcoal is abundant throughout

the entire sediment sequence except in the disturbed zone

(C.L. VI).

The closed boreal forest (C.L. IV) commenced approximately

10,330 ± 220 years B.P. (BGS 367) and is represented in the

palynostratigraphic sequence (615 to 530 cm) by pine (which

dominates the assemblage), minor larch, alder and willow,

noticeable increases in birch and oak with small increases in

elm, maple, hickory and ash. Fir is noteable only in this pollen

assemblage zone. The maximum of the boreal forest zone

{55^ to 574 cm) was radiocarbon dated at 9,000 - 130 years

B.P. (BGS 368).
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The boreal forest was gradually replaced by a predomin-

antly hardwood forest (C.L. V). In this paleovegetation zone,

pine pollen decreases while elm, beech, hickory, maple and

ash increase and eventually become constant. Birch and oak

pollen have initial decreases but soon stabilize. Alder, willow,

basswood and hickory remain minor throughout this zone.

Generally, C.L. V is designated by the co-dominance of oak,

elm, beech and maple with minor ash and hickory.

The hemlock curve is of interest in Colles Lake I. Hem-

lock pollen increases from approximately 530 to 385 cm in depth.

A radiocarbon date of 5.960 - 120 years B.P. (BGS 369) on

sediment from kS5 to 475 cm indicates the midpoint of the

hemlock maximum. The decline occurred at some time prior to

4,100 t 120 years B.P. (BGS 370) (356 to 376 cm). This may

date the Tsuga minimum, however, there is no noticeable increase

in hemlock after this time. Two other radiocarbon dates were

obtained from this zone: (1) 263 to 283 cm in depth - 3,010 -

110 years B.P. (BGS 371) and (2) 166 to 186 cm in depth -

2,050 - 110 years B.P. (BGS 372).

The 'disturbed' zone (C.L. VI) is from 35 to cm and

differs from the hardwood forest zone in that the non-arboreal

component increases from being insignificant to over 100 per

cent. Also, beech decreases and, to a lesser degree, so does

ash and hemlock. Pine and possibly spruce increase during

this paleovegetation zone.

Folden Mastodon Site

The Folden Mastodon Site (43°03'15" N latitude} 80°40'25"
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W longitude; 11 miles (17.6 kilometres) east of Thamesville)

is associated with a thin deposit of glaciofluvial outwash

sand and gravel (early Thames River) which overlies the Zorra

(Tavistock) Till (deposited as a ground moraine during the

Port Bruce Stade). A shallow ponding (in the vicinity of the

study site) was probably already developed in the rolling

ground moraine prior to the deposition of the outwash deposits.

This mastodon find was reported by both Sternberg (1963)

and Dreimanis (1967) and is designated as Site 46 on Figure

19. It is situated on the side and at the head of a shallow

broad stream valley. A farm pond was excavated in 1955 » over

the pre-existing spring (which forms the headwater of a small

stream), by Orvil Bond and it was at this time that the mastodon

remains, including a skull with teeth in place and ribs were

recovered.

The site stratigraphy is as follows (Terasmae, unpublished)

:

At the spring (farm pond) 2 to 3 feet (0.6 to 0.9 metres)

of muck overlies a layer of woody peat and marl (lens-like

body) with shells. The thickest marl seen was about 6 inches

(15.3 cm). Marl overlies sand with plant detritus and a thin

band of gyttja (?). This organic sand (6 to 8 inches (15«3

to 20.3 cm) in depth) overlies water saturated sand and gravel.

The mastodon remains were found at the contact of the organic

sand and the water saturated sand and gravel.

Figure 39 is the pollen diagram for the Folden Mastodon

Site. Unfortunately, no radiocarbon date was obtained. The

paleovegetation zone present is restricted to a spruce dominated

pollen assemblage with a noteable non-arboreal component typical
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of what has been termed for this thesis - open spruce parkland

(Northeast Transition; taiga). This type of paleovegetation

was present in Southwestern Ontario from approximately 13#000

to 10,500 years B.P. (Table 6), except in refugium areas where

it persisted to perhaps as late as 9.500 years B.P. (for example,

the Verbeke Mastodon Site and Cornell Bog) . The presence of

the mastodon remains associated with the open spruce parkland

suggests that the remains were in place and were not related

to the earlier outwash deposit.

Forest Pond

This lake (43°21'50" N latitude? 80
o55'51" W longitude;

3 miles (4.8 kilometres) east of Stratford) is associated with

the hummocky terrain of the Waterloo Morainic System (Figure 18).

The Late Wisconsin geological history of this area is

complicated by numerous relatively thin exposures of till. In

fact, the tills are often referred to as 'undifferentiated'

because of their relationship complexities (Figure 18).

The Late Wisconsin history of this area begins with the

deposition of the Catfish Creek Till (Nissouri Stade). The

next event of particular importance to the development of Forest

Pond was the advance of the Huron ice during the early Port

Bruce Stade and the subsequent deposition of the Tavistock Till

forming several small morainic ridges (Waterloo Moraine)

trending southwest-northeast between Tavistock and Stratford.

With the recession of the ice front from these moraines ice

blocks were left as remnants in the hummocky topography. The

fluctuating Huron Lobe ice front soon re-entered the study
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area resulting in the deposition of a thin layer of Stratford

Till over the Tavistock Till. This thin deposit of till

probably was deposited on top of the remnant ice block as was

the poorly to well sorted 'kame' sand that forms the cap deposit

of the Waterloo Moraine in the vicinity of Forest Pond. This

area was probably free from ice and emergent from the latter

part of the Port Bruce Stade (pre-13»500 years B.P., Cowan,

1975) to the present.

The radiocarbon date obtained on the lowermost organics

in Forest Pond as well as the pollen assemblage ('late' open

spruce parkland) associated with the date indicates a minimum

age for the development of Forest Pond as a lake basin (approx-

imately 11,250 - 260 years B.P. (BGS 393)). This apparent

'late' start for Forest Pond can be explained by the very slow

melting of the remnant ice block responsible for the development

of this kettle lake.

As mentioned above the earliest paleovegetation zone

represented in the sediments of Forest Pond (Figure ^+0) was

the open spruce parkland (Northeast Transition; taiga). The

increase in per cent pine pollen throughout this zone (from

902 to 795 cm) and the fairly low representation of non-arboreal

pollen suggests that the pollen record available is 'late'

open spruce parkland tending towards being transitional to the

boreal forest paleovegetation phase.

Paleovegetation zone III (F.P. Ill; Figure ^0) is composed

of a pollen assemblage dominated by spruce but in which pine

has begun to increase. Alder (although less than 10 per cent)

is at its peak and there are several minor contributers, namely,
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larch, birch, hemlock, oak, elm, willow and poplar. The non-

arboreal component ( Cyperaceae , Artemisia , Compos itae and

Gramineae ) , although still quite low, does show a trend towards

increasing from paleovegetation zone F.P. IV where it is

negligible. Charcoal is very abundant throughout this zone and

may indicate the trend towards dryer climate (boreal forest)

and certainly the tendency of particularly the 'late' open

spruce parkland for fire (for example, Verbeke Mastodon Site,

Pond Mills I, Lake Hunger, Bouckaert Site and Mabee Site).

There are two radiocarbon dates available for this paleovegetation

zone (Figure 40). The oldest date, 11,250 - 260 radiocarbon

years B.P. (BGS 393). on the lowermost organics (817 to 834 cm)

suggests a minimum age for the development of Forest Pond as

an independent lake basin. The younger date, 10,270 - 240

years B.P. (BGS 39*0. indicates the approximate time at which

the open spruce parkland (F.P. Ill) gave way to the closed

boreal forest (F.P. IV).

Paleovegetation zone IV (700 to 795 cm) is represented

by a pollen assemblage where pine is the dominant component.

Fir is at its peak and there is some minor larch. Birch and

oak are at their maximums while alder shows a decrease from

F.P. Ill and it eventually stabalizes and remains constant

for the rest of the pollen diagram. Willow, ash, basswood and

walnut are minor, while elm and hickory are slowly increasing.

The non-arboreal components are negligible. Charcoal is present

in minor quantities from 700 to 755 cm. One radiocarbon date,

8,200 - 160 years B.P. (BGS 395). indicates the approximate

time that the boreal forest (F.P. IV)/predominantly hardwood
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forest (F.P. V) transition occurred in this lake.

The predominantly hardwood forest (F.P. V) paleovegetation

zone (700 to 175 cm) is reflected, in terms of pollen assemblage

components, by a dominance of beech, elm, oak and maple. More

specifically, the pine component decreased rapidly. Birch

showed a decrease at 700 cm and remained low until approximately

535 cm when it increased slightly and remained reasonably

constant throughout the remainder of the pollen diagram. Oak

also decreased slightly and along with alder, willow, hickory,

ash and basswood appears to stabilize and remain constant

throughout the zone (F.P. V).

Elm and maple increase and become co-dominants along with

beech and oak.

Hemlock shows an interesting pattern in this particular

palynostratigraphic sequence. Hemlock increases rapidly,

approximately 8,200 - 160 radiocarbon years B.P. (BGS 395),

and remains high (mid-hemlock maximum at approximately

5,900 - 120 years B.P. (BGS 396) until about (515 cm) 5.260 -

140 years B.P. (BGS 397). Hemlock then decreases until

approximately 350 cm, at which time a minor increase occurs.

This minor increase occurred at a slightly older time than

the radiocarbon date obtained (3,590 - 130 years B.P. (BGS 399)

for the sediment interval 317 to 327 cm.

A radiocarbon date of 2,640 i 130 years B.P. (BGS 400)

for the sediment interval 219 to 229 cm was also obtained.

Charcoal was found to be present (at varying intervals) throughout

zone F.P. V.

The predominantly hardwood forests of pollen zone F.P. V
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were interrupted by the appearance of man and his agricultural

activities in the vicinity of the lake. Two such disturbances

were recorded in the palynostratigraphic record of Forest

Pond and were designated as F.P. VIA (oldest) and F.P. VIB

(youngest or most recent).

F.P. VIA (175 to 90 cm) is indicated by a palynostratigraphy

which differs from F.P. V (hardwood forest zone) by displaying

a rapid increase in the non-arboreal pollen (120 to 175%.

predominantly Ambrosia (80%) and Gramineae (24%)) associated

with a decrease in beech, hemlock and maple and an increase

in pine pollen. Charcoal is present, however, it never appears

to be abundant. This may be accounted for by the dilution effect

of an increase in inorganic materials (clay and silts) in the

lake sediments as the land was cleared. There is no radiocarbon

date for this sequence, but its occurrence at depth (even

accounting for the increase in sedimentation rate) and the fact

that it is the oldest of the two disturbances suggests that it

may be related to an Indian occupation of the gentle slopes

around the lake possibly an early Woodland occupation. Corn

( Zea Mays ) pollen was found in the middle area of this zone

and suggests along with the presence of large amounts of non-

arboreal pollen that the occupants were agriculturalists, at

least, to some degree. The above discussion is purely

speculative and requires historical study of the Stratford area

to justify it. All that can be said, at this time, is that

this zone (F.P. VIA), represents an early period of land

disturbance for agricultural purposes.

Included in zone F.P. IVA is an interval (120 to 90 cm)
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where the non-arboreal component is negligible (approximately

4%), charcoal disappears from the record, maple, beech and

hemlock re-establish themselves while pine shows a minor

decrease. This interval probably represents a time when the

forest was allowed to re-establish itself and the occupants

moved on to other arable areas.

From 90 on to cm in the sediment sequence a second

'disturbed* zone (F.P. VIB) is recorded. This zone is probably

correlative with the influx of European man into the Stratford

area and the subsequent farming and settlement of the land in

the vicinity of the lake. The pollen assemblage indicates that

the non-arboreal component is again extremely high (over 100%)

while beech, maple and hemlock decrease. Pine shows an

apparent increase, while willow and oak show an increase at

approximately 60 cm while ash and walnut increase nearer to

the surface (approximately 25 cm). Charcoal is present and

sometimes appears to be abundant in the record. The fine

inorganic components (clays and silts) again become extremely

noticeable. The effect of dilution is very noticeable, one

example being, the fact that a statistical count (at least 150

arboreal components) could not be obtained after counting two

slides even though the lake is near a forest in which pine is

a prominant element.

This lake suggests an interesting problem of differentiating

the true absence of pollen from sediments due to the absence

of vegetation and the apparent absence of pollen and its related

vegetation due to an extremely high increase in inorganic matter

into the lake basin.
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Composite Diagram

The geochronological and palynological results for each

of the eleven study sites have been described in detail above.

Figure 41 is a composite diagram of the main paleovegetation

zones for the sites investigated in south Southwestern Ontario.

This diagram is constructed such that the left side represents

the most southwesterly site while the site on the far right

is located furthest southeast. The sites between align within

this general trend.

The common datum used was the open spruce parkland/closed

boreal forest boundary (paleovegetation zones IIl/lV). All

of the radiocarbon dates available for each site were plotted

at the appropriate depth in the paleovegetation column. Table

6 summarizes the general results derived from (for the most

part) this diagram. The following discussion will be limited

to Figure 41 and what it suggests about the postglacial veg-

etational history for south Southwestern Ontario.

The main result is that by 10,000 years B.P. south South-

western Ontario was predominantly occupied by a closed boreal

forest. The lakes and Cornell Bog (which was a lake at this

time) tend to show this regional change better than the bogs

(Figure 4l). However, the consistency of the bogs sampled,

in being slightly retarded in changing over to a closed boreal

forest, suggests that the marshy areas continued to support

open spruce parkland for a short period (perhaps approximately

500 years) after the regional vegetation pattern changed to

a closed boreal forest. These marshy areas would have provided
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the last refugiums in which mastodons could survive (for example,

the Verbeke Mastodon Site). The charcoal pattern present,

in most of the sites, supports the regional climatic change

towards a warmer, drier environment and subsequently, fires.

In refugium areas the open spruce parkland vegetation was prone

to fire during its existence (Verbeke Mastodon Site).

Only one lacustrine record (Lake Hunger) indicated the

presence of tundra and forest- tundra. A radiocarbon date of

15 t 180 - 200 years B.P. (BGS 266) was obtained on the organics

immediately above the paleovegetation zone designated as tundra

(R. Winn, 1975). The possibility that this radiocarbon date

is 'too old' due to carbonate contamination as well as the

recommendation that Lake Hunger should be re-cored and more

radiocarbon dates obtained was presented in the original work

(R. Winn, 1975).

This writer, after giving consideration to the above study

as well as to several aspects of radiocarbon dating, particularly

contamination problems (Appendix I), contends that it is

possible that this date is correct and agrees with R. Winn

(1975) in his recommendation that only further radiocarbon

analyses of Lake Hunger sediments will answer the question.

The writer concedes the possibility of 'old carbon' con-

tamination which may, in this case, have resulted in a variance

of between 500 and 1,000 years at a maximum. However, even

considering this possibility, it remains a strong probability

that it would take several hundreds of years (possibly 1,000

years or more (Shane, 1975)) for the establishment of the lake

basin as an independent lake and the invasion and establishment
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of vegetation in the area of Lake Hunger and in the lake itself

to such a degree as to contribute a major component of organics

(approximately 60%) to the lake sediment. The preceding comments

support the concept of a minimum age of 15 #000 years B.P. for

the formation of the Tillsonburg Moraine.

The writer realizes that one radiocarbon date can not

change present concepts, for example, that the age of the

Tillsonburg Moraine is approximately 1^,000 years B.P.; however,

it is essential to note this new possibility (15,000 years

B.P.), with the hope that it may stimulate further paleoveg-

etational and geochronological research on kettle lakes and

bogs in the Tillsonburg Moraine.

In this particular lake the forest-tundra appears to have

lasted for almost 500 years longer than would be expected, as

the other sites supported open spruce parkland at least 13#000

years ago. One possible explanation for this is the presence

of well drained, sandy, steep slopes immediately around Lake

Hunger, as well as, a developing marshy area where the inflow

stream entered the lake. All of these areas would support

non-tree species such as Cyperaceae (in the marsh) and Artemisia

and Ambrosia (the better drained slopes). The Lake Hunger

record may represent a local picture at this time (persisting

from the original establishment of forest- tundra when Lake

Hunger was on an island in Lake Whittlesey) rather than a regional

one. This is one example of the individuality of palynostrat-

igraphic records. It is easy to generalize (Table 6), however,

care must be taken when evaluating a lake or bog because they

reflect, to varying degrees, local as well as regional patterns.
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A similar result, indicating the need for caution when

studying kettle lakes, is clearly shown when one studies the

lowermost radiocarbon dated paleovegetational sequences for

Walker Pond I and Pond Mills I (Figure 41). Both lakes are

kettles in the Ingersoll Moraine and both had similar geological

histories (as previously discussed), however, there is at least

a 2,000 year difference between the evolution of Walker Pond I

and Pond Mills I (as independent lake basins). This time

difference is probably related to the melting of the ice blocks

within each basin. It is evident, in this case (as there was

another comparable lake sediment record available), that the

lowermost radiocarbon date on Pond Mills I, while indicating

a minimum age for the formation of the lake basin, does not

suggest a realistic age for the development of the Ingersoll

Moraine. It should be noted that an individual with some ex-

perience in palynological records for Southern Ontario would

have been suspect of the implications of the Pond Mills I

record, however, the inexperienced may have taken the radiocarbon

date at face value without considering the pollen evidence.

The lowermost radiocarbon date for Walker Pond I appears

old at first glance, however, the date is probably valid and

its apparent proximity to the open spruce parkland/boreal forest

datum (approximately 10,000 years B.P.) can be accounted for

by the extreme compactness of the sediment in this lake coupled

with the fact that at least 10 cm of material (along the length

of the core) was required to obtain a radiocarbon date. This

14means that the C date is the average of the time represented

by the deposition of the 10 and sometimes 20 cm of sediment.
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In the case of Walker Pond I, with its extreme sediment com-

pactness, this radiocarbon sample interval could represent

a large number of years.

Lake Medad has a radiocarbon date (10,285 - 131 years B.P.;

BGS 29) that is definitely too old for the paleovegetation

record represented. There are two possible explanations for

this discrepancy. One explanation is to suggest that the sample

dated contained 'old carbon' and therefore the date is too old.

Another explanation is that the material for this date was one

of the first samples dated on the Benzene Synthesizer and the

'old' date may be a reflection of some of the problems common

to the initial operation of a precision instrument. It is

difficult to state the reason for the 'old* date as no other

material was dated within this lake core nor was this particular

sample check dated elsewhere (because of lack of material).

All that can be said is that the pollen stratigraphic evidence

indicates that the Lake Medad date is unacceptable.

Figure 41 also indicates the boundary for the closed boreal

forest/predominantly hardwood forest. The radiocarbon dates

suggest, (a) that the boundary may be time transgressive and

may be dependent on factors such as soils, succession, ability

to migrate and to compete, etc., and (b) that, from the present

evidence (Figure 41), it can be tentatively suggested that the

change from boreal to predominantly hardwood forest occurred

approximately between 7.500 and 8,700 years B.P. For general

purposes this transition is shown to be at approximately 8,000

years B.P. on Table 6.

Two additional points that can be made from studying
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Figure 41 are: (1) there is a great variability in 'apparent'

sedimentation rates in like environments (bogs versus bogs,

lakes versus lakes) and between bogs and lakes. It can be

noted here that this is also true within an individual lake

or bog as was pointed out for Lake Hunger (R. Winn, 1975), and

(2) it is necessary to generalize when discussing regional

(for example, south Southwestern Ontario) paleovegetation

patterns, particularly where a geochronology is used (Table 6).

As was mentioned in the introductory remarks, radiocarbon dates

are never exact (each has an inherent error) and each lake or

bog when analysed results in an individual picture, varying in

detail from other lakes or bogs. This last aspect is suggested

in a generalized diagram such as in Figure 41 but is more

apparent when studying the individual pollen diagrams.

The main result derived from the compilation of Figure M,

however, is that there was a climatic change, initiated approx-

imately 11,000 years B.P., that resulted in a regional change

in the paleovegetation of south Southwestern Ontario from open

spruce parkland to closed boreal forest by 10,000 years B.P.

Unfortunately, time did not allow for the study of lakes

in northern Southwestern Ontario, however, pollen diagrams for

some sites were available (Anderson, 1971 > Karrow et al. , 1975;

and Terasmae, 1968). These diagrams support the change from

open spruce parkland to boreal forest, with the boreal forest

being dominant by about 10,000 years B.P.

Ogden (1967) published data which supports the occurrence

of a sudden regional climatic change approximately 10,000 years

B.P. in the Great Lakes Region of the United States. Shane's
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(1975) data indicates a change to a warmer, drier climate

(10,060 - 160 years B.P.) for Battaglia Bog in Ohio. This

supports Ogden's 1967 data. All of the above evidence (sites

from south Southwestern Ontario, north Southwestern Ontario,

and in the Great Lakes Region of the United States) supports

the decision to place the age of the Pleistocene/Holocene

boundary (Glossary B, p. 360) at 10,000 years B.P.

Extinction of the Mastodon in Southwestern Ontario

At present, the two most widely discussed theories for

mastodon extinction are t (1) Overkill (man) - Martin (1966,

1967, 1968, 1973. 1975); Prufer (1963) and (2) Environmental-

Climatic - Axelrod (1967); Dreimanis (1967t 1968) and others.

The 'overkill' or 'man' theory is presented in Appendix

II (p. 331-332). This theory is based on the acceptance of a

relatively late entry (11,000 to 12,000 years B.P.) of man

into the New World and subsequently his extermination of unwary

large mammals that had never experienced this type of predator

before.

Recent research suggests that man has co-existed with the

fauna of the New World (North and South America) for at least

^0,000 years and probably for as long as 70,000 to 100,000

years (Bada et al. , 197^; Bischoff et al. . 1977; Davies, 1973;

Irvington and Harington, 1973; MacNeish, 1973; Rapp, 1977; and

Stalker, 1969). This antiquity for 'man' and his subsequent

long-term association and co-existance with the large mammal

fauna of the New World undermines the basic premise of the

overkill theory.
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Studies in the Old World (Appendix II) indicate that

paleo-man, from Villafranchian (about 1.75 million years ago)

to the end of the Final Paleolithic (about 10,000 years B.P.)

was a product of his environment and although he demonstrated

local variations in his subsistance patterns he was, in

overview, an opportunist - taking advantage of what his envir-

onment had to offer. In general, Old World paleo-man preferred

medium sized game usually of a migratory nature. He took

advantage of mired large game when the opportunity arose and

he supplemented his diet with small game when necessary. He

was not adverse to eating fish and shellfish and may have

gathered plants and berries to supplement his diet.

Early man in North America was also a product of his en-

vironment.

In the western and southwestern plains he appears to have

been predominantly a large game hunter who had developed spec-

ialized techniques (mass drives into enclosures or over cliffs).

In northeastern North America paleo-man appears to have

been nomadic, setting up temporary camps along ridges, lake

terraces and river terraces which probably overlooked migratory

routes of game, possibly caribou (barren ground and/or woodland

caribou). It is probable that paleo-man in northeastern North

America hunted and gathered whatever was available and made

use of the migratory patterns of caribou herds to his advantage.

A possible example of paleo-man taking advantage of what his

environment offered was the butchering of the "Rappuhn Mastodon"

which had become mired in a bog.

Paleo-man in Southwestern Ontario appears (Appendix II,





p. 3^9-352) "to fit into the above general designation. The

available evidence indicates that man and mastodon, as well

as many other animals (for example, caribou) were contemporaneous

in time and shared similar ecological preferences in Southwestern

Ontario during late-glacial and early postglacial time. Early

man in Southwestern Ontario hunted medium sized animals

probably concentrating on the woodland and/or barren ground

caribou.

Paleo-man in Southwestern Ontario did not disappear from

the scene with the 'demise* of the big game but by adapting

and co-merging with other cultures - the Piano in the north

and the Archaic in the south - he continued as a hunter of

medium sized game, changing the focus of his hunt to animals

such as deer and bear that inhabited the changed environment

(closed boreal forest).

Paleo-man (world-wide) appears to have successfully adapted

to and utilized his environment. Possible modern analogues

(Appendix II, p. 353-35*0 were considered in this study and

both tribes discussed lived on small game and plants with the

occasional elephant added when they were successful in their

hunt (one to three a year). These people were opportunists

using to the best of their abilities what their environment

had to offer.

The word 'environment' is extremely common in the above

discussion and it becomes apparent that man, more successfully

than many mammals, adapted to the changing environment and

climate of the world in Wisconsin (Wurm) times.

The 'Environmental-Climatic' theory has been developed

specifically for Southwestern Ontario by Dreimanis (1967, 1968).
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This concept is briefly presented in Appendix II (p. 327).

The result of this thesis is support (with some modification)

for this theory as the explanation for mastodon extinction

in Southwestern Ontario. The environmental-climatic theory

(Dreimanis, 1967, 1968) can be stated as follows:

(1) the mastodon preferred open spruce woodlands or spruce

forests;

(2) their extinction was initiated by a reduction and dis-

appearance of spruce forests due to rapidly increasing

dryness, 10,000 to 11,000 years ago;

(3) when their preferred habitat became considerably reduced,

the mastodons could not find their way to the northern

boreal spruce forests, being separated from them by a wide

belt of pine and hardwood forests which meanwhile had

developed over the better drained morainic area of Southern

Ontario; and

(k) by 9.000 years B.P. the mastodon had reached that critically

low level of population at which time any adverse factors

might have led to their extinction.

It is felt that the type of habitat preferred by the

mastodon in Southwestern Ontario was open spruce parkland

(Northeast Transition; taiga). The use of the term spruce

•forest" in statement number 1 may be misleading in this instance

as it seems to imply a 'closed' aspect for the mastodon's

habitat which was not apparent from paleovegetational studies

for this area. It is also suggested that areas of open water

are extremely important to the mastodons survival.

It is agreed (statement number 2) that there was a sig-
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nificant regional climatic change some 11,000 to 10,000 years

B.P. which resulted in the establishment of a closed boreal

forest throughout Southwestern Ontario by at least 10,000

years B.P. Spruce parkland refugiums persisted in marshy or

wet areas for at least another 500 years or so.

This climatic change towards a warmer, drier climate,

which resulted in the reduction and eventual elimination of

open spruce parkland, would besides destroying the preferred

vegetation of the Southwestern Ontario mastodon, perhaps more

importantly (as the mastodon was adaptable to other types of

vegetation, for example, in the Appalachian Mountains and in

Florida), would have been responsible for the disappearance

of shallow lakes, ponds and wet lands which were the basic

habitat of the mastodon (Appendix II, p. 275). Remnants of

these wet areas (for example, the Verbeke, Woloshko and Folden

Mastodon Sites) are sources and potential sources for finds

of mastodon remains.

The results of this study agree with the contents of the

third statement. As has been noted, by 10,000 years B.P. the

regional vegetation for Southwestern Ontario was closed boreal

forest. The once extant open spruce parkland was reduced to

remnant spruce enclaves (for example, the Verbeke Mastodon

Site) which persisted in poorly drained wet areas. The

mastodon was, by this time (10,000 years B.P.), unable to

penetrate the closed boreal forest which was slowly encroaching

into the remaining areas of the spruce parkland. The mastodon,

like the modern elephant (both browsers), may have helped to

destroy its remaining habitat by killing the trees and thus
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creating new areas into which the boreal forest components

could migrate.

It may have been possible, prior to the takeover by closed

boreal forest 10,000 years ago, for some mastodons to have

migrated with the open spruce parkland north and east of the

London area. One site near Lake Scugog supports this possibility.

It is possible that the mastodon was prevented from entering

the area of high elevation north of London, sometimes referred

to as 'Ontario Island', because of a lack of wet areas - ponds,

lakes, marshes - in this predominantly well drained area.

This area at present has no natural lakes and it is possible

that this was also true in late glacial times. The area may

have supported open spruce parkland but the possible lack of

open water would have prevented the mastodon from inhabiting

the areas.

The area east of 'Ontario Island' may have been invaded

by the mastodon (for example, Lake Scugog) after the Halton

ice (Port Huron Stade) had retreated from the area (some time

after 12,900 years B.P.). The expansion of the open spruce

parkland and the subsequent or coincident migration of the

mastodon into this area was limited in extent by the presence

of Lake Algonquin in the Lake Huron-Georgian Bay area and by

the presence, during the early Lake Algonquin stage, of the

Halton ice front northeast of this area. During the low water

phase (11,150 to 11,500 years B.P.j Karrow et al. , 1975) in

which the Kirkfield outlet was open the mastodon may have been

limited to the area west of this outlet for a number of possible

reasons.

The Kirkfield outlet, that is the river, may have presented
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an effective barrier to mastodon migration. Another possible

reason is the change from Paleozoic to Precambrian bedrock

and the subsequent effects (direct and indirect) that this

change may have had on early paleovegetation assemblages and

vegetation migration rates.

The last suggestion that may explain the apparent limit-

ation of the mastodon, west of the Kirkfield outlet, is the

postulation (Karrow et al. , 1961; 1975) of a short duration

ice advance (possibly equivalent to the Greatlakean (about

11,850 years B.P.j Evenson e_t al . , 1976) east of Lake Simcoe

blocking the Kirkfield outlet and limiting the mastodon to

the area south of it. With the recession of the possible ice

front (during which time it is thought that the Dummer Moraine

was formed (Karrow et al., 1975)) Main Lake Algonquin began

to drain through the newly opened North Bay outlet. This

lowering of water levels resulted in the area near Alliston

and Cookstown, Ontario becoming emergent some time after

10,^-00 years B.P. (Karrow et al . , 1975). By this time the

climatic amelioration was already in progress and closed boreal

forest was rapidly becoming the dominant paleovegetation for

the area. This sequence of events would have effectively

stopped the mastodon from migrating into the newly emergent

areas north and east of Lake Simcoe and the Kirkfield outlet.

Any or all of the above reasons may, with further research,

supply an answer to the apparent limitation of the mastodon

to areas south and east of the 'Ontario Island', west of the

Kirkfield outlet and south of the Main Algonquin shoreline

in the (present) Lake Simcoe area.
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The writer agrees with statement number 4.

Basically, this thesis supports the Environmental-Climatic

theory of Dreimanis (1967, 1968) to explain the 'local' ex-

tinction of the mastodon in Southwestern Ontario.

The writer suggests that during the Wisconsin inters tades

(Berti, 1975a, b; Dreimanis et al . , 1966j Dreimanis and

Goldthwait, 1973 J and Miller, 1973) it is possible that the

mastodon may have migrated from the Southwestern and Northeastern

United States into portions of Southwestern Ontario. The

mastodon would have persisted in the area until forced, by the

readvancing ice front (s), to migrate back to Northeastern

United States or to perish with the elimination of their

environment.

However, during earlier interglacials the mastodon, if

it migrated into Southwestern Ontario, would probably have

become 'locally extinct' because of environmental pressures

caused by warming and drying climatic trends. The obvious

question arises - how is the present 'interglacial' different

from earlier ones, thus causing the extinction of the mastodon

throughout eastern North America?

It is proposed here that the present interglacial, partic-

ularly its beginning, may be dryer than any previous inter-

glacial. This climatic trend may have resulted in the mastodon

strongholds in Northeastern and Southeastern United States

(from which they may have migrated to Southwestern Ontario

during interglacials and interstades) being destroyed, as

shallow lakes, ponds or wet areas disappeared. The above

suggestion requires paleoecological and geochronological study

of mastodon sites, remnant bog, lake or pond sites in North-
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eastern and Southeastern United States before any conclusive

statement can be made.

The basis for the above proposal is the concept of a drying

trend initiated in the early Tertiary which persisted until

present times (Kurte'n, 1972).

Confusion can arise when commenting on or discussing

general global climatic trends, depending upon the 'time'

criteria used for comparison. Ruddiman and Mclntyre (1976,

p. 112) exemplifies this: "Man's historical adjustment to

the Earth's climate has been during the relative warmth of the

past 6,000 years. Although the global climate during this

time has been cooler than that prevailing over most of geologic

time, it has been atypically warmer than most of the last

million years of the Pleistocene Epoch."

Kurten (1972) proposes a global drying trend throughout

the Tertiary to the present. The criterion used in his dis-

cussions is 'geologic' time not 'Pleistocene' time. He

indicates this global drying trend by citing data obtained

from studies in the northern part of the Great Basin in the

western United States (Kurte'n, 1972). During the Miocene the

yearly precipitation (which had been reduced from Cretaceous

time) was approximately 900 to 1300 millimetres (36 to 52

inches) and a hardwood deciduous and coniferous forest prevailed.

By Pliocene times the annual precipitation had been lowered

to 400 millimetres (16 inches) and a grassy prairie and shrub-

land had invaded the area. During Pleistocene times the

precipitation had been further reduced to what is the modern

level, 100 to 200 millimetres (4 to 8 inches) per year, and
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grassland was prevalent throughout the northern Great Basin.

Looking more closely at the trends within the Pleistocene (on

a geologic scale) Kurte'n (1972, p. 70-71) qualifies the general

trend for the Quaternary mentioned above i "The geological

evidence suggests that rainfall was intense and of torrential

type in the early part of the last glaciations later on the

amount of precipitation was little greater than today."

This suggests the possibility that the present interglacial

may very well be drier than any of the earlier interglacials.

If in the future this proposal finds support a further step

in understanding the continent wide and world-wide extinction

of the mastodon and possibly other large mammals will result.

The results of this thesis support the concept of local

extinction in Southwestern Ontario as a result of warmer and

more importantly drier climatic changes between 11,000 and

10,000 years B.P. This situation is very similar to the

present crisis that the African elephant is facing (Appendix II,

P- 333).

The concept of local extinction in the case of the mastodon

may be of greater importance than previously thought. It is

possible, for example, that the cause of mastodon extinction

in Africa and India more than 40,000 years ago may have been

at least partly related to competition in these continents

between the mastodon and the modern elephant for common browsing

areas (perhaps shrinking due to climatic stresses). The

mastodons demise in Europe and Asia was apparently a gradual

process throughout late Wurm glacial times (initiating 25,000
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to 30,000 years ago) and the early postglacial (Kurten, 1972).

This situation can be related, in overview, to climatic changes

but with examination of smaller areas a clearer picture of

causation of mastodon extinction may be ascertained.

It is suggested here that studies of mastodon extinction

in small areas, such as the study in this thesis, may lead to

a better understanding of the overall picture of mastodon

extinction, on a continental and possibly on a world-wide basis,
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CONCLUSIONS

The conclusions, based on this study are the following.

1) Vegetational history and geochronology of the study sites.

(a) Verbeke Mastodon Site

i) The mastodon remains appear to be associated with an

open spruce parkland, approximately 10,000 years B.P.

(9,830 t 140 years B.P. (BGS 228) > 10,000 - 140 years

B.P. (BGS 229).

ii) This bog was a remnant area of open spruce parkland

in an otherwise closed boreal forest (approximately

10,000 years B.P.).

(b) Woloshko Mastodon Site

i) The pollen assemblage indicated the presence of an

open spruce parkland paleovegetation associated with

the mastodon remains.

(c) Walker Pond's I and II

i) A radiocarbon date of 12,190 ^ 230 years B.P. (GSC 620)

(Terasmae, unpublished) suggests a minimum age for

the development of Walker Pond I and also a minimum

age for the presence of open spruce parkland in the

area,

ii) The general pattern of successive vegetational zones

(closed boreal forest and predominantly hardwood

forest) are present in the Walker Pond's I and II

sediment record.

(d) Pond Mills I

i) Pond Mills I developed as an independent lake about





10,000 years B.P. (10,150 - 160 years B.P. (BGS 390).

The vegetation at this time was closed boreal forest.

ii) A predominantly hardwood forest eventually succeeded

the closed boreal forest,

(e) Lake Hunger and Lake Hunger Bog

i ) Lake Hunger Bog developed along the mouth of an

inflowing stream (not as a part of the original kettle

basin of Lake Hunger) some time after 12,480 - 170

years B.P. The vegetation in the area was open

spruce parkland.

ii) A radiocarbon date of 15,180 - 200 years B.P. (BGS 266)

indicates a possible minimum age for Lake Maumee ill

and the coincident formation of the Tillsonburg Moraine

(Port Stanley Till) and subsequent retreat of the

Erie Lobe from this area,

iii) Lake Hunger was emergent as a part of a series of

morainic islands that persisted through post-Maumee

to post-Whittlesey times.

iv) Lake Hunger's palynostratigraphic record suggests

that both tundra and forest- tundra existed near the

lake basin during the initial phases of its history,

v) The palynostratigraphy of Lake Hunger indicates a

change from forest-tundra to open spruce parkland

some time after 12,480 - 170 years B.P. (BGS 265)

and the subsequent development by 9,830 - 230 years

B.P. (BGS 233b) to a closed boreal forest. The area

became dominated by a predominantly hardwood forest

about 7,420 ± 160 years B.P. (BGS 233a). The
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palynostratigraphy of the bog deposits supports the

above trends

.

(f) Bouckaert Site

i) The shallow peat deposit which comprises this site

developed at least 12,130 - 150 years B.P. (BGS 375)

under an open spruce parkland vegetation. The bog

deposit was apparently short-lived and, prior to

the invasion of a closed boreal forest, soil was

already developing. Recent disturbance (within the

last 200 years) by man resulted in sand dune

formation.

(g) Mabee Site

i) This shallow bog deposit appears to be time equivalent

with the Bouckaert Site (11,660 i 140 years B.P.

(BGS 407) j 11,150 i 140 years B.P. (BGS 412); and

11,200 - 160 years B.P. (BGS 429) as well as similar

in history. The only paleovegetation zone represented

in this short-lived deposit is open spruce parkland.

Recent disturbance (within the last 200 years) by

man resulted in sand dune formation,

(h) Cornell Bog

i) Cornell Bog was an emergent ice filled depression on

an island from post-Mauraee to post-Whittlesey times,

ii) The oldest sediments recovered (at this time) indicate

the presence of an open spruce parkland at least

12,950 - 220 years B.P. (BGS 421). This radiocarbon

date also suggests a minimum age for the development

of this site as an independent lake.
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iii) By 9.840 - 140 years B.P. (BGS 419) a closed boreal

forest had succeeded the open spruce parkland,

(i) Colles Lake I

i) This lake may have been an embayment of Lake Maumee

III, becoming emergent with the lowering of water

levels to those of Lake Arkona.

ii) Colles Lake I remained emergent during Lake Whittlesey

times and it, therefore, indicates a northern limit

for the presence of Lake Whittlesey in the area.

iii) A radiocarbon date of 12,900 - 400 years B.P. (BGS

366) indicates a minimum age for the development of

Colles Lake I as an individual lake and also indicates

a minimum age for the presence of open spruce parkland

in the area,

iv) Closed boreal forest was dominant by about 10,330 -

220 years B.P. (BGS 367). This forest eventually

gave way to a predominantly hardwood forest.

( j) Folden Mastodon Site

i) Open spruce parkland was prevalent at this site,

(k) Forest Pond

i) Forest Pond had become an independent lake by about

11,250 - 260 radiocarbon years B.P. (BGS 393).

ii) The above radiocarbon date suggests a minimum age

for the presence of open spruce parkland in the

Stratford area.

iii) By 10,270 i 240 years B.P. (BGS 394) a closed boreal

forest prevailed in this area,

iv) The transition from closed boreal forest to a predom-
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inantly hardwood forest occurred about 8,200 - 160

years B.P. (BGS 395). This change was coincident

with an increase in hemlock, its maximum occuring at

approximately 5.900 - 120 years B.P. (BGS 396).

Hemlock pollen persisted until about 5»260 - 140

years B.P. (BGS 397). at which time a minimum occurred.

A slight increase in hemlock pollen is indicated some

time before 3.590 • 130 years B.P. (BGS 399).

v) The palynostratigraphy for this lake indicates two

distinct 'disturbed zones'. The earliest of these

may prove (with historical research) to be indicative

of Indian (possibly Early Woodland) occupation, the

later disturbance was probably caused by European

settlement.

In general, the following tentative conclusions can be

suggested for the vegetational history of south Southwestern

Ontario t

i) Tundra was present on emergent areas possibly more than

15.000 years ago.

ii) Forest- tundra developed on the emergent areas about

14,000 years B.P. and prevailed until about 13.000 years

B.P.

iii) Open spruce parkland dominated emergent areas in south

Southwestern Ontario from approximately 13.000 to at

least 11,000 years B.P.

iv) A spruce/pine transition (probably indicating the initiation

of a warm, dry climate) appears to be present from at

least 10,500 (perhaps 11,000) until about 10,000 years
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B.P.

v) Closed boreal forest was dominant throughout south

Southwestern Ontario by 10,000 years B.P.j it prevailed

until approximately 8,000 years B.P.

vi) The predominantly hardwood forest became dominant at about

this time (8,000 years B.P.), however, more radiocarbon

dates are required before this vegetation zone change

can be reliably dated,

vii) Hemlock maximums were noted and radiocarbon dated in

three lakes*

1) Lake Hunger - 5.870 - 120 years B.P. (BGS 232b).

2) Colles Lake I - 5.960 ± 120 years B.P. (BGS 369).

3) Forest Pond - 5.900 - 120 years B.P. (BGS 396).

viii) The age of the disturbed environment is individual to the

site studied. It is thought that the apparent increase

in conifers (pine and spruce) in this zone may not be

related to climatic change (a cooling trend) but may be

the result of removal of the local hardwood forest for,

for example, agriculture which might allow the pine and

spruce pollen from more distant sources to be blown into

the lake basin or system.

A number of other pertinent conclusions can also be made:

i) The palynostratigraphic sequence generally indicates

regional paleoenvironments. Local effects do not, unless

fairly extensive, normally overshadow the regional patterns,

ii) Radiocarbon dates on the lowermost organics in kettle

hole deposits indicate a minimum age for the development

of the individual kettle basin as a lake or bog and not
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necessarily a minimum age for the deposit in which the

kettle itself was formed,

iii) As a result of comparing the palynostratigraphic records

for Lake Hunger and Lake Hunger Bog the following

conclusions were evident*

1) The bog materials resulted in a more compact record

than in the lake sediments, however, local effects

(especially non-arboreal pollen) tended to affect the

palynostratigraphy of the bog to a greater degree.

2) Pollen preservation varied:

a) The pollen was very poorly preserved and not very

abundant in the peat samples analysed.

b) The marl and sand deposits associated with the bog

contained abundant pollen that was well preserved.

c) The lake sediments seemed to contain the best

preserved pollen (in this case) and it was extremely

abundant

.

3) In general, from this comparison, the lake sediments

resulted in a clearer, more pronounced picture of the

vegetational history than did the bog deposits.

k) The usually abundant content of charcoal associated

with late open spruce parkland, remnant open spruce

parkland and the spruce/pine transition may indicate

the initiation of warming and drying trends in the

climatic picture.

2) Quaternary geology based on the results of the above study,

i) The majority of the sites studied became emergent with

the lowering of Lake Whittlesey levels to those of Lake
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Warren. The Verbeke Mastodon Site was not emergent until

Early Lake Erie developed,

ii) Lake Hunger and Cornell Bog were located on the 'morainic

island* system which became emergent as Lake Maumee III

levels lowered and which persisted (as islands) during

Lake Whittlesey times.

Colles Lake I, emergent since post-Lake Maumee time,

indicates the maximum northern extent, in the vicinity

of Colles Lake I, of Lake Whittlesey. This information

should prove useful as there are no well developed

Whittlesey shorelines or terraces in this general area.

iii) Forest Pond was not directly affected by any of the

post-Port Bruce Great Lake phases,

iv) The regional domination of closed boreal forest, 10,000

years B.P., in south Southwestern Ontario supports the

concept (Terasmae, 1972) of the Pleistocene/Holocene

Boundary at 10,000 years B.P.

3) Mastodon extinction in Southwestern Ontario.

i) The thesis supports the basic 'Environmental-Climatic'

theory proposed by Dreiraanis (1967, 1968) to explain the

'local* extinction of the mastodon in Southwestern Ontario,

ii) It is suggested that the present interglacial, particularly

in its early stages, is drier than in earlier inter-

glacials and this increased dryness resulted in the

extinction of the mastodon throughout eastern North America,

iii) It is further suggested that 'local' extinction may be

a more logical concept as a basis for mastodon extinction

investigations than the concept of 'world-wide' extinction.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

1) In order to determine the possibility of increased dryness

during the last interglacial being the trigger mechanism

for mastodon extinction in northeastern and southeastern

United States, studies in these areas must be initiated.

2) More world-wide studies, limited to small geographical areas,

may act as the necessary stepping stones in understanding

mastodon (and probably other mammalian) extinction on a

world-wide basis.

3) Studies geared to gain a better understanding of the charcoal

record prevalent in lakes and bogs in Southwestern Ontario

are required.

k) Research is required to better understand the dilution effect

of inorganic sediments (usually associated with the disturbed

zone) on the pollen record. Does the low amount of pollen

in these sediments reflect the absence of related vegetation

or is the record greatly diluted by sudden influxes of

inorganic sediment? Percent ash diagrams could prove useful

additions to the basic data of pollen analysts.

5) It is suggested, that where possible, radiocarbon dates for

the closed boreal forest/predominantly hardwood forest

transition should be obtained to help better understand the

nature of this boundary (that is, whether or not it is time-

transgress ive) .

6) Cornell Bog should be re-cored, perhaps with different

equipment, in an attempt to obtain older sediment samples

than those collected for this thesis.

7) It is recommended that further paleoecological and geochron-
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ological research, on lakes and bogs, in Southwestern

Ontario should be attempted to help better define the

sequence of late Wisconsin and postglacial events in the

area.

8) It is strongly suggested that further radiocarbon analyses

of Lake Hunger sediments should be conducted.

9) Drilling operations should be conducted in the Lake Hunger

basin to ascertain the sequence of glacial deposits

underlying this kettle hole.
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METHODS
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Equipment and Field Methods

Equipment

(a) Boats: It is essential to have a stable platform from

which sediment coring can be conducted. The writer has

found that the use of two flat-bottomed car-top boats

(nine feet long by four feet wide) fastened side by side

approximately ten inches apart by two lengths of one inch

square, hollow steel rods, bolted across the gunwales,

satisfies both the need for mobility on the lake and the

need for a stable platform from which to carry out the

coring operation. A six horse power (Johnson Sea Horse)

motor is attached to one of the small aluminum boats.

The boat and motor can also be used separately, for

example, to depth sound a lake or to take surface sediment

samples (grab samples), or for water sampling and testing.

The boats are held in place by four anchors placed

radially from the platform. The platform will hold four

people comfortably, as well as the equipment necessary

for coring lakes up to 100 feet (30.^ metres) in depth.

(b) Depth Sounder : A portable Raytheon depth recorder

(Explorer II, Model DE-725B) was used to select a coring

site. This depth recorder is powered by two six volt

batteries and it gives a permanent record of the depths

encountered on chart paper. The transducer can be mounted

between the boats on a suitable frame or it can be held

by hand over the side of the boat at a right angle to the

water surface and at a constant depth (approximately 6

inches (15-2 centimetres)) below the water surface.
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These aluminum boats were used to make a number of

traverses of the lake (the number depends on the lake

being studied - size, complexity of the basin, etc. and

the purpose of the depth sounding) so that the morphometry

of the lake can be established,

(c) Casing : Casing restricts bending of the extension rods

when the sampler is pushed into the lake bottom sediment,

where the depth of water is thirty feet (9.1 metres) or

more. The casing used is made from three inch diameter

aluminum alloy irrigation pipe cut in five foot lengths.

Threaded aluminum couplings are used to fasten together

the total length of casing required. The bottom end of

the casing has a funnel attached to it (between five and

seven inches (12.7 and 17.8 centimetres) at its maximum

diameter). The funnel is welded to one length of casing.

This prevents the sampling devices from catching on the

end of the casing as they are pulled up. A wooden brace

that fits across the ten inch (25.4 centimetres) space

between the boats prevents the casing from dropping into

the lake. An aluminum collar clips securely around the

casing and fits across the wooden brace. In deep water

(greater than thirty feet (9.1 metres)) the casing (funnel

end first) is lowered to within approximately one foot

(30.5 centimetres) of the mud/water interface and the

Brown sampler is used to take the first core. During

further (deeper) coring the casing is lowered into the

sediment so that the coring will be continued down the

same borehole.
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(d) Operation of the Hiller Sampler : The Hiller sampler has

been described by: Erdtman (19^3); Faegri and Iversen

(196*0; Mott (1966); and Wright, Cushing and Livingstone

(1965).

To begin sampling, the sample chamber is closed and

by maintaining a slight clockwise torque on the extension

rods the sampler is pushed through the sediments. When

the desired sampling depth is reached the sampler is

rotated counter-clockwise to open the chamber, and the

protruding cutting flange (which runs the length of the

sample chamber) cuts (with further counter-clockwise

turning of the sampler) and gathers sediment to fill the

chamber as the rotation is continued. The sampler is

then rotated clockwise to close the chamber and the unit

is raised to the surface. The outside of the sampler

is cleaned of extraneous matter and then the sample

compartment is opened by turning the extension rod counter-

clockwise. The surface of the core is cleaned, the

stratigraphy described as accurately as possible, and the

position of each sample is noted. The samples may be

taken at a suitable interval (usually 5 or 10 centimetres)

or in sections (often 5 or 10 centimetres long) from

the chamber. If samples are taken out of the core at

particular intervals, a clean spatula or clean forceps

should be used (and thoroughly cleaned between each

sampling) and the samples should be placed in labelled

plastic bags. When the samples have been removed and

the notes completed the sample compartment is cleaned out

as completely as possible. If there is a source of water
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near the coring site the Hiller sampler should be washed

clean. It is advisable to carry containers of water to

be used in cleaning the Hiller sampler chamber in case

there is no water at the sampling site.

Problems are inherent in all sampling techniques

and although the Hiller sampler has a number of

disadvantages it is the best sampler available for

sampling peat or other fibrous or woody sediments. Some

of the problems are: (1) it is difficult to use in

compacted sediment because it must displace the material

before the sample can be taken; (2) water or loose

sediment sometimes enters the chamber during coring and

recovery despite precautions used to keep the chamber

closed (this type of contamination may be difficult to

detect); (3) sand and other coarse-grained sediments can

jam the rotating chamber cover immobilizing the sampler;

and (k) the core is always disturbed and is, therefore,

not suitable for any studies of sedimentary structures

or studies of bulk physical properties,

(e) Operation of the Brown Sampler : The Brown sampler,

originally described by Brown (1956), has been modified

only slightly since its original design. It was designed

to overcome the problems of sampling the mud/water

interface of lake sediment which is usually very difficult

because of the loose consistency of the sediment. Mott

(1966) described the construction of the Brown sampler

in detail.

The head piece is fitted to one end of the plastic

coring tube. The cable is played out inside the plastic
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tube and is attached by a clip type coupling to the

piston. The piston (after being soaked in water for a

short time so that when it is fitted into the plastic

tube the fit will be correct for the actual coring

conditions) is then adjusted so that it moves easily up

the plastic tube but is also tight enough to hold water

in the coring tube. The attached piston is then removed

from the tube (while remaining connected to the cable)

and the tube is filled with water and the piston is

replaced in position in the lower end of the tube. Any

slack in the wire (inside the tube) is taken up and the

wire is held firmly so that the piston is kept securely

in place. If casing is being used, the sampler must be

lifted from the water and placed inside the casing as

quickly as possible (care being taken that the piston does

not move and that the water does not escape). If casing

is not necessary the sampler does not have to be lifted

out of the water after it has been filled with water.

The extension rods are attached and the wire is played

out as the sampler is lowered to the required depth. The

wire must be kept taut enough to prevent any slack in

the wire in the core tube but care must be taken to prevent

any excess tension on the wire which might result in the

piston being pulled up into the tube (thus allowing

sediment to enter the core tube prematurely) . When the

sampler is just above the mud/water interface (approx-

imately 6-12 inches (15.2-30.4 centimetres)) the wire is

clamped (for example, wrapped around a piece of wood or
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a hand encased in, for example, leather). The wire is

not pulled up but is clamped without affecting the state

of the wire or of the piston in the sample tube. The

sample tube is then pushed into the sediment by applying

steady pressure on the extension rods. The sampling

procedure is complete when the piston comes in contact

with the head piece. This can be felt if the wire is

clamped by hand. The wire is then unwrapped from the

clamped position and after a brief pause to allow the

sample to settle in the tube, the sampler is raised

steadily to the surface (the extension rods are removed

at convenient intervals (for the field party)) and a

number ten rubber stopper is quickly placed in the lower

end of the plastic sample tube to prevent loss of core.

The outside of the plastic tube is wiped clean and dried

and the rubber stopper that was placed in the lower end

of the tube is secured by taping it with electrical

insulating tape.

The head piece is removed by loosening the knurled

flange and the water above the piston is decanted (care

being taken not to disturb the sediment at the mud/water

interface). The piston, as was mentioned earlier, is

difficult to remove because of the vacuum below it,

created during the coring operation. This negative

pressure, created as the tube is pushed into the sediment,

though proving to be a problem during extrusion is

essential during the actual coring operation as it draws

the sediment up the tube and helps to prevent compression
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and distortion. The small valve modification, which is

part of the Brown sampler at Brock University, releases

this vacuum and allows the piston to be pulled out of the

tube with minimum difficulty and minimum disturbance to

the sediment in the tube.

The tube is then labelled with a black magic marker

(for example, site, stratigraphic interval represented).

Notes are then made in a notebook as to the amount of

recovery, description of the core, stratigraphic interval

recovered, and any notable features of the material -

colour changes, molluscs, charcoal, structural changes,

etc. The tube is then stored in as near an upright

position as possible,

(f) Operation of the Livingstone Sampler i The Livingstone

sampler used in the lake sediment coring for this thesis

is the same as the one described by Mott (1966).

The head piece is attached to the sample tube and

the cable from the sampler is connected to a winch

containing excess cable (to allow the cable to be fed

through the water as the extension rods are lowered into

the lake). The cable is lowered through the aluminum

tube and attached to the piston. The retractable pins

are placed in the out position and the piston is fitted

into the core tube. The slack is taken up on the cable,

being careful not to retract the pins. The assembled

instrument is then pushed into the sediment by attaching

the necessary number of extension rods until the required

depth is reached. The cable is played out as the sampler
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is lowered, being held taut enough to prevent any slack

without excess tension which would cause the pins holding

the piston in place to retract. When the required depth

is reached, the cable is clamped (as described for the

Brown) to hold the piston stationary and the sampler

pushed down causing the shaft to be pulled upwards and

the pins to therefore retract allowing the coring tube

to enter the sediment a distance of one metre. Core

recovery should be close to one metre unless the sampler

has hit resistant material (sand or some clays). If the

recovery is very much short of one metre the coring should

be repeated in another hole at the required depth.

The sampler is lifted to the surface (the extension

rods are removed at convenient intervals) and a number

eight rubber stopper is quickly placed in the lower end

of the tube. The outside of the tube is cleaned and dried

and the rubber stopper is secured with electrical insulating

tape. The head piece is removed and the water is poured

off. The piston is then removed by pulling on the cable,

some of the excess water is gently decanted (care is taken

not to disturb the sediment) and the recovery is measured.

A number eight rubber stopper is placed in the top of the

tube. The tube is cleaned and dried and the stopper is

secured by taping with electrical insulating tape. The

top is marked on the tube, as well as the site, recovery

and the stratigraphic increment cored. The tube is stored

in an upright position. The sampler is then reassembled

using a clean tube and the procedure is repeated.
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Table 12: Stratigraphy of Peat Bog Sequence; Lake Hunger Bog,
Simcoe, Ontario.

Depth in cm. Description of Sediment

top 40 cm discarded; buff coloured clay with
pebbles and cobbles, probably assoc-
iated with the original construction
of Norwich Road

0-50 dark brown, fibrous, compact peat

50-100 dark brown, medium decomposed, woody
peat

100-105 dark brown, medium decomposed, woody
peat with some shells

105-204 grey marl (minor banding); seeds,
occassional coarse organics, shells
(gastropods) present

204-205 pink marl band

205-208 grey marl band

208-209 pink marl band

209-216 laminated grey, dark grey and pink marl

216-255 laminated grey marl

255-257 band of coarse organics

257-310 fine to very fine grained, grey sand,
containing organic fragments, seeds,
and shells

310-315 medium grained grey sand
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Table 13: Stratigraphy of Lacustrine Sediments; Forest Pond,
Stratford, Ontario.

Depth in cm. Description of Sediment

0-5 mottled grey and black gyttja

5-50 medium brown gyttja, organic fragments
present

50-8? dark brown gyttja; organic fragments
present; lower contact fluctuating

87-106 medium brown, well decomposed, 'rubbery'
gyttja; upper and lower contact
gradual

106-125 dark brown gyttja; upper contact
fluctuating

125-165 black gyttja with minor buff and grey
silty gyttja inclusions; noncalcareous

;

fine texture

165-229 medium brown, well decomposed, 'rubbery'
gyttja; fine textured; noncalcareous;
occassional organic fragments

229-327 medium brown, well decomposed, 'rubbery'
gyttja; fine textured; noncalcareous;
some organic fragments present

327-397 medium brown, well decomposed, 'rubbery'
gyttja; fine textured; noncalcareous;
several coarse organic fragments

397-^05 light brown, well decomposed, gyttja;
fine textured; noncalcareous

5

occassional organic fragments

405-^11 medium brown, well decomposed, gyttja;
fine textured; noncalcareous

411-427 light brown, well decomposed, gyttja;
fine textured; noncalcareous; organic
fragments present

427-517 medium brown, well decomposed, compact
gyttja; fine textured; noncalcareous;
occassional organic fragments (seeds,
etc.

)

517-664- medium brown, compact, noncalcareous
gyttja; a few organic fragments
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present; small (less than 1 mm in
size) flecks of a white mineral
(noncalcareous) throughout, possibly
a phosphate (vivianite))

664-669 light brown, compact, noncalcareous
gyttja; white mineral inclusions
(phosphate?) present

669-673 medium brown, compact, noncalcareous
gyttja; small flecks (less than
1 mm in size) of a white mineral
present (possibly a phosphate)

673-680 light brown, compact, noncalcareous
gyttja with white mineral inclusions

680-711 medium brown, compact, noncalcareous
gyttja; a few organic fragments
present; flecks of a white mineral
(possibly a phosphate) also present

711-726 dark brown, compact, noncalcareous
gyttja; at 721 cm a band less than
1 mm wide of a white organic material
(noncalcareous) also present

726-804 medium brown, faintly laminated,
compact gyttja; occassional light
brown gyttja bands present; phosphate
blebs concentrated in lower 10 cm
of section; at 756 cm there is an
organic band

804-807 laminated (less than 1 mm in size)
light brown gyttja and medium brown
gyttja; noncalcareous

807-819 medium brown gyttja, slightly clayey
and slightly calcareous; light brown
gyttja band at 819 cm

819-826 medium brown gyttja, slightly cal-
careous; some clay present

826-847 finely laminated (less than 1 mm)
medium brown and light brown cal-
careous clayey gyttja

847-850 medium brown clayey gyttja; cal-
careous

850-854 light brown clayey gyttja; calcareous

854-856 medium grey brown clayey gyttja;
calcareous
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856-858 light brown clayey gyttja; calcareous

858-868 medium grey brown clay, slightly
organic; calcareous; some light
brown clay mottling

868-887 finely laminated grey, light brown
calcareous clay; carbonate band at
886 cm

887-891 light brown calcareous clay

89I-899 buff coloured silty clay with grey
clay mottling; highly calcareous;
slightly sandy (fine)
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Table 14-: Stratigraphy of Lacustrine Sediments; Pond Mills I,

London, Ontario.

Depth in cm. Description of Sediment

0-22 dark brown gyttja, numerous coarse
organic fragments present

22-5^ medium greyish brown gyttja, coarse
organic fragments present

5^-65 black gyttja, some organic fragments
present

65-87 dark brown gyttja, coarse organic
fragments present

87-91 medium brown gyttja, coarse organic
fragments present

91-203 fine textured, compact, dark brown
algal gyttja with some coarse organic
fragments ; noncalcareous

203-213 fine textured, compact, medium brown
algal gyttja; well preserved coarse
organic fragments present; noncal-
careous

213-252 fine textured, compact, dark brown
algal gyttja with some coarse organic
fragments; noncalcareous

252-336 laminated (laminae vary in size from
several mm to approximately 1 mm -

no specific pattern) 5 dark brown and
medium brown compact gyttja with
several fine organic laminae present;
some coarse organic fragments also
present; noncalcareous

336-368 compact, medium brown noncalcareous
gyttja

368-370 light brown noncalcareous gyttja

370-378 medium brown noncalcareous gyttja

378-378.5 light brown noncalcareous gyttja

378.5-381 medium brown noncalcareous gyttja

38I-38I.5 black noncalcareous organic laminae
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381.5-384 medium brown noncalcareous gyttja

384-386 black noncalcareous organic laminae

386-417 buff coloured clay with organic
fragments (eg. seeds); noncalcareous

417-417.5 light grey clay, noncalcareous

417. 5-419 •

5

buff coloured clay, noncalcareous

419.5-420 light grey clay, noncalcareous

420-427 buff coloured clay; organic fragments
present; noncalcareous

427-432 laminated buff clay and black organics
(laminae less than 1 mm); some silt
present; noncalcareous

432-437 medium grey sand with coarse organics

437-451 light grey sandy clay with numerous
angular limestone pebbles (approx-
imately 1 and 3 cm along the long
axis); identified as Dundee Formation,
Middle Devonian (B.A. Liberty, pers.
commun.

)

451-472 calcareous clayey sand (the clay does
not appear to be calcareous); several
limestone pebbles present; identified
as Dundee Formation, Middle Devonian
(B.A. Liberty, pers. commun.)
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Table 15s Stratigraphy of Lacustrine Sediments; Colles Lake I,

9 miles east of Woodstock, Ontario.

Depth in cm.

0-39

39-68

68-9^

9^-139

139-139.5

139. 5-186

186-192

192-195

195-201

201-283

283-306

Description of Sediment

black gyttja, coarse organic fragments
present

medium brown gyttja, coarse organic
fragments present

mottled medium and dark brown gyttja,
coarse organic fragments present

laminated dark brown and light brown
gyttja with some coarse organic
fragments; noncalcareous ; H2S odour
apparent during extrusion

band of coarse organics; noncalcareous;
H2S odour apparent during extrusion

laminated dark and light brown gyttja;
noncalcareous ; H2S odour apparent
during extrusion

dark brown noncalcareous gyttja; coarse
organic fragments (leaves, needles,
etc.) present; H2S odour apparent
during extrusion

light brown calcareous gyttja; coarse
organic fragments (leaves, needles,
etc.) present; gastropod shell noted;
H2S odour apparent during extrusion

dark brown noncalcareous gyttja; coarse
organic fragments (leaves, needles,
etc.) noted; H2S odour apparent
during extrusion

finely laminated light and dark brown
gyttja; light bands are calcareous and
dark bands are noncalcareous; coarse
organic fragments (leaves, needles,
etc.) present; gastropod shells
scattered throughout; wood fragments
noted from 214 to 217 cm; H 2S odour
apparent during extrusion

finely laminated dark brown (noncal-
careous) and light brown (calcareous)
gyttja; coarse organic fragments
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(leaves, needles, stems) throughout;
H2S odour apparent during extrusion

306-316 zone of concentration of coarse
organic fragments in layers inter-
spersed with dark brown gyttja; H^S
odour apparent during extrusion

316-369 finely laminated dark brown (noncal-
careous) and light brown (calcareous)
gyttja; coarse organic fragments
(leaves, needles, stems) throughout;
H2S odour apparent during extrusion

369-376 same as above, but with a greater
concentration of coarse organic
fragments

376-385 black and light brown laminated gyttja;
H2S odour

385-399 dark brown noncalcareous gyttja
laminae interspersed with light brown
marl laminae ; H2S odour apparent
during extrusion

399-402 zone of concentration of coarse, well
preserved organic fragments (leaves
stems); H 2S odour noted

402-475 dark brown noncalcareous gyttja
laminae interspersed with light brown
marly gyttja laminae; H2S odour noted

475.495 finely laminated (a few mm) dark
brown noncalcareous gyttja interspersed
with calcareous light brown marly
gyttja; H2S odour noted

495.496 band of shells; HgS odour noted

496-511 finely laminated (a few mm) dark brown
noncalcareous gyttja interspersed
with calcareous light brown marly
gyttja; H 2S odour noted

511-515 light brown calcareous gyttja; H2S
odour noted

515.574 finely laminated light brown and dark
brown marly gyttja; H2S odour noted

574-601 finely laminated light brown marly
gyttja; medium brown marly gyttja and
dark brown marly gyttja; H 2S odour
noted
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601-604 buff coloured marl with shells; H2S
odour noted

604-623 finely laminated light brown, medium
brown and dark brown marly gyttja;
H2S odour noted

sharp contact

623-692 very fine (1 mm and less) laminae;
light brown and grey clay laminae
interspersed with dark brown organic
laminae; some coarse organic fragments
throughout; H2S odour noted

692-696 light brown laminated (less than 1 mm)
organic clay

696-704 buff coloured shelly marl (gastropods
noted)

704-706 coarse organic matted fragments of moss

706-710 medium brown noncalcareous gyttja with
organic fragments

710-717 dark grey sand composed primarily of
well rounded calcium carbonate
grains with some quartz ; organic
fragments also noted

717-724 calcareous; medium grey clay; extremely
compacts a small sand nodule and
igneous pebble (quartz, feldspar,
chalcopyrite) noted; (Port Stanley
Till)
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Table 16: Stratigraphy of Lacustrine Sediments? Walker Pond II,
London, Ontario.

Depth in cm. Description of Sediment

0-10 dark brown greenish gyttja; organic
fragments present

10-11 medium brown gyttja; organic
fragments present

11-13 4 bands of alternating grey ash and
medium brown gyttja

13-31 medium brown gyttja; organic
fragments present

31-38 dark brown gyttja; organic fragments
present

38-48 medium brown gyttja; organic
fragments present

48-53 dark brown gyttja; organic fragments
present

53-165 medium brown gyttja; coarse textured;
poorly decomposed; numerous plant
fragments ; noncalcareous

165-166 light brown gyttja; noncalcareous

166-170 medium brown gyttja; coarse textured;
poorly decomposed; numerous plant
fragments ; noncalcareous

170-177.5 light brown gyttja; medium textured;
some plant fragments ; noncalcareous

177.5-205 medium brown gyttja; medium textured;
some organic fragments; noncalcareous

205-223 light brown gyttja; fine textured;
some organic fragments 5 noncalcareous

223-231 medium brown gyttja; fine textured;
some organic fragments; noncalcareous

231-237 light brown gyttja; fine textured;
some organic fragments; noncalcareous

237-271 dark brown gyttja; fine textured;
some organic fragments; noncalcareous
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271-2??.5 light brown gyttja; fine textured;
noncalcareous

277.5-292 medium brown gyttja; fine textured;
noncalcareous

292-294 light brown gyttja; fine textured;
noncalcareous

294-297 medium brown gyttja; fine textured;
noncalcareous

297-302 light brown gyttja; fine textured;
occassional coarse organic fragments;
noncalcareous

302-324 dark brown gyttja? fine textured;
noncalcareous

32*4—326 light grey silt layer; noncalcareous

326-347.5 dark brown gyttja; fine textured;
noncalcareous

347.5-393 dark brown gyttja; fine textured;
some organic fragments ; one pelecypod
noted; sediment noncalcareous

393-394 light brown gyttja; fine textured;
noncalcareous

394-395 dark brown gyttja; fine textured;
noncalcareous

395-396 light brown gyttja; fine textured;
fine laminae; noncalcareous

396-410 dark brown gyttja; fine textured;
noncalcareous

410-433 dark brown and light brown gyttja
bands; fine textured; organic fragments
present; noncalcareous

433-2447.5 extremely fine (less than 1 mm) dark
brown gyttja and grey silt laminae 5

noncalcareous

447.5_ij.65 dark brown gyttja; fine textured;
noncalcareous

465-467 medium brown gyttja; fine textured;
noncalcareous

467-472 dark brown gyttja; fine textured;
noncalcareous
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^72-^7^ medium brown gyttja; fine textured;
noncalcareous

24.7Z4._Z4.85 coarse layers (greater than 1 mm)
of dark and medium brown gyttja;
fine textured; noncalcareous

485-^87 fine laminae (1 mm and less) of grey
and dark brown gyttja; fine textured;
noncalcareous

^87-^89 dark brown gyttja; fine textured;
noncalcareous

^89-503 •

5

medium brown gyttja; some clays
suggestion of extremely fine laminae;
noncalcareous

503. 5-52*+.

5

medium brown and dark brown mottled
gyttja with clay; noncalcareous

52^.5-539.5 light greyish brown clayey gyttja;
noncalcareous

539.5-5^.5 finely laminated light grey and
black clayey gyttja; noncalcareous

5^4.5-5^7-5 medium grey organic clay; noncalcareous
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Table 17: Stratigraphy of Bog Sediments; Cornell Bog, near
Cornell, Ontario.

Depth in cm. Description of Sediment

447-486 dark brown to black poorly decomposed
gyttja; slightly calcareous; coarse
organic fragments throughout; large
wood fragments at 457 and 466 cm;
seeds present

486-490 medium brown to green, medium decom-
posed gyttja; slightly calcareous;
some coarse organic fragments present;
minor sand lenses and laminae
throughout

490-522 medium greenish-brown, medium
decomposed gyttja; very little sand
present; noncalcareous ; larger organic
fragments scarce

522-539 medium brown to green, medium decom-
posed gyttja; slightly calcareous;
a few large organic fragments present;
piece of wood at 523 cm

539-548 dark greenish-brown, medium decomposed,
slightly sandy gyttja; slightly
calcareous; some large organic fragments
present

548-560 dark greenish-brown, poorly decomposed,
slightly sandy gyttja; calcareous;
sand lense at 556 cm; coarse organic
fragments present; wood at 556 and
558 cm

560-579 medium greenish-brown, poorly decom-
posed gyttja; calcareous; slightly
sandy; sand lense at 568 cm; coarse
organics concentrated at 5^2, 564,
570 and 578 cm

579-581 buff coloured, very sandy, clayey
gyttja; very calcareous; organic
fragments present

581-591 medium greenish-brown, medium decom-
posed, slightly sandy gyttja;
calcareous; a few coarse organic
fragments present
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591-602 medium greenish-grey clayey gyttja;
slightly sandy; some organic
fragments present

602-614 medium greenish-grey silty marl, some
sand present; some shell and organic
fragments present

6l 24— 6l6 dark greenish-grey silty marl,
slightly sandy; shell and organic
fragments present

616-631 light greenish-grey silty marl, some
sand; shell and organic fragments
present

631-635 dark greenish-grey silty marl, some
sand; shell and organic fragments
present

635-639 grey silty clay, slightly sandy;
very calcareous; minor organic
fragments present; one quartzite and
one carbonate pebble found

639-646 light greenish-grey gyttja, some sand;
very calcareous; minor organic
fragments present
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Table 23: Stratigraphy of Section G-3 (south side of pit);
Bouckaert Site, near Tillsonburg, Ontario.

Depth in cm. Description of Sediment

0-7 medium grained, orange brown to
greyish-brown sand; minor organic
blebs and wood present

7-10 fine to medium grained, grey and
black sand; occassional organic
laminae present

10-11 black organic band (wood)

11— 1^ fine to medium grained grey sand;
occassional organic blebs present

14-16 black to orange-black organics;
some sand

16-18.5 grey sand

18.5-20 black organics

20-23 black organics; grey sand lenses
present

23-29 medium grained, greyish-brown sand;
occassional organic blebs present

29-3^ compact black organics; some sand
and wood fragments present

3^-^3 fine to medium grained sand and black
organics; some wood present

/+3- 2+6.5 wood

46.5-^8 compact organics, minor sand

48-51 fine to medium grained, greyish-
brown sand

51-57 black and orange compressed organics;
some sand present

57-83 fine to medium grained, greyish-
brown sand

83-93+ fine to medium grained, black and
grey sand; some organic fragments
present
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Table 24: Stratigraphy of Section A; Mabee Site, near Mabee,
Ontario.

Depth in cm.

0-24

24-30

30-34

34-37

Description of Sediment

dark brown organics (peat) inter-
layered and intermixed with buff,
medium grained calcareous sand;
organic bands contain coarse
organic fragments (twigs, rootlets);
white, highly calcareous carbonate
bands present at 15. 20 and 24 cm

dark brown organics intermixed with
buff coloured calcareous sand;
organic fragments (including large
twigs) present

buff coloured, highly calcareous,
fine to medium grained sand; some
organic fragments present; small
limestone pebble at 34 cm

grey calcareous silty clay (Port
Stanley Till); some organic frag-
ments present

Table 25: Stratigraphy of Section B;

Ontario.
Mabee Site, near Mabee,

Depth in





25-30 fine to very fine grained sand;
orange-brown layer of partially
decayed organic material present

30-35 greyish-brown fine grained sand;
occasional black rootlet present

35-^0 clayey silt to clay till, with
grits and pebbles (Port Stanley
Till)

Table 26: Stratigraphy of Section C; Mabee Site, near Mabee,
Ontario.

Depth in cm. Description of Sediment

0-30 sandy soil

30-45 coarse organics mixed with some sand

^5-55 sand

55-^ Port Stanley Till
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Preparation of Samples for the Palynological Study

Chemical Extraction

Historical reviews of palynological studies are presented

in Erdtman (1943), Faegri and Iversen (196*0, Traverse (1974)

and Wodehouse (1935); biological aspects of palynology are

discussed in Bold (1973) » Faegri and Iversen (1964), Tschudy

and Scott (1969) and Wodehouse (1935). The importance of

pollen dispersal to palynological analyses is discussed by

Bassett and Crompton (1969), Davis and Webb (1975) t Faegri

and Iversen (1964), Janssen (1966), Maher (1964), Tauber

(1967a, 1967b), Tschudy and Scott (1969) and Wodehouse (1935).

Cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin are the main

organic components (by weight) of plants (Gray, 1965). The

cellulose and lignin form the structural framework of plants.

Cellulose is the main component of cell walls, while lignin,

which is the major cementing material between cells (70 to

75% of the cementing material), also gives mechanical strength

to the cell walls by acting as a secondary thickening component.

This secondary thickening helps to protect the cellulose from

decay by presenting a physical barrier to microbial attack.

Hemicelluloses are a variety of organic compounds, some

acting as part of the structural framework and some serving

as a reserve food.

In this thesis, a 10% solution of potassium hydroxide

(KOH) was used to remove the humus-lignin fraction and lignin

component in the sediment. Cellulose is rendered soluble

by acetylation (Erdtman (1943); Faegri and Iversen (1950);

and Gray (1965)). The acetolysis solution is composed of
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nine parts acetic anhydride [(CH^CO) 2oJ and one part

concentrated sulphuric acid (H 2SO^), which acts as a catalyst.

Prior to acetylation, the sediment samples are treated with

glacial acetic acid [(CHoCOOH)^] which dehydrates the sample

residue.

In general, the minerals commonly associated with

lacustrine sediments and peat are soluble in acids which do

not attack the organic residue.

The most common carbonates encountered in sediments in

Southern Ontario are calcite (CaCO^) and dolomite ^(CaMgCCO^Jg]

.

Calcite dissolves readily in cold 10% hydrochloric acid (HC1)

while dolomite is removed from the sediment samples with hot

10% hydrochloric acid. It is important that carbonates be

removed before the samples are treated with hydrofluoric acid

in order to prevent the formation of a fine white precipitate,

calcium fluoride (CaF2 ), which is otherwise difficult to

remove from the sample.

Silicates are common in inorganic sediment samples and

hydrous hydrofluoric acid is the most effective reagent

for removing these silicates. The 52% or 48% hydrofluoric

acid are both adequate for the removal of silicates.

Figure 42 shows the laboratory procedure utilized for

pollen sample preparation.

Techniques for preparing pollen residues will vary

between laboratories and even between individual workers in

the same laboratory, however, the basic premises remain the

same, only the procedures differ. An example of 'personal

preference' in pollen work is the choice of embedding media.

The writer has used silicon oil, glycerine jelly, Hoyer
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Figure 42: Flow Diagram Illustrating Pollen Sample Preparation.

Lake sediment sample, peat bog sample
or sample from a Quaternary exposure
(roadside, riverbank, etc.). Sample
containing any of/or any combination
of carbonates, silicates or organic
material.

Clean the surface of the material to be sampled. Remove
approximately one cubic centimetre or more if necessary to
be used for extraction and concentration of palynomorphs

.

HC1 treatment (A)

to remove carbonate

HF treatment (B)

to remove silicates

KQH treatment (C)

to solubilize the lignin-
humus and lignin components
and to aid in disaggregation
and defloculation of
sample

Acetylation (D)

to solubilize the cellulose
component of the sample

I
Slides

I
Storage of Residue
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solution and corn syrup. She prefers corn syrup over the

other media.

The following is a chart (Table 27) indicating the

chemical extraction techniques required for each sample type

encountered in the pollen analysis carried out for this

thesis. The code used in the chart is: A=HC1; B=HF; C=KOHj

D=Acetylation.

Table 27: Palynological Methods Used In This Thesis.

(i) peat: C,D

(ii) marl: A,D

(iii) marly peat: A,C,D

(iv) sand: B,D

(v) sandy marl: A,B,D

(vi) gyttja: C,D

(vii) clayey gyttja: C,A,B,D

(viii) sandy gyttja: A,B,C,D

(ix) sandy clay: A,B,D

(x) sand: A,B,D

(xi) clayey gyttja with sand:
A,B,C,D

(xii) gyttja with shells:
A, C,D

(xiii) sand with shells:
A,B,D
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Radiocarbon Dating

Sample Material and Associated Problems

Some materials that can be dated by the radiocarbon

method are: peat, wood, charcoal, hair, dried flesh, organic

mud, organically secreted calcium carbonate as in molluscs,

ostracods, bird egg shells, bones and precipitated carbonate

such as tuffa (Shotton, 1967). Wood is considered to be the

most reliable substance for radiocarbon dating (Anderson

(1971); Melville (1972); and Michael and Ralph (1971)).

Michael and Ralph (1971) present a useful discussion on the

reliability of datable materials.

Wood* When wood is dated the purpose is usually to find out

when the growth of the tree ceased. Therefore, in the use of

wood for radiocarbon dating care must be taken to avoid

'post-sample-growth error' (Ralph, 1971). This error is due

to the incorporation of the material from earlier years of

growth, that is, the older inner rings and the pith of the

wood sample. The use of only the outermost rings or small

twigs will help to prevent this particular error. However,

Anderson (1971) cautions that older carbohydrates from the

heartwood could be transferred to the sapwood by the rays

which often penetrate the outer layers from the heartwood

region. Anderson (1971) also comments that in conifers the

resin canals penetrate the sapwood and unless resin extraction

is practiced in the pretreatment of this type of wood 'post-

sample-growth error' can occur.

Peat : Peat samples often result in reliable radiocarbon dates.
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One problem which can occur is the penetration of roots from

younger portions of the peat into the material sampled.

Bone i Radiocarbon dates on bone should be considered in the

light that they may be younger than the true age of the bone.

Radiocarbon dates on bone collegen are considered to be

reliable (Berger et al. (1964) j Ralph (1971); and Thurber

(197D).

Lacustrine Sediments t Reliable radiocarbon dates should be

obtained from lacustrine sediments in lakes fed by 'soft-

water' or in lakes which contain no dissolved bicarbonates.

Some erroneous radiocarbon dates have been noted (Anderson

(1971); Deevey et al. (1954) ; Karrow and Anderson (1975);

Mott (1975); and Ogden (1967)) for lacustrine sediments in

'hard-water' lakes, that is, lakes where dissolved bicarbonates

are available to be utilized as a source of carbon for aquatic

plants and algae. Shotton (1967i p. 360-361) explains that,

"the hard-water effect operates when
vegetable carbohydrate is synthesized
under water and so utilizes the CO3
radicle. Up to half of this can be
derived from the solution of ancient
limestone in which all the carbon is
radioactively dead. Hence any plant
that effects its photosynthesis under
water can even in life have a C^ content
below normal. An organic mud (gyttja)
may well contain a large proportion of
such vegetation and so give an apparent
age that is too large. It is important
to note, however, that this error can
not exceed the half-life of ^C and in
practice is unlikely to exceed 3000
years .

"

The problem of incorporation of 'old carbon' into

lacustrine sediments is complex. Lacustrine sediments from a

lake which occurs within a limestone (or other carbonate rich)
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region or is fed by streams which flow from a carbonate rich area

may not necessarily yield radiocarbon dates that are too old.

14
There are numerous factors which will determine the C

content of a lake's sediments. Hutchinson (1957> p. 658-659)

commented that,

Ik
"if we could examine the C content
of the bicarbonate in the initial
solution formed when rain water or
soil solutions react with limestones,
we should expect the carbon of such
bicarbonate to exhibit about half the
C content found in the carbon of
atmosphere C02...such a bicarbonate
solution when exposed to the air
would be expected to undergo exchange
with atmospheric CO2 until an almost
uniform C^ content resulted."

Hutchinson continues to say that this exchange process, although

not instantaneous, does continue practically to equilibrium

in a few minutes or hours under ordinary conditions. The

above comment suggests that an inflowing stream (above

surface) from or through a carbonate rich area will not

Iknecessarily add bicarbonate lacking in C content to a lake.

Not all aquatic plants and algae can decompose bicarbonate

actively. Ruttner (1963) exemplified this comment with an

aquatic moss, Fontinalis antipyretica , which will practically

cease photosynthesis when the free COp in a lake is exhausted.

Other plants, for example Elodea (a phanerogam), will continue

photosynthesis by utilizing the bicarbonate when the free

C0„ is exhausted.
ik

The above are two, possibly minor, factors in the C

cycle in the environment. They are noted here to suggest

that 'old carbon' is not simply, hard-water lake=old carbon
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date, but to suggest that the problem of 'old carbon' dates

is complex.

Ralph (1971, p. 7) included in her discussion of the

usefulness of lacustrine sediments in radiocarbon dating a

table based on a study of contemporaneous pairs of organic

and carbonate samples by Olson and Broecker (1958). The

results were as follows:

Vancouver delta sands: wood 11,850 - 250

shells 12,000 - 250

Great Salt Lake core: organic 26,300 - 1100

carbonate 25,300 - 1000

Glacial deposits (Denmark) wood 10,890 - 240

lake marl 10,930 ± 300

The above series of radiocarbon dates indicates that it is

possible to obtain comparable dates from organic and carbonate

materials.

All radiocarbon dates from areas underlain by carbonates

or where lakes are fed by streams from a carbonate area (or

that flow through a carbonate area) should be considered

carefully before accepting or rejecting them. Unfortunately,

the basis for deciding the validity of a radiocarbon date

often tends to be whether or not it fits into the 'prescribed'

stratigraphy for the area being studied. Terasmae and

Dreimanis (1976) in their paper, "Quaternary Stratigraphy of

Southern Ontario", illustrate the need for flexibility in

viewpoint when considering new data. Terasmae and Dreimanis

(1976) describe the development and growth of the concepts

of Quaternary stratigraphy in Southern Ontario from the
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initial observations of Hinde (18?8) to the present day. They

stress that the growth of concepts and ideas for the

Quaternary stratigraphy of Southern Ontario is still continuing.

The suggested long-chronology proposes that the last

glaciation may have begun approximately 90,000 years B.P.

Elsewhere in the paper it is suggested that the last glaciation

may even have begun 120,000 years ago B.P. Ideas and concepts

grow and sometimes are found to require adjustments or

revisions and that it is necessary for scientists to retain a

flexibility of mind to deal with the possibility of change.

The above is important to remember when evaluating

radiocarbon dates which initially appear too old in the

present stratigraphic context; but, which may in reality

indicate the need for a re-evaluation of the accepted time-

stratigraphic ideas.

Terasmae in "The Pleistocene-Holocene Boundary in the

Canadian Context" commented (1972, p. 121) that, "postglacial

time began about 15,000 years ago in the southern Great Lakes

region...". Several radiocarbon dates from the southern

Great Lakes region seem to support this possibility (Table 28).

Similarily, radiocarbon dates from the southern Great Lakes

region support another statement made by Terasmae (1972,

p. 123-124) (Figure 43)

:

"...that the lower boundary of the 'late-
glacial' episode followed ice retreat
and hence is both longer and older in the
peripheral areas of glaciation such as
the Great Lakes region, and becomes
progressively younger towards areas of
the last disappearance of the contin-
ental ice. The upper boundary of
'late-glacial' is clearly time-
transgress ive, as are the early Holocene
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pollen zone boundaries. The boundaries
of the subsequent (younger) pollen
zones appear to be essentially time-
equivalent in the broad regional sense."

The above statement and the proposal of a Pleistocene/Holocene

(approximately 10,000 years B.P.) boundary and more

importantly the palynostratigraphic support of such a

boundary (Ogden (1967); Terasmae (1972)) for Canada is

extremely important to the discussion of mastodon extinction

in Southern Ontario as the occurrence of a regional

significant climatic change at approximately 10,000 years

B.P. appears to be coincident with the period of extinction

of the remnant mastodon populations in the study area.

The comment also suggests a possible explanation for

apparent agreement of radiocarbon dates (approximately

10,500 years B.P.) for closed boreal forest pollen assemblage

zones over widely dispersed areas in southern Southern

Ontario and northern Southern Ontario. While radiocarbon

dates for earlier pollen assemblage zones, for example, zones

equivalent to 'taiga' or open spruce forest and tundra,

are older in the south of Southern Ontario and younger in the

north of Southern Ontario, they illustrate a time- transgress ive

nature to the establishment of vegetation in deglaciated

areas. The above suggestions illustrate the care required

when assessing C dates from different latitudes even

within a reasonably small region, for example, Southern

Ontario.

The above comments do not suggest that every radiocarbon

date should be unconditionally accepted. It is necessary
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to consider the possibility of 'old carbon' contamination

carefully, because it is a reality in some instances.

However, it is also necessary to remember to remain open-

minded and flexible when deciding if a suggested date is old

or whether the present time concepts are perhaps too young

for a given situation.
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Table 29 t Some Radiocarbon Dates On Mastodon Sites, 1959-1976.

Radiocarbon Date Material Dated- Mastodon tusk fragments.

Site- M-3^7, Russell Farm, Michigan;

5950 i 300
^3°00' N latitude? 83°15' W longitude;

(M 1k7) Lapeer County, Michigan.

Notes- "The tusk was found in the bull-
dozing of 'spoil' dirt which had been
taken out previously. The mastodon
was buried under 18 in. of muck in
marl 2 ft. thick. The animal was
considered to be a young adult male
with short tusks. Collected in 1953
by Frank Russell; submitted by C.W.
Hibbard, Univ. of Michigan, Ann arbor.
Data submitted by CM. Barber."

Laboratory- University of Michigan,

Radiocarbon Dates IV, H.R. Crane and

J.B. Griffen.

Reference- American Journal of Science,

Radiocarbon Supplement, R.F. Flint and

E.S. Deevey (editors), v. 1, 1959.

P. 173.

9200 - 500 Material Dated- Rib of young mastodon.

(M-490) Site- M-490, Sheridan, New York;

Dahlman Farm near Sheridan, Chautaugua

County, New York; 42°30' N latitude;

79°12' W longitude;

Notes- "This find was reported by
Hartnagel and Bishop (1921). The lower
Warren beach at this spot has an elevation
of 755 ft. and is about 300 ft. wide.
The skeleton was found in muck land to
the south or landward side of the beach.
The section showed 2 ft. of muck, 3 ft.
of 'quicksand' under which was a hard
bed of sand. The tusks were driven
into the sand a number of feet. Coll.
1955 by E.R. Burmaster; subm. by I.

Reimann, Univ. of Mich., Ann Arbor."

Laboratory- University of Michigan,

Radiocarbon Dates IV, H.R. Crane and

J.B. Griffen.

Reference- American Journal of Science,
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Radiocarbon Supplement, R.F. Flint and

E.S. Deevey (editors), v. 1, 1959t

p. 174-175.

6250 - 250 Material Dated- Gyttja in contact with

(S-16) mastodon skull.

Site- S-16, Ferguson Farm, Tupperville,

Ontario; J. Ferguson Farm, 2 miles SSW

of Tupperville, Ontario; 42°24'55" N

latitude; 82°17'l8" W longitude.

Notes- "The occurrence is in a slight
depression in lacustrine sediment ca.
585 ft. above sealevel. Geological
section, from top to basei gyttja and
peat with bones of mastodon, 33 in.

;

marl with molluscs, 13 in. 1 blue lac-
ustrine clay with molluscs, 22 in.

;

Coll. June 24, 1954 and subm. by Aleksis
Dreimanis, University of Western Ontario,
London, Canada."

Comment- "the date of the immediately
overlying gyttja is not necessarily
younger than that of the mastodon, but
if it is older or contemporary, this is
the youngest mastodon yet dated."*
This site was redated in 1968 and was
found to be much older (89IO + 150,
GSC-614).

Laboratory- University of Saskatchewan,

Radiocarbon Dates II, K.J. McCallum and

W. Dyck.

Reference- American Journal of Science,

Radiocarbon Supplement, R.F. Flint and

E.S. Deevey (editors), v. 2, i960, p. 73-

> 34, 000 Material Dated- Splinter of coniferous

(S-46) wood.

Site- S-46, Port Talbot, Ontario, Lake

Erie shore; 42°37'10" N latitude; 8l°23'10'

W longitude.

Notes- "Found with a mastodon tusk in a
layer of ice contact gravel, 3 to 4 ft.
thick, 8 ft. above the lake and 600 ft.
N.E. of the type locality of the Port
Talbot interstadial (sample S-7). The
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gravel is younger than S-7, > 25*000
(Saskatchewan I), older than L-185B,
28,200 ± 1500 j L-217B, 24,600 ± 1600
(Lamont IV) and W-177. 27,500 ± 1200
(USGS II), and dates a glacial advance
following the Port Talbot interstadial
and preceeding the Plum Point interstadial
(Dreimanis, 1958). Coll. September 5»
1957 and subm. by A. Dreimanis, University
of Western Ontario, London, Canada."

Comment- "another portion of the same
sample was analyzed by the Lamont labor-
atory L-440, > 29,500 (Lamont V). The
suggestion of Olson and Broecker that
this sample has a finite age appears to
be confirmed by an unpublished Groningen
date for another portion: Gro-2580,
44,200 ± 1500 (private communication, HI.
de Vries to Aleksis Dreimanis, Oct. 24,
1959)."

Laboratory- University of Saskatchewan,

Radiocarbon Dates II, K.J. McCallum and

W. Dyck.

Reference- American Journal of Science,

Radiocarbon Supplement, R.F. Flint and

E.S. Deevey (editors), v. 2, i960, p. 74.

9320 - 400 Material Dated- Bone from American mastodon

(M-694) ( Mammut americanus Kerr).

Site- M-694, Elkhart, Indiana; sample

found 2 miles due west of freight office

at Elkhart, Indiana; 4l°44* N latitude;

86°59' W longitude.

Notes- "Sample found in marl below 16 ft.
of muck and peat. Coll. January, 1957
by Scott Talbot, subm. by C.W. Hibbard,
Univ. of Michigan."

Comment- "The date seems reasonable."

Laboratory- University of Michigan, Radio-

carbon Dates VI, H.R. Crane and J.B. Griffen.

Reference- Radiocarbon, R.F. Flint and E.S.

Deevey (editors), v. 3, 1961, p. 106.

12,000 t 450 Material Dated- Wood.

(10,050 B.C.) Site- 1-586, Wells Mastodon Site, Indiana;

(1-586) approximately 5 miles west of Rochester,
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Indiana* 4l°0V N latitude; 80°15' W

longitude.

Notes- "Wood from 90 in. level in exca-
vation for the Wells Mastodon. Sample
is from marl overlain by organic sand
and peat, and lies just below level of
most of the mastodon remains. Coll. and
subm. by A.M. Gooding."

Comment- "site is in broad area of valley-
train and outwash between the Maxinkukee
and Packenton moraines. Pollen profile
for site suggests mixing of marl by the
mastodons, but overlying peat appears
to have not been disturbed. A rather
rapid change from dominantly deciduous
pollen above to dominantly coniferous
pollen below occurs at base of peat. A
similar change was dated in a pollen
profile near Richmond, Indiana, ca.
11,000 B.P. (Ogden, 1963; Kapp, 1963)."

Laboratory- Isotopes Inc., Radiocarbon

Measurements III, M.A. Trautman.

Reference- Radiocarbon, R.F. Flint, E.S.

Deevey and I. Rouse (editors), v. St

1963. P. 65.

> 41, 000 Material Dated- Ivory tusk.

Site- A glacial kettle, Arlington, Mass.,

north margin of Spy Pond; 42°2V N

latitude; 71°09' W longitude.

Notes- "The tusk, identified as that of a
probiscidian mammal by N.D. Harris, Mus.
of Science, Bolston, Mass., was found on
the sandy bottom of the pond under 3 ft.
of water. Coll. i960 by Arvid Carlson,
Arlington, Mass., subm. by Harris."

Comment- "sample was taken from a well
preserved central portion of the tusk,
and washed only with water (no HC1).
The age quoted is the two-sigma limit
of detection, based upon three counts
of 1000 min. each. The apparent age of
the tusk was 42,060 ± ^305 yr. B.P."

Laboratory- University of Pennsylvania,

Radiocarbon Dates VI, R. Stuckenrath, Jr.

Reference- Radiocarbon, R.F. Flint, E.S.

Deevey and I. Rouse (editors), v. 5»

1963, p. 82.
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10,450 - 400 Material Dated- Twigs and plant material.

(8500 B.C.) Site- W-1038, Byron, New York, north of

(W-IO38) Batavia moraine 1 43°05*1.5" N latitude;

78°04 , 57" W longitude.

Notes- "Twigs and plant material directly
beneath a mastodon bone, ca. 2.4 ft.
below surface, from Byron mastodon
excavation. . ,N of Batavia moraine, but
well above level of Lake Iroquois.
Coll. 1959 by C. Heubusch and M.E. White,
subm. by E.H. Muller, Syracuse Univ.,
New York."

Laboratory- U.S. Geological Survey,

Radiocarbon Dates VII, P.C. Ives, B.

Levin, R.D. Robinson and M. Rubin.

Reference- Radiocarbon, R.F. Flint,

E.S. Deevey and I. Rouse (editors),

v. 6, 1964, p. 41.

10,700 i 400 Material Dated- Tooth (3rd molar) of

(8750 B.C.) American mastodon.

(M-1254) Site- M-1254, Smith Mastodon, Michigan;

Albert Smith farm, Gratiot County,

Michigan; 43°20' N latitude; 84°36' W

longitude.

Notes- Tooth found "...lying on gravelly
bed, covered by marl, in turn covered by
2 ft. of vegetable deposits. Bones
scattered; show signs of water action
(MacCurdy, 1919» p. 110). Pollen
analysis of sediments in alveolar
cavities completed. Date important in
time-stratigraphic correlation of late-
glacial vegetation of central Michigan
(Skeels, 1962, p. Ill; Oltz and Kapp,
1963, p. 343-345). Coll. 1909 J subm.
by R.0. Kapp, Alma College, Alma,
Michigan."

Comment- "...pollen analysis and study
of macrofossils establish presence of
late-glacial spruce-pine forests in
central Michigan at this date. Site
lies just outside beach ridges of Lake
Saginaw, presumably near high-water
strandline of post-Valders Great Lakes;
these beaches extend nearly to the site
at the time of death of the mastodon.
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Local habitat included disturbed sites
which favoured growth of Artemisia ,

Ambrosia and Eleagnus (latter considered
late-glacial indicator species)."

Laboratory- University of Michigan, Radio-

carbon Dates X, H.R. Crane and J.B.

Griffen.

Reference- Radiocarbon, R.F. Flint, E.S.

Deevey and I. Rouse (editors), v. 7,

1965, p. 123.

10,65** - 188 Material Dated- Woody peat.

(8704 B.C.) Site- OWU Novelty Mastodon, Ohio; exca-

(0WU-126) vation 1.5 miles north of Novelty, Ohioj

4l°29 , 45" N latitude; 8l°21'10" W

longitude.

Notes- "Woody peat from 2.00 to 2.05 m.
on N wall of excavation for a mastodon
( Mastodon americanus ), approximately 1.5
mi. N of Novelty, Ohio. . .Skeleton was
incomplete, yielding portions of the
skull, backbone, forelegs, and scapula
enclosed in clay gyttja. Neither wood
nor peat was found beneath the scapula
which was deepest in the section of all
bones recovered, indicating that the
animal is probably older than the peat
sample which was dated. Field evidence
indicates that the bones have been somewhat
tumbled and reworked. The scapula, which
was only portion of the animal unexcavated
when the peat sample was collected at
1.25 to 1.40 m. The contact of the clay
gyttja with the peat was at 2.00 m.
Coll. Oct. 1964 by J.G. Ogden, III, G.H.
Crowl, J.N. Chase, J.L. Forsyth and W.H.
Scheelej subm. by J.G. Ogden, III."

Comment- "...pollen data from the peat
and clay gyttja show predominantly spruce
(Picea), fir (Abies ), Pine (Pinus),
Sedge ( Cyperaceae ) and grass ( Gramineae )

.

None of the field evidence indicates the
mastodon is younger than the date given.
Pollen data are consistent with the C14
date .

"

Laboratory- Ohio Wesleyan University,

Natural Radiocarbon Measurements II, J.G.

Ogden, III and R.J. Hay.
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Reference~ Radiocarbon, R.F. Flint, E.S.

Deevey and I. Rouse (editors), v. 7i

1965. p. 168.

12,000 - 200 Material Dated- Plant remains.

(10,050 B.C.) Site- S-172, Tupperville, Ontario; Perry

(S-172) Farm mastodon site, 0.4 miles northeast

of Tupperville, Ontario; 42°35'30" N

latitude; 8l°l6' W longitude.

Notes- "Plant remains. . .from top 6 in. of
lacustrine clayey calcareous silt covered
by a sand bar. Coll. 1961 and subm. by
A. Dreimanis."

Comment- "...pollen of spruce have been
found among the plant remains suggesting
a cool climate. Silt layer was deposited
in Sydenham River delta in the Early Lake
St. Clair and was later covered by beach
sand of same lake. Date is minimum for
inception of lake."

Laboratory- University of Saskatchewan,

Radiocarbon Dates IV, K.J. McCallum and

J. Withenberg.

Reference- Radiocarbon, R.F. Flint, E.S.

Deevey and I. Rouse (editors), v. 7» 1965*

p. 232.

11,860 - 170 Material Dated- Plant remains.

(9910 B.C.) Site- GSC-211, Tupperville, Ontario; Perry

(GSC-211) Farm mastodon site, 0.** miles northeast

of Tupperville, Ontario; 42°35'30" N

latitude; 81°l6' W longitude.

Notes- "Plant remains. . .from top 4 in. of
lacustrine clayey calcareous silt (Layer
c, Dreimanis, 1962, p. 248) covered by a
6 ft. thick sand bar. Coll. 1962 by A.
Dreimanis, Univ. of Western Ontario,
London.

"

Comment- "...this date, for plant material
that grew in place, agrees with S-172
(12,000 - 200; Saskatchewan IV) for fine
plant detritus from approx. same strat-
igraphic horizon, and confirms beginning
of Early Lake St. Clair at least 12,000
yr. B.P."
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Laboratory- Geological Survey of Canada,

Radiocarbon Dates V, W. Dyck, J.H. Lowdon,

J.G. Fyles and W. Blake, Jr.

Reference- Radiocarbon, R.F. Flint, E.S.

Deevey and I. Rouse (editors), v. 8,

1966, p. 104.

10,190 - 160 Material Dated- Spruce wood.

(8240 B.C.) Site- 0WU-141, Johnstown Mastodon, Ohio;

(0WU-141) 40°09' N latitude; 82°4l ' W longitude.

Notes- "Spruce wood (id. by G.W. Burns)
from excavation for Johnstown mastodon.
Coll. 1926 and subm. by K.H. Wickham."

Comment- "...although stratigraphy was not
recorded at time of excavation, sample was
retained by K.H. Wickham and stored with
other memorabilia of the occasion. Prior
to accepting sample for dating, pollen
analysis was run on blue clay adhering
to wood. Pollen spectrum showed predom-
inantly spruce, pine, sedge and grass
pollen with less than Jfc of deciduous
tree pollen (oak, elm and birch). Pollen
extracted from resin and tars trapped
in teeth of another mastodon recently
discovered near this site (0WU-194, this
date list) is primarily spruce, grass and
Ambrosia type. Pollen spectra and dates
of this mastodon find and 0WU-194 (this
date list) are closely similar to that
reported for 0WU-126 (OWU-II), the Novelty
Mastodon. Excavation of Johnstown mastodon
attracted considerable attention as animal
was nearly complete. It has been recon-
structed and is now a feature exhibit at
Cleveland Mus. Nat. History."

Laboratory- Ohio Wesleyan University,

Natural Radiocarbon Measurements III,

J.G. Ogden and R.J. Hay.

Reference- Radiocarbon, R.F. Flint, E.S.

Deevey and I. Rouse (editors), v. 9i

1967, p. 317.

9460 - 305 Material Dated- Spruce wood.

(7510 B.C.) Site- 0WU-194, Cole Mastodon, New Cham-

(0WU-194) bersburg, Ohioj 40°47' N latitude; 8l°02'
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W longitude.

Notes- "Although wood is not clearly
associated with death of mastodon, date
may be regarded as minimum since pollen
analysis of enclosing blue clay gyttja
indicates environment of spruce, fir,
pine and birch. Scrapings of teeth of
mastodon showed high pollen percentages
of spruce, with some pine, grass and
composites. Coll. May, 1964 by W. Cole;
and subm. by R.S. Baby."

Laboratory- Ohio Wesleyan University,

Natural Radiocarbon Measurements III,

J.G. Ogden and R.J. Hay.

Reference- Radiocarbon, R.F. Flint, E.S.

Deevey and I. Rouse (editors), v. 9.

1967, p. 321.

13.180 - 520 Material Dated- Spruce wood.

(11,230 B.C.) Site- OWU-220, Pontius Farm Mastodon,

(0WU-220) Hallsville, Ohio; Orval Pontius' farm,

near Hallsville, Ross County, Ohio;

39°26 , 50" N latitude; 82°50 , 15" W longitude.

Notes - "Spruce wood (id. by G.W. Burns)
from marl deposit associated with mastodon
( Mastodon americanus ) remains on Orval
Pontius farm... Marl from which tusks and
mandibles were collected included abundant
molluscan fossils, ostracods, and oogonea
of Chara sp. Pollen analysis of the marl
by R. Taggart of Ohio Univ. showed 64$
spruce, 16% pine, 8% fir, 4% larch, 2%
oak and unknown and miscellaneous 6%.
Coll. Aug. 19^5t and subm. by M.C. Hansen."

Comment- "...this animal is one of several
known from this locality. Age is consistent
with pollen flora of site. Fluted points
have been recovered near shores of
extinct lake marked by marl deposits, but
none have been found in association with
any animal remains (O.H. Prufer, pers.
communication) .

"

Laboratory- Ohio Wesleyan University,

Natural Radiocarbon Measurements III,

J.G. Ogden and R.J. Hay.

Reference- Radiocarbon, R.F. Flint, E.S.
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9910 I 350

(7960 B.C.)

(M-1739)

7120 - 250

(5170 B.C.)

(M-17^0)

7220 - 250

(5270 B.C.)

(M-17^1)

7390 - 280

(5^0 B.C.)

(M-17^2)

11,200 t I4.00

(9250 B.C.)

(M-17^3)

Deevey and I. Rouse (editors), v. 9,

1967, p. 321.

Material Dated- Bone.

Site- M-1739, Gratiot County, Serville

Twp., Thaller Mastodon; 43°26 , 30" N

latitude; 84°50' W longitude.

Notes- "Parts of hind leg, ulna and tusk
found by drag-line operator. Coll. 19^5
by H.P. Mouller; subm. by C.W. Hibbard,
Univ. of Michigan."

Comment- "...as will be noted from dates
at Rappuhn Mastodon site, C14 date on
bone may be significantly younger than
associated wood or peat. This suggests
age of Thaller Mastodon may be closer to
11,000 B.P. and 10,000 B.P. Pollen study
on this location will be published by
R.0. Kapp, Alma College, Mich., and on
the diatoms by Matt Holm of Central Mich.
Univ."
"...pollen from sediments of peat and clay,
in which bones were deposited, belongs to
late-glacial spruce pollen zones, so that
date is slightly younger than expected."

Laboratory- University of Michigan,

Radiocarbon Dates XII, H.R. Crane and

J.B. Griffen.

Reference- Radiocarbon, E.S. Deevey, R.F.

Flint, J.G. Ogden, III, and I. Rouse

(editors), v. 10, 1968, p. 62.

Material Dated- M-17^0, wood, sample A -

wood from depth of 30 cm below present

land surface; M-17^1» wood from depth

of 60 cm below present land surface, in

peat; M-17^2, peat from depth of 80 to

90 cm below present land surface; M-17^3t

gyttja from depth of 130 to 140 cm below

present land surface.

Site- M-17^0, M-1741, M-17^2, M-17^3.

Thaller Mastodon Series, northeast of

Riverdale, Gratiot Co., Michigan;

43°26'30" N latitude; 84°50' W longitude.
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Notes- "Wood, peat and gyttja from Louis
Thaller farm. . .Samples from bog that
contained mastodon bones, overlying sand
covered with greenish gyttja and peat.
Coll. 1965 by R.O. Kapp and S. Bushousej
subm. by R.O. Kapp and C.W. Hibbard,
Univ. of Michigan."

Comment- "...dates of peat and wood seem
accurate but date of gyttja appears too
early."

Laboratory- University of Michigan,

Radiocarbon Dates XII, H.R. Crane and

J.B. Griffen.

Reference- Radiocarbon, E.S. Deevey, R.F.

Flint, J.G. Ogden, III, and I. Rouse

(editors), v. 10, no. 1, 1968, p. 62-63.

9640 - 350 Material Dated- M-1744, peat from 12 in.

(7690 B.C.) to 13^5 in. below present surface, just

(M-1744) below plough layers M-1745, peat from

10 4*50 i 400 *-* ^° 1^.5 in. below present surface}

(8^00 B C )
M-1746, peat from 20 to 22 in. below

(M-174'>)
present soil surface at base of deepest

pocket of peat, immediately upon and

beneath 'platform timbers*.
(8780 B.C.) Site- M-1744, M-1745, M-1746, Rappuhn

* ' ' Mastodon site, series 1, Lapeer Co.,

Michigan; 43°17* N latitude} 83°11'30"

W longitude.

Notes- "Peat from Rappuhn site... From 3
horizons immediately above American
Mastodon skeleton, and 'wooden platform'.
Bones lie on clay base at same level with
wooden sticks that may indicate human
activity, and are overlain by peat.
Pollen in sediments associated with skull
indicates spruce-fir forest. Remains
appear to antedate climatic amelioration
of early post-Glacial. Coll. 1965 and
subm. by R.O. Kapp."

Comment- "...dates coincide with uppermost
portion of late-Glacial spruce pollen
zone. Most dated pollen diagrams from
S. Great Lakes region indicate major
climatic amelioration occurred around
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10,750 t 400

(8800 B.C.)

10,000 B.P."

Laboratory- University of Michigan,

Radiocarbon Dates XII, H.R. Crane and

J.B. Griffen.

Reference- Radiocarbon, E.S. Deevey, R.F.

Flint, J.G. Ogden, III, and I. Rouse

(editors), v. 10, no. 1, 1968, p. 63.

9900 - 400 Material Dated- M-1778, mandibular frag-

(7950 B.C.) ment of 1 3/4 lb. in SE quadrant, dis-

(M-1778) turbed by plow; M-1780, wood stick from

10 750 - 400 square 14oR100j M-1781, wood stick from

(8800 B C )
square 140R100; M-1782, wood stick from

(M-1780)
square 140R100; M-I783, section of left

tusk cut from portion immediately outside

skull. Inner and outer 'rings' are present.

Diameter of cavity is 2.5 x 2.2 in.

* ' ' Possible contamination from rootlets in

10,400 - 400 cavity and on outer surface. Also,

(8450 B.C.) bacterial growth on outer surface of

(M-1782) outer ring. Cut section 6.5 to 6.3 in.

9250 - 350 diameter and 3.1 to 3*9 in. thick.

(7300 B.C.) Site- M-1778, M-1780, M-1781, M-1782,

(M-1783) M-1783, Rappuhn Mastodon series II,

Clifford Twp., Lapeer Co., Michigan;

43°15' N latitude; 83°15' W longitude.

Notes- "Bone and wood from the Rappuhn
mastodon. . .Coll. 1965 and subm. by W.L.
Wittry, Cranbrook Inst, of Science,
Bloomfield Hills, Michigan."

Comment- "...mastodon bones were cut,
partially charred, and scattered, which
is interpreted as results of butchering
(Wittry, 1965). Bones and platform of
wood poles, believed laid down by man at
time of mastodon's death, directly over-
lie till and are overlain by peat (M-17^
to M-17^6, Michigan XII). Dates of wood
poles are considered more reliable than
those of bone and ivory.

"

Laboratory- University of Michigan,
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Radiocarbon Dates XII, H.R. Crane and

J.B. Griffen.

Reference- Radiocarbon, E.S. Deevey, R.F.

Flint, J.G. Ogden, III, and I. Rouse

(editors), v. 10, no. 1, 1968, p. 63-64.

11,380 - 170 Material Dated- Mastodon bones.

(9^30 B.C.) Site- East side of gravel pit in Kent

(GSC-611) Co., Camden Twp., 1.5 mile NE of Thames-

ville, Ontario, at altitude ca. 620 ft.;

42°3V N latitude; 8l°57'04" W longitude.

Notes- "Sample excavated by drag line
from fresh exposure, at 6 ft. depth.
Scattered bones occur near base of 3 ft.
section of gravel and underlying fine
sediments » gravel is overlain by alluvium
with shells and wood. Coll. 1965 by B.
Tinline for A. Dreimanis, Univ. of
Western Ontario, London."

Comment- "...gravel is probably alluvial
deposit of early Thames R. rather than
deltaic deposit of river in Lake Lundy
or Lake Grassmere, as date appears too
young for these lakes. Collagen fraction
used for dating."

Laboratory- Geological Survey of Canada,

Radiocarbon Dates VII, J.A. Lowdon and

W. Blake Jr.

Reference- Radiocarbon, E.S. Deevey, R.F.

Flint, J.G. Ogden, III, and I. Rouse,

v. 10, no. 2, 1968, p. 216.

8910 - 150 Material Dated- Mastodon bones.

(6960 B.C.) Site- GSC-614, Ferguson Farm, 2miles SSW

(GSC-614) of Tupperville, Ontario, Chatham Twp.,

con. 14, lot 10« 42°33' N latitude;

82 1?.3' W longitudej altitude ca. 585 ft.

Notes- "Bones exposed by excavation along
N side of drainage ditch in slight depression
in lacustrine sediments. Bones are at
base of gyttja and peat, underlain
successively by marl and lacustrine clay,
both with molluscs. Coll. 1965 by A.
Dreimanis."

Comment- "...date, which agrees with
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pollen diagram from site, suggests non-
sedimentation and exposure of bones for
ca. 2500 yrs. because gyttja from
cavities within mastodon skull is
6230 ± 240 yr. old (S-16, Saskatchewan
II, Dreimanis, 196I1 196?) . Collagen
fraction used for dating. Date based on
one 3 day count.

"

Laboratory- Geological Survey of Canada,

Radiocarbon Dates VII, J. A. Lowdon and

W. Blake Jr.

Reference- Radiocarbon, E.S. Deevey, R.F.

Flint, J.G. Ogden, III, and I. Rouse,

v. 10, no. 2, 1968, p. 216.

9600 - 105 Material Dated- WIS-264, tamarack embedded

(7650 B.C.) in peat, from Sample Column III, 30 to

(WIS-264) 32 in. below surface near interface with

9480 - 100 marl. WIS 265, bone scraps from concen-

(7510 B C )
tration of bone representing E mastodon.

(WIS-265) WIS-267, bone scraps from concentration

of bone representing W mastodon.

Site- WIS-264, WIS-265, WIS-267, Schemelp-9630 i 110

(7680 B.C.)
feilig Bog series, Dane County, Wisconsinj

(WIS-267) 43°0V45" N latitude; 89°04'45" W

longitude

.

Notes- "Samples collected 1967 in con-
junction with excavation of 2 mastodons
( Mastodon americanus), under supervision
of John E. Dallman, Univ. of Wisconsin,
in marl layer underlying peat deposit
on Elmer Schimelpfenig farm. .

.

"

Laboratory- Univ. of Wisconsin, Radio-

carbon Dates V, M.B. Bender, R.A. Bryson

and B.A. Baerreis.

Reference- Radiocarbon, E.S. Deevey, R.F.

Flint, J.G. Ogden, III, and I. Rouse

(editors), v. 10, no. 2, 1968, p. 475-476.

15.315 - 625 Material Dated- Spruce wood (id. G.W.

(13,365 B.C.) Burns).

(OWU-190) Site- 0WU-190, Akron Mastodon.

Notes- "Spruce wood (id. G.W. Burns) from
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beneath partial skeleton of mastodon ex-
cavated during building construction near
Akron, Ohio. Remains were found in
homogeneous lake clay with scattered
organic material. Wood may be associated
with entrapment of mastodon in clay.
Pollen in the clay is sparse and is
principally spruce, pine and sedge. Coll.
and subm. by P. Wingard."

Comment- "...another piece of the log dated
13.300 ± 600 (M-1971). Although difference
is within 2 sigma, additional material is
available and sample will be rerun."

Laboratory- Ohio Wesleyan University,

Natural Radiocarbon Measurements IV, J.G.

Ogden, III, and R.J. Hay.

Reference- Radiocarbon, E.S. Deevey, R.F.

Flint, J.G. Ogden, III, and I. Rouse

(editors), v. 11, no. 1, 1969. p. 137.

12,835 - 275 Material Dated- 0WU-260A, spruce wood, Ross

(10,885 B.C.) County Mastodon Site, first half CO2J

(0WU-260A) 0WU-260B, spruce wood, Ross County

12 685 - 2kk Mastodon Site, second half C02J 0WU-260C,

(10 735 B C )
second sample burned (same log) spruce

(0WU-260B) wood, Ross County Mastodon Site.

+ Site- 0WU-260A, 0WU-260B, 0WU-260C, near
13.695 •

520 Hallsville, Ross County, Ohio? 39°27' N
1,7^5 B.C.) latitude; 85°50 t W longitude.
(0WU-260C) Notes - "Spruce wood from extensive marl

deposit near Hallsville, Ross County, Ohio,
which has yielded remains of several
mastodons. An earlier sample (OWU-220)
dated 13.180 ± 520 (Radiocarbon, 1967,
v. 9. p. 321). OWU-260A and B were
prepared to test for fractionation in
freeze-thaw purification of CO2 and
methane in sample preparation. Coll.
and subm. by O.H. Prufer."

Comment- "...dates accord with previous
de termination and also show that no
fractionation occurs during preparation.
Particular interest attaches to samples
from this area, since fluted points are
in abundance around the shores of extinct
lake marked by marl deposit. None have
been found assoc. with large mammals,
however.

"
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Laboratory- Ohio Wesleyan University,

Natural Radiocarbon Measurements IV, J.G.

Ogden, III, and R.J. Hay.

Reference- Radiocarbon, E.S. Deevey, R.F.

Flint, J.G. Ogden, III, and I. Rouse

(editors), v. 11, no. 1, 1969» p. 139.

12,160 i 180 Material Dated- Wood.

(10,210 B.C.) Site- 1-3929 (Leap Peat Bog 1), 1-3930

(1-3929) (Leap Peat Bog 2), site located 2.9 miles

12 020 - 180 north of junction of Marshal's Creek

(10 070 B C )
with Delaware River, and 4.5 miles north-

(1-3930) east of east Stroudsburg, Monroe Co.,

Pennsylvania; 4l°02'50" N latitude

j

75°06'37" W longitude.

Notes- "Assoc, with Marshals Creek Mastodon,
5 ft. 7 1/2 in. deep. Coll. and subm.
1968 by D. Hoff, Wm. Penn Memorial Mus.,
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania."

Comment- "...skeleton disarticulated,
remains apparently rafted into position."

Laboratory- Isotopes Radiocarbon

Measurements VIII, J.D. Buckley and E.H.

Willis.

Reference- Radiocarbon, E.S. Deevey, R.F.

Flint, J.G. Ogden, III, and I. Rouse

(editors), v. 12, no. 1, 1970, p. 94.

11,720 - 140 Material Dated- WIS-305. "Snail shells

(9770 B.C.) ( Gyraulus parvus (Say)) from Sec. Ill,

(WIS-305) 38 to 40 in. deep. Outer 15# of shell

12 870 - 12^ removed by acid leaching."

(10 920 B.C )
WIS-338, "Organic clay from Col. IV, 66

(WIS-338) ^° ^ ^"n * deep. Date is minimum for

deglaciation and is comparable to WIS-48

(Radiocarbon, 1965, v. 7. p. 407)."

Site- WIS-305, WIS-338, Schimelpfenig

Bog Series, Dane Co., Wisconsin; 43°04 , 45"

N latitude; 89°04'45" W longitude.
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Notes- "Samples excavated 1967 from marl
layer underlying peat deposit on Elmer
Schimelpfenig farm... Coll. by J.E.
Dallman, Univ. of Wisconsin-Madison ; subm.
by D.A. Baerreis. Dates on mastodon
bones and wood obtained in this excavation
have been reported previously (Radiocarbon,
1968, v. 10, p. 475)."

Laboratory- University of Wisconsin,

Radiocarbon Dates VII, M.M. Bender, R.A.

Bryson, D.A. Baerreis.

Reference- Radiocarbon, E.S. Deevey, R.F.

Flint, J.G. Ogden, III, and I. Rouse

(editors), v. 12, no. 1, 1970, p. 340.

7490 i 200 Material Dated- ISGS-17A, Urb. Mast. No.

(5540 B.C.) I. Bone dissolved in 2N HCli insoluble

(ISGS-17A) fraction combusted and dated; ISGS-17B,

8130 - 200 Urb. Mast. No. 1. Bone washed with 0.1N

(6380 B C )
NaOHi then dissolved in 2N HC1. Insoluble

(ISGS-17B} fraction combusted and dated j ISGS-17C,

Urb. Mast. No. 1, Ivory. Ivory first

dissolved in dilute CH3COOH} insoluble

fraction acidified with H^PO^j resulting

CO2 was dated.

Site- ISGS-17A, 17B, 17C, Urbana Mastodon

site, 20° N from WCCR Radio Tower, Urbana,

Illinois; 40°06'03" N latitude; 88°10'45"

W longitude.

Notes- "Bones of Mammut americanum from
Urbana, Illinois, near center SWW 1/4
SW 1/4 Sec. 15. T19N, R9E, 20° N from
WCCR Radio Tower. The fragmented but
well-preserved sample is from homogeneous,
gray, slightly sandy clay that apparently
represents deposition in a pond on the
Urbana Moraine. Clay apparently overlies
the uppermost of 3 tills above the Farm-
dale horizon and is overlain by 31 in.
of dark, humic soil. Coll. 1969 by C.
Collinson, Illinois State Geol. Survey,
subm. by C. Collinson and J. P. Kempton."

Comment- "...sample is contaminated with
modern humic acids. The bone 'collagen
fraction' and the ivory ages do not agree,
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perhaps due to carbon- isotopic fraction-
ation or old carbonate contamination of
the ivory."

Laboratory- Illinois State Geological

Survey, Radiocarbon Dates II, S.M. Kim.

Reference- Radiocarbon, E.S. Deevey, R.F.

Flint, J.G. Ogden, III and I. Rouse

(editors), v. 12, no. 2, 1970, p. 506.

21,150 - 400 Material Dated- Rib bone ( Mammut amer-

(19.200 B.C.) icanum ).

(1-4910) Site- 1-4910, Mastodon bone, Florida,

bone from W half of Tract 17, Block I,

Plat. 9 of Palm Beach Farms..., Palm

Beach Co., Florida; 26°40'03" N latitude;

80°04 , 05
M W longitude.

Notes- "Bone level 3 m depth from area 14 m
by 26 m (Olsen, 1959). Coll. 1969 and
subm. 1970 by H.H. Converse, Jr., Sci.
Mus. and Planetarium of Palm Beach Co.,
Inc."

Comment- "...most S site in U.S. for major
paleontol. excavation. Sample assoc.
with bones from various animals including
mammoth, bison, horse, camel, tapir,
sloth, etc."

Laboratory- Isotopes Radiocarbon Measure-

ments IX, J. Buckley and E.H. Willis.

Reference- Radiocarbon, R.F. Flint, J.G.

Ogden, III, I. Rouse and M. Stuiver

(editors), v. 14, no. 1, 1972, p. 115.

11,050 i 160 Material Dated- 1-5080, KM-5a, organic

(9100 B.C.) debris washed from calcareous organic

(1-5080) sand, 200 cm depth, directly below a

qeqQ + 16Q mastodon vertabra; 1-5081, KM-29a, wood

(7640 B.C.)
from Peat '

1^° cm depth*

(1-5081)' Site- 1-5080, 1-5081, Kuhl Mastodon Site

series, Michigan; "Samples from Lima

Township... Washtenaw Co. (42°15'24" N

latitude., 85°57 , 30" W longitude),

Michigan, E edge of depression outside
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Fort Wayne Moraine .

"

Notes- "Interbedded peat, shell-rich marls
and calcareous, organic sand overlie
sample horizons (Russell and Leverett,
1915). Coll. 1969 by R.S. Rhodes; subm.
1970 by W.R. Farrand."

Comment- "... should date earliest organic
deposition, establish minimum age for
deglaciation outside Fort Wayne Moraine,
and maximum age for assoc. mastodon
remains. Age agrees well with others
of Mastodons from Michigan (Wilson, 1967).
Other samples being dated by Univ. of
Michigan.

"

"...date is minimum for mastodon remains
and is similar to younger ages for mast-
odons in this area (Skeels, 1962, Wilson,
1967)."

Laboratory- Isotopes' Radiocarbon Measure-

ments IX, J. Buckley and E.H. Willis.

Reference- Radiocarbon, R.F. Flint, J.G.

Ogden, III, I. Rouse and M. Stuiver

(editors), v. 14, no. 1, 1972, p. 119.

2550 - 250 Material Dated- M-2435, Kuhl Mastodon Site,

(600 B.C.) "Sample, KM-17a, is slightly decomposed

(M-2435) peat of unknown composition, from depth

4470 - 160 ^ cm * w ^11 date close to cessation of

(2^20 B C )
deposition in basin but is hopefully below

much contamination from modern rootlets.

It will also be uppermost dated sample in

quantitative pollen study."

M-2436, Kuhl Mastodon Site, "Sample

KM-4a-a, from log ca. 15 cm diam. , touching

a mastodon rib, in horizon ca. 180 cm

deep will date assoc. mastodon remains and

provide part of time framework for a

quantitative pollen study."

Site- M-2435, M-2436, Kuhl Mastodon Site

series, Lima Twp., Washtenaw Co., Michigan,

Site NW (outside) of Fort Wayne Moraine

of E edge of depression of unknown extent;

42°15'2V N latitudes 86°57'50" W longitude.
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Notes- "Wood and slightly decomposed peat.
Coll. 1969 by R.S. Rhodes, subm. by W.R.
Farrand, Dept. Geol., Univ. of Michigan."

Comment- "...considering these 2 dates
and 2 others from same site (1-5080,
11,050 ± 160 B.P. on organic debris at
-200 cm in close assoc.with mastodon
bones and 1-5081, 9590 - 160 B.P. on
woody fragments at -130 cm), M-2435,
1-5081 and 1-5080 are probably in their
correct stratigraphic sequence, but M-2436
is distinctly out of line. M-2436 dates
a conifer log in vertical position (but
not apparently rooted) next to a dis-
articulated rib of the mastodon. Both its
position and reported age suggest that
the log was either intrusive into bog long
after death of mastodon or date is
spurious.

"

Laboratory- Univ. of Michigan Radiocarbon

Dates XV, H.R. Crane and T.B. Griffen.

Reference- Radiocarbon, R.F. Flint, J.G.

Ogden, III, I. Rouse and M. Stuiver

(editors), v. 14, no. 1, 1972, p. 199-200.

12,750 - 500 Material Dated- M-1970, Mastodon bone,

(10,800 B.C.) remains discovered during excavation of

(M-1970) building. M-1971. wood, portion of trunk

13 300 - 600 15*2 cm diam. , possibly spruce. Discovered

(11 3*50 B C )
during building excavation; should be

(M-1971) approx. contemporaneous with mastodon.

Site- M-1970, M-1971, Akron Mastodon Site

series, Summit Co., Akron, Ohio; 4l°10'

N latitude 1 8l°30* W longitude.

Notes- "Collected 1966 by R.F. Keller and
R.0. Kappj subm. by R.0. Kapp, Dept.
Biol., Alma College, Alma, Michigan,"

Comment- "...dates are reasonable for
mastodon in this area."

Laboratory- Univ. of Michigan Radiocarbon

Dates XV, H.R. Crane and T.B. Griffen.

Reference- Radiocarbon, R.F. Flint, J.G.

Ogden, III, I. Rouse and M. Stuiver

(editors), v. 14, no. 1, 1972, p. 200.
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10,230 - 150 Material Dated- Wood ( Picea sp.) from peat

(8280 B.C.) layer.

(1-5843) Site- 1-5843, Carter-1, Drake Co., Ansonia,

Ohio; 42°12' N latitude; 84°40' W longitude.

Notes- "Assoc, with mastodon rib and
adjacent to bones from the moose-elk
( Cervalces scotti Lydekker ) , ca. 1.5 m
below datum plane. Coll. and subm. 1971
by R.S. Mills, Dayton Mus. Nat. Hist."

Laboratory- Isotopes' Radiocarbon Measure-

ments X, J. Buckley.

Reference- Radiocarbon, R.F. Flint, J.G.

Ogden, III, I. Rouse and M. Stuiver

(editors), v. 15, no. 2, 1973t p. 280.

13#695 - 460 Material Dated- spruce wood (new sample,

(11,745 B.C.) id. by G.W. Burns).

(0WU-321) Site- 0WU-321, Akron Mastodon near Akron,

Ohio; 40°02' N latitude; 8l°38' W longitude.

Notes- "Spruce wood, new sample, id. by
G.W. Burns, assoc. with partial skeleton
of mastodon excavated during building con-
struction near Akron, Ohio (40°02' N
Lat., 8l 38' W Long.). Coll. and subm.
by J.D. Speth."

Comment- "...sample run to test discrepancy
between previous determinations from site
(0WU-190, R., 1969. v. 11, p. 137) and
M-1971, which showed 13.300 ± 600 yr. B.P.
Although all determinations are within 2
sigma, new date closely agrees with
Michigan determination."

Laboratory- Ohio Wesleyan University Natural

Radiocarbon Measurements V, J.G. Ogden, III

and R.J. Hay.

Reference- Radiocarbon, R.F. Flint, J.G.

Ogden, III, I. Rouse and M. Stuiver

(editors), v. 15. no. 2, 1973. P- 352.

11,400 - 450 Material Dated- S-29. wood; S-30, vegetable

(S-29) muck.

12 000 - 500 Site- S-29. S-30, Rodney, Ontario series,

( S_30)
Campbell farm, Rodney, Ontario; 42°34' N

latitude; 8l°04' W longitude.
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Notes- "Wood and black vegetable muck from
base of a layer of black carbonaceous
muck 1 to 3 ft. thick... The black muck
overlay gravelly sand correlated with
similar sand in a presumed Lake Whittlesey
beach to the west (Russell, 19*4-8). Coll.
Aug. 1957 and subm. by L.S. Russell,
National Museum of Canada, Ont."

Comment- "...samples were directly assoc-
iated with parts of a skeleton of
Mastodon americanus . The age of the
samples and the elevation of the site are
reasonably consistent with the assumption
that the underlying sand belongs to Lake
Warren I."

Laboratory- University of Saskatchewan

Radiocarbon Dates II, K.J. McCallum and

W. Dyck.

Reference- American Journal of Science,

Radiocarbon Supplement, R.F. Flint and E.S.

Deevey, Jr., v. 2, I960, p. 74.

10,000 - 140 Material Dated- BGS 229. wood associated

(BGS 229) with sample BGS 228, peat.

9830 - 140 Site- Roger Verbeke's farm, Con. 4, west of

(BGS 228)
Hwy. 77. Mersea Township, Leamington.

Notes- peat and wood associated with two
sets of molar teeth and other small remains
of mastodon(s)

.

Laboratory- Brock University Radiocarbon

Dating Laboratory, H. Melville.

Reference- Brock University Laboratory

Records, H. Melville, personal communication,

1975.

> 35.320 Material Dated- SMU-94, upper peat (5Mo73);

(SMU-94) SMU-96, 2nd humate extraction from (5Mo73)

44,040 - 2660 SMU-99. tusk filling (1Mo73).

(42 090 B.C.) Site- Jones Bog series; sample from Jones

(SMU-96) Bog » a '^ossi1 ' spring, 1.6 km ESE of

+ Avery School, Missouri; 38°03'25" N
31,130 - 1550

latitude; 93°20 , 22" W longitude.
(29,180 B.C.)

(SMU-99)
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Notes- "Collected and submitted 1973 by
V. Haynes. SMU-9^ and SMU-96 - sample
adjacent to mastodon tooth from upper 2
buried peat lenses."

Comment- "dates indicate both peat layers
beyond limit of radiocarbon dating."

Notes- "SMU-99 - vegetable fibers from
peat filling nerve canal of mastodon tusk
in upper peat.

"

Comment- "date is probably minimum because
of contamination by younger rootlets."

Laboratory- Southern Methodist University

Radiocarbon Date List II, H. Haas and V.

Haynes

.

Reference- Radiocarbon, R.F. Flint, J.G.

Ogden, III, I. Rouse and M. Stuiver,

v. 17, no. 3. 1975, P. 359.
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MASTODON AND PALEO-MAN
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The Mastodon

Introduction

Fossil mastodon remains have been known from North

America since 1705 (Clarke (1903) » Osborn (1936); and

Sternberg (1930)). The earliest dated Canadian discovery of

mastodon remains (a thigh bone) was in 1834 in Victoria

County, Cape Breton, Nova Scotia. The same area yielded a

mastodon tooth in 1859. In Upper Canada the first recorded

find was a mastodon tooth found in Elgin County in 1858

(Russell, 1965).

There have been a number of suggested phyletic

classification schemes for the proboscideans (Aguirre (1969)1

Maglio (1973) J Osborn (1925, 1934, 1936, 1942) j and Simpson

(1945)). Figures 44 to 47 illustrate the various concepts

from Osborn' s 1925 classification to Maglio' s 1973 version.

Table 30 compares Osborn* s (1936), Simpson's (1945) and

Maglio 's (1973) classification schemes for the order Proboscidea.

General Description

The following notes cover three sub- topics: (i) what

the mastodon is thought to have looked like; (ii) what the

mastodon apparently subsisted onj and (iii) what type of

environment the mastodon is thought to have occupied.

The purpose of this discussion is to provide pertinent

background data on the mastodon and its environment, based

on published information.

What the mastodon is thought to have looked like 1

The primary data sources arei Clarke (1903) 1 Drumm
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Stegodontidae

Elephantidae

Gomph otheriidae

MAMMUTOIDEA

GOMPHOTHEROIDEA

Figure ^7* Phyletic relations between the families of the
Order Proboscidea (after Maglio, 1973)

•
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Table 30

Classification of Proboscidean (after Maglio, 1973).

Osborn, 1936 Simpson. 19^5 Maglio, 1973

Moeritherioidea
Moeritheriidae

Deinotherioidea
Deinotheriidae

Mas todonto idea
Mastodontidae
Bunomas todontidae
Humboldtidae
Serridentidae

Stegodontoidea
Stegodontidae

Elephantoidea
Elephantidae
Loxodontinae
Loxodonta
Paleoloxodonta
Hesperoloxodon
Elephantmae
Elephas
Hypselephas
Platelephas

Mammuthinae
Archidiskodon
Metarchidiskodon

Moeritherioidea
Moeritheriidae
Barytheriidea
Barytheriidae

Deinotherioidea
Deinotheriidae

Elephantoidea
Mammutidae
Gomphotheriidae
Elephantidae
Stegodoninae
Stegolophodon
Stegodcn

Elephantmae
Loxodonta
Elephas
Mammuthus

Mammutoidea
Mammutidae
Stegodontidae

Gomphotherioidea
Gomphotheriidae
Elephantidae

Stegotetrabelodon
Elephar.tinae
Primelephas
Loxodonta
Elephas
Mammuthus

Parelephas
Mammonteus

* Stegotetrabelodontinae
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(1963)? Leary (1968); Russell (1965) t Skeels (1962); and

Sternberg (1930).

The animals generally referred to as the 'mastodons' were

not true elephants (Skeels, 1962).

The mastodon was smaller than the modern African elephant

and while it about equalled in bulk the size of the modern

Indian elephant it was still not as tall, its limbs being

shorter (Drumm, 1963). Drumm (1963) also stated that the

mastodon probably weighed between five and six tons and the

height of the mastodon, measured at the shoulder, was about

eight to ten feet (2.^ to 3-0 metres). The male mastodon

tended to be larger than the female and the tusks are

considered by Russell (1965) to be similar to those of the

modern elephant. Clarke (1903) and Sternberg (1930) consider

the mastodon tusks to be heavier and slightly larger than

those of the elephants (Skeels, 1962).

Both elephant and mastodon tusks are made of the same

kind of ivory (Russell, 1965). The upper tusks of the

mastodon (as well as the tusks of elephants) represent the

second upper incisors which according to Russell (1965) would

correspond to the second teeth from the middle in the upper

jaw of man. Skeels (1962) suggested that the mastodons

used their upper tusks in much the same way as living

elephants, that is, to pry off and possibly break the branches

into small pieces so that they are able to feed. Only one

tusk would have been used to break the branch (as with modern

elephants today) and this suggestion is supported when both

tusks are recovered with the skull of a mastodon. One of the
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tusks is usually shorter than the other tusk and often shows

breakage and polish at the tip.

The lower tusks, which were round and slightly curved,

varied in length from seven inches to nearly two feet.

According to Russell (1965. p. 11). "Only a small portion of

them projected from the jaw bone in the vicinity of the chin,

and even this was probably concealed by hair." Russell (1965)

theorizes that the lower tusks were used to strip leaves

and twigs from the branches on which they grew. This is a

possible explanation of the deep grooves worn across the

tusks in the vicinity of the gum line.

According to most writers the most distinctive part of

the mastodon skeleton is the tooth, as distinct from the tusk.

The following is a description of this important feature.

Drumm (1963. p. 9) explains that,

"...the mastodon has brachyodont molars.
The crown of the molar is formed of a
varying number of cone-shaped cusps
arranged in transverse ridges, with two
cusps composing a ridge... The ridges
of the upper and lower molars interlock
and crush food between them. The
mastodon has two molars in each side of
each jaw at a time. The teeth emerge
vertically, but once in place the
molars move toward the front of the
mouth. Each molar is larger than the
preceding one. The first three molars
which pass through each jaw half are
technically milk teeth (DP in a dental
formula). The complete dental formula
for the American mastodon is: I l/O,
Dp 3/3. M3/3 X2 = 26. "1

The mammoth (and all elephants) have hypsodont (high-

1. Mammals are bilaterally symmetrical, the formula expresses
one side of the upper and lower jaw, beginning from the
central fold. I = incisors, sharp, nipping teeth ; Dp =

milk teeth j M molars, crushing teeth, # = number of
teeth present; #x/#y = x, upper jaw and y, lower jaw.
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crowned) molars in which the enamel is arranged in vertical

folds which enclose dentine. Cement fills the spaces between

the folds and covers the exterior of the tooth. As the

surface wears down it is slowly moved forward as more tooth

emerges from the gum at the back of the jaw. There is room

for only one molar in each half of the jaw at a time. As

the molar is ground down it is gradually pushed out of the

mouth by a new molar from behind. The hypsodont type tooth

is adapted to a grass diet because of its large renewable

surface.

The noticeable difference between the brachyodont (low-

crown) molars and the hypsodont (high-crown) molars easily

distinguishes between the presence of a fossil mastodon or

elephant if a tooth is part of the remains.

The skull of the mastodon, though more flattened than

either the African or Indian elephants (Clarke, 1903) » has a

similar general form to that of the living elephant having

a high forehead (not quite as dominant as in the elephant)

for attachment of trunk and neck muscles, and a shortened

nose area to allow for movement of the trunk (Russell, 1965).

The mastodon's skull when compared to the mammoth's skull was

reported to be larger and to lack the high occipital crest

so prominent in the mammoth's skull (Skeels, 1962).

The comparability of the features associated with the

trunk in the mastodon and elephant suggests that the mastodon

had a well developed trunk which was used in the same way as

living elephants use their trunks today.

Russell (1965, p. 9) concludes that,

"In the remainder of the skeleton there are
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few important differences between elephants
and mastodons. Both have short necks,
flaring shoulder blades and hip bones, and
massive vertical limbs. Like living
elephants the mastodon had five toes on
each foot, and the arrangement is so
similar as to indicate that these toes,
like those of the elephant, were enclosed
in a common fleshy mass, supported beneath
by a cushion of elastic tissue."

Russell states that while modern elephants are almost

hairless the mastodon is known to have had hair as traces of

hair have been found with some fossil mastodons. Russell

(1965. p. 11) describes the hair as being "...coarse and

twisted, two inches or more in length, and brown in colour."

He concludes by noting that although evidence from the hides

of frozen mammoth carcasses indicate that the mammoth had a

woolly undercoat there is no evidence that the mastodon

possessed such an undercoat.

The mastodon appears to have been a relatively small,

heavily built proboscidean with coarse brown hair having

brachyodont molars and a pair of slightly curving, heavy ivory

tusks similar to those of modern elephants. Some individuals

had a pair of small straight tusks in their lower jaw.

What the mastodon apparently subsisted on »

Table 31 indicates the sites and noted occurrences of

plant remains thought to be the food of the mastodon. As

Dreimanis noted (1968, p. 264), "...these are only random

identifications, without any quantitative data, and all of

them are from relatively southerly locations within the entire

region under discussion."

The data related to stomach contents and food recovered

from the mouth (Table 31) is scant and the only reliable
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conclusion that can be drawn from the data is that the mastodon

was a browser. The 'food' evidence supports the concept that

the mastodon lived in an open-spruce type of environment, at

least in the northeastern regions of North America. The

fact that twigs as well as leaves appears to have been part

of the mastodon's diet suggests a similarity with the modern

elephant which helps to support Skeels' (1962) view of how

the mastodon used it's upper tusks.

What type of environment the mastodon is thought to have
occupied t

Attempts have been made to establish a clear idea of the

type of environment that the mastodon preferred to live in

(Cleland (1965) » Dreimanis (1967, 1968)1 Gooding and Ogden

(1965); Oltz and Kapp (1963)» Sears and Clisby (1952) » Skeels

(1962); and Thomas (1952)). Geological field evidence,

coupled with data on macroscopic remains (flora and fauna)

as well as data on microscopic remains (flora and fauna), is

used to aid in the reconstruction of vegetational assemblages,

faunal associations, physical 'site* descriptions and the

climatic interpretations of mastodon sites. Table 32 lists

the macroscopic plant remains associated with mastodon bones.

The pollen associated with the occurrence of mastodon bones

is shown in Table 33* Table 3^ presents the stratigraphic

sequence described at the individual mastodon sites and notes

where in this sequence the mastodon bones were located. This

table also indicates the results of any pollen analyses as

well as any other data pertinent to re-creating the probable

environmental conditions.

The data presented in the above Tables (32 to 3*0
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indicate that the mastodon appears to have preferred habitats

where there was an abundance of available water (often a

lake or a pond) and which supported a taiga type of

vegetation (open spruce forest). The mastodon was also able

to cope with the pine/spruce dominated forest (boreal forest),

possibly by surviving in spruce forest enclaves in areas

that were poorly drained (Dreimanis, 1968).

The mastodons, according to Martin and Guilday (1965*

p. 36-37),

"...are known as far south as central Florida
in Pleistocene deposits far beyond the
southern limit of boreal forest even during
the time of its maximum Wisconsin age
displacement. Mastodons were certainly not
confined to coniferous-forest habitats."

Martin and Guilday (1965) also remarked upon the fact that

in the southwest late-Pleistocene mastodons are only known

from specific montane forest 'islands', for example, the

Sandia Mountains of New Mexico. The mastodon appears to

have inhabited spruce dominated forests in the northern areas

of North America. The vegetational components of the more

southerly habitats are not known (to the writer) and require

investigation.

The most common feature (and an often overlooked feature)

of all the eastern North American mastodon sites (reviewed

by the writer) is the association of the mastodon remains

with, most often, shallow water deposits (marl and muck) and

occasionally bog deposits (peat). This association

(mastodon and water) suggests that the mastodon (like the

modern elephant) required large amounts of water to survive

and therefore inhabited areas where there was a good source
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of available water. The need for a source of available water

may prove important in understanding the reason(s) why the

mastodon became extinct in North America.

In conclusion, the mastodon appears to have preferred,

in Southern Ontario, habitats where there was an abundance

of available water and which supported a taiga (open spruce)

type vegetation.
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Table 34 1 Notes On The Stratigraphy And Paleoecology Of Some
Mastodon Sites In Eastern North America.

Missouri

Location of Site and Reference t Jones Bog (38°03'25" N latitude;

93°20'22" W longitude)» Flint, Ogden, Rouse and Stuiver, 1975

p. 359.

Stratigraphy and/or Occurrence of Remains « tooth and tusk in

upper of two buried peat lenses.

Pollen and/or other pertinent data (C dates) x upper lense

of peat radiocarbon dated at>35.320 (SMU-94), 44,040 - 2660

(SMU-96) and tusk filling (vegetable fibres from peat) dated

at 31.130 ± 1550 (SMU-99).

Comments t both mastodon remains associated with this peat

lense.

West Virginia

Location of Site and Reference ! Pendleton Farm Site, Brooke

Countyi Sumpstine and Weimer, 1939» p. 539-540.

Stratigraphy and/or Occurrence of Remains :

TOP OF SECTION (a) yellow clay of a gravelly nature;
11 feet, 6 inches thick.

(b) blue clay, 6 feet, 3 inches thick;
contained gastropod and pelecypod
shells and numerous pieces of
fossilized wood.
"The skeleton remains were found in
a deposit of blue clay about 18 feet
below the surface."

(c) shale.

(d) vein of Pittsburgh coal.

Comments t remains associated with clay equated to ancient

stream bed (Sumpstine and Weimer, 1939).

Washington

Location of Site and Reference 1 Schaefer Site, Clallam County;

Culver, 1927, p. 541.
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Stratigraphy and/or Occurrence of Remains :

TOP OF SECTION (a) peaty bog muck, 2 feet thick.
(b) marly clay, 1 inch thick.
(c) peaty clay, 2 feet, 6 inches thick.
(d) sandy clay, fossiliferous, 1 foot

thick (base concealed).
Mastodon remains found in layer (c), approximately 3 feet

below the present surface of the swamp.

Comments i mastodon remains associated with the peaty clay.

Indiana

Location of Site and Reference : Parrish Mastodon, Fulton

Countyi Melhorn, 1959.

Stratigraphy and/or Occurrence of Remains :

TOP OF SECTION (a) olive-green macerated peat.
(b) a few inches of grey clay.
(c) at a depth of 5 to 7 feet, fine

grained sand occurs.
"The skeleton was slanted downward at a sharp angle into

bog."

Pollen and/or other pertinent data (C dates) : "The skeleton

was disarranged considerably, but no teeth marks of carnivores

were visible nor were any artifacts recovered."

Comments : skeleton associated with the olive-green macerated peat.

Location of Site and Reference : Glasford Mastodon, Miami County

j

Melhorn, 1959.

Stratigraphy and/or Occurence of Remains : "The bones lie

immediately beneath k to 5 feet of fine-grained, pebbly sand

and are embedded in what appears to be a reworked glacial till

into which the bones sank after being covered with sand."

Comments : bones associated with 'a reworked glacial till.

'

Location of Site and Reference : Elkhart <4l°4V N latitude;

86°59' W longitude) i Flint and Deevey, 1961, p. 106.

Stratigraphy and/or Occurrence of Remains : sample found in

marl below 16 feet of muck and peat.

Pollen and/or other pertinent data (C dates) : bone from

American mastodon ( Mammut americanus (Kerr)) dated at

9,320 - 400 (M-69*0.
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Comments j bones associated with marl.

Location of Site and Reference : Wells Mastodon (4l°04' N

latitude! 80°15' W longitude); Gooding and Ogden, 1965. p. 2-3.

and Flint, Deevey and Rouse, 1963. p. 65.

Stratigraphy and/or Occurrence of Remains ;

TOP OF SECTION Unit 3- Peat - dense, black to brown;
upper few inches showed effects
of burning of surface vegetation;
34 inches thick.

Unit 2- Sand - well-sorted quartz sand,
probably largely windblown, con-
taining numerous fine streaks of
finely divided organic matter;
12 inches thick.

Unit 1 - Marl - gray, consisting almost
entirely of fragments of gast-
ropod and pelecypod shells; an
occasional piece of wood was
encountered in this unit, but no
concentration of plant remains;
radiocarbon dated wood sample
collected at 90 inches from surface
dated at 12,000 ± 450 (1-586);
bottom 28 inches determined by
auger; bottom of marl probably on
till.

All skeletal remains in marl (Unit 1) mostly in a zone
between 5 and 7 feet from the surface.

Pollen and/or other pertinent data (C dates) : wood radiocarbon

dated at 12,000 - 450 (1-586); pollen profile for the site

suggests that "a rather rapid change from dominantly coniferous

pollen below, to dominantly deciduous pollen above occurs at

base of peat." (Flint, Deevey and Rouse, 1963. P» 65).
14

A similar pollen profile change was C dated at a site near

Richmond, Indiana at ca. 11,000 years B.P.

Comments : "the field evidence suggests that burial occurred

before the completion of marl deposition". (Gooding and Ogden,

1965. P. 3).

"Pollen profile for site suggest mixing of marl by the mastodon

but overlying peat appears to have not been disturbed". (Flint,

Deevey and Rouse, 1963. p. 65).

"...field observations indicate the following history: the

animal became mired in the marl sediment of an open small lake
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or pond, possibly by breaking through ice. After death,

probably by drowning, the carcass came to rest on its left side

in shallow water." (Gooding and Ogden, 1965» p. 3)«

Illinois

Location of Site and Reference t Aurora Site, Aurora; Smith,

1935.

Stratigraphy and/or Occurrence of Remains t

TOP OF SECTION (a) black muck (bottom of modern swamp).
(b) peat (2 to 5 feet thick).
(c) marl (approximately 30 feet thick).

Remains found in upper 3 feet of marl.

Pollen and/or other pertinent date (C dates) *

-hemlock cone in tusk cavity

-several hemlock cones in marl as well as two black spruce cones

-21 species of molluscs identified by Prof. F.C. Baker indicate

a cold temperate fauna

Comments t remains associated with marl; associated molluscs

seem to indicate a cold temperate environment.

Location of Site and Reference s Urbana (40°06'03" N latitude;

88°10'45" W longitude); Deevey, Flint, Ogden and Rouse, 1970,

p. 506.

Stratigraphy and/or Occurrence of Remains:

TOP OF SECTION (a) 31 inches of dark humic soil.
(b) homogeneous, gray, slightly sandy

clay.
(c) overlies uppermost of three tills

above the Farmdale horizon.
Fragmented bones located in the sandy clay (b)

.

Ik
Pollen and/or other pertinent data (C dates) ; Radiocarbon dates;

(1) Urbana Mastodon No. 1 - bone; 7^90 - 200 (ISGS-17A).

(2) Urbana Mastodon No. 1 - bone; 8330 ± 200 (ISGS-17B).

(3) Urbana Mastodon No. 1 - ivory; 9190 - 200 (ISGS-17C).

Comments 1 "The fragmented but well-preserved sample is from

homogeneous, gray, slightly sandy clay that apparently rep-

resents deposition in a pond on the Urbana Moraine." (bones

of Mammut americanum) .
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Massachusetts

Location of Site and Reference ? Arlington (42°2V N latitude;

71°09' W longitude) j Flint, Deevey and Rouse, 1963, p. 82.

Stratigraphy and/or Occurrence of Remains : remains found on

sandy bottom of Spy Pond under three feet of water.

Pollen and/or other pertinent data (C dates

)

: ivory tusk

radiocarbon dated at > 40,000 years B.P.

Comments ; remains associated with sandy bottom materials in

shallow water.

New York

Location of Site and Reference : Warren Mastodon, near Newburgh

(1845); Drumm, 1963, p. 20.

Stratigraphy and/or Occurrence of Remains :

TOP OF SECTION (a) layer of peat (2 feet thick).
(b) layer of red moss (1 foot thick).
(c) layer of shell marl.

Bones embedded in shell marl.

Pollen and/or other pertinent data (C dates) : twigs found

in rib cage were identified by botanist Asa Gray as hemlock.

Comments 1 "Judging from the position of the bones, the animal,

a large male, died in an attempt to climb out of the mucky

pond."

Location of Site and Reference : Cohoes Mastodon, Albany County;

Drumm, 1963, p. 22.

Pollen and/or other pertinent data (C dates) : twigs sticking

to molars were identified as larch.

Location of Site and Reference : Temple Hill Mastodon, Orange

County; Drumm, 1963# V> 22.

Stratigraphy and/or Occurrence of Remains :

TOP OF SECTION (a) muck, 1 to 3 feet thick.
(b) marl, unknown depth.

Bones associated with marl (5 feet from the surface).

Comments: bones associated with marl.
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Location of Site and Reference : Dahlman Farm Mastodon (42°30*

N latitude j
79°12' W longitude); Flint and Deevey, 1959.

p. 174-175-

Stratigraphy and/or Occurrence of Remains :

TOP OF SECTION (a) 2 feet of muck.
(b) 3 feet of 'quicksand'.
(c) hard bed of sand.

Tusks driven into sand a number of feet.

Pollen and/or other pertinent data (C dates) : rib of a young

mastodon radiocarbon dated at 9200 - 500 years B.P. (M-490).

Comments 1 remains associated with sand layers.

Location of Site and Reference : Byron (43
o05'1.5" N latitude?

78°04'57" W longitude); Flint, Deevey and Rouse, 1964, p. 41.

Stratigraphy and/or Occurrence of Remains : 2.4 feet below

surface bones were found and these were associated with twigs

and plant material.

Pollen and/or other pertinent data (C dates) : twigs and

plant material radiocarbon dated at 10,450 - 400 years B.P.

(W-1038).

Wisconsin

Location of Site and Reference : Schimelpfernig Bog (43°04'45"

N latitude; 89°04'45" W longitude); Deevey, Flint, Ogden and

Rouse, 1968, p. 475-476; 1970, p. 340.

Stratigraphy and/or Occurrence of Remains : remains of two

mastodons ( Mastodon americanus ) found in marl layer underlying

peat deposit.

Pollen and/or other pertinent data (C dates) : Radiocarbon dates

:

(1) tamarack embedded in peat, from sample column III, 30-32"

below surface near interface with marl - 9600 - 105 years

B.P. (WIS-264).

(2) bone scraps from concentration of bone representing E

mastodon - 9480 - 100 years B.P. (WIS-265).

(3) bone scraps from concentration of bone representing W

mastodon - 9630 - 110 years B.P. (WIS-267).

(4) snail shells ( Gyraulus parvus (Say)) from section III,
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38-40" deep - 11,720 ± 140 years B.P. (WIS-305).

(5) organic clay from column IV, 66-68" deep - 12,870 - 125

years B.P. (WIS-338).

Comments : remains associated with marl.

Ohio

Location of Site and Reference : "The Plains" Mastodon, Holmes

County; Ver Steeg, 1938, p. 498.

Stratigraphy and/or Occurrence of Remains i bones of mastodon

lying on top of the shell marl, and three feet below the surface

beneath black earth high in humus content.

Comments : bones found on top of marl.

Location of Site and Reference : C. Work Farm Mastodon, Jockson;

Ver Steeg, 1944, p. 357.

Stratigraphy and/or Occurrence of Remains i mastodon remains

embedded in muck deposit; peaty material covered by sandy loam.

Comments : remains associated with muck deposit.

Location of Site and Reference : Orleton Farms Mastodon, Madison

County; Thomas, 1952, p. 4; 1953. p. 54; Sears and Clisby,

1953. P. 54.

Stratigraphy and/or Occurrence of Remains :

TOP OF SECTION (a) black muck, approximately 2 feet
thick.

(b) limy clay or marl, 1 foot thick.
(c) glacial till.

Bones on and in marl (16 and 26 inches below surface).
14Pollen and/or other pertinent data (C dates) : "shift from

fir-spruce forest with some pine to a forest predominantly

pine, with no fir, some spruce, and some deciduous, principally

oak and hickory." (Sears and Clisby).

-indicates climate remained cool but was becoming warmer and

drier.

Comments : "It appears altogether likely that the site was orig-

inally covered by a shallow pond, with scanty vegetation, fed

by surface water and springy seepages from the surrounding

moraines. The waters which fed the pond must have carried good
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quantities of lime in solution and this along with suspended

silt, was precipitated eventually to form the marly deposits

in the bottom of the depression. As the depression became

partly filled with sediments, swamp vegetation was able to

invade, the decomposition of which resulted in the upper layers

of black fibrous, peaty material. The pond probably was not

so deep that portions of the mastodon skeleton were not exposed

during occasional droughts over considerable periods of time."

(Thomas, 1952, p. k) .

Location of Site and Reference i Johnstown Mastodon (40°09'

N latitude? 82 4l' W longitude); Flint, Deevey and Rouse,

1967, p. 317.

Pollen and/or other pertinent data (C dates) i "Pollen spectrum

showed predominantly spruce, pine, sedge and grass pollen with

less than J$> of deciduous tree pollen (oak, elm and birch).

Pollen extracted from resin and tars trapped in teeth of another

mastodon recently discovered near this site (0WU-19*O . . .is

primarily spruce, grass and Ambrosia type."

Radiocarbon date - 10,190 - 160 years B.P. (0WU-141).

Location of Site and Reference ! Cole Mastodon (kO°W N

latitude; 81°02' W longitude); Flint, Deevey and Rouse, 1967.

p. 321.

Stratigraphy and/or Occurrence of Remains » blue clay gyttja

associated with bones.

Pollen and/or other pertinent data (C dates) t pollen analysis*

environment of spruce, fir, pine and birch (blue clay analysis);

high percentages of spruce with some grass and composites

(scrapings of teeth); wood (0WU-19 i+) dated at 9^60 - 305

years B.P. (regarded as minimum age).

Comments t remains associated with blue clay gyttja.

Location of Site and Reference t Pontius Farm Mastodon (39°

26*50" N latitude; 82
o50'15" W longitude); Flint, Deevey and

Rouse, 1967. p. 321.
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Stratigraphy and/or Occurrence of Remains : bones associated

with marl.

Pollen and/or other pertinent data (C dates) : "Marl, from

which tusks and mandibles were collected, included abundant

molluscan fossils, ostracods and oogonea of Chara sp."

Pollen analyses of the marl by R. Taggert of Ohio University

showed 6**% spruce, 16% pine, 8% fir, 4% larch, 2% oak and 6%

unknown and miscellaneous. Spruce wood was radiocarbon dated

at 13.180 i 520 years B.P. (OWU-220).

Comments : remains associated with marl.

Location of Site and Reference : Novelty Mastodon (4l°29* i<'5"

N latitudej Sl^l'lO" W longitude); Flint, Deevey and Rouse,

1965. p. 168.

Stratigraphy and/or Occurrence of Remains : bones associated

with peat and clay gyttja.

Pollen and/or other pertinent data (C dates) : "...pollen

data from peat and clay gyttja shows predominantly spruce

(Picea), fir ( Abies ), pine ( Pinus ), sedge ( Cyperaceae ) and

grass (Gramineae) ."

Radiocarbon date - 10, 65^ ± 188 years B.P. (OWU-126).

Comments : bones associated with peat and clay gyttja.

Michigan

Location of Site and Reference : Russell Farm Mastodon (43°00'

N latitude; 83°15* W longitude); Flint and Deevey, 1959. p. 173.

Stratigraphy and/or Occurrence of Remains : mastodon was buried

under 18 inches of muck in marl 2 feet thick.

Pollen and/or other pertinent data (C dates) : tusk fragments

radiocarbon dated at 5950 - 300 years B.P. (M-3^7).

Comments : remains associated with marl.

Location of Site and Reference : Pitt Farm Mastodon (1919).

Gratiot Co.; Oltz and Kapp, 1963. p. 3^1-3^2.

Pollen and/or other pertinent data (C dates) :

(1) 59% pine; 27% spruce; "...this definitely indicates a
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spruce-dominated forest at the site at the time of the

animals death."

(2) Typha-Sparganium , Salix and Cyperaceae pollen plus Equisetum

spores - "...indicates a pond margin vegetation at this site,

(3) Pediastrum - indicates open water.

Location of Site and Reference t Smith mastodon (1909)» located

six miles east of Alma in Emerson Township, Gratiot County, on

Albert Smith farm (43°20' N latitude; 84°36' W longitude);

Flint, Deevey and Rouse, 1965* p. 123; Oltz and Kapp, 1963,

p. 3^3.

Stratigraphy and/or Occurrence of Remains

i

TOP OF SECTION (a) 2 feet of vegetable deposits.
(b) marl.
(c) gravelly bed.

Bones found lying on gravelly bed, covered by marl.

"Bones scattered show signs of water action. Site lies just

outside beach ridges of Lake Saginaw, presumably near high-

water strand-line of Post-Valders Great Lakes; these beaches

extend nearly to the site at the time of death of the

mastodon." (Flint, Deevey and Rouse, 1965, p. 123).

Pollen and/or other pertinent data (C dates) t A tooth (3

molar of American mastodon) was radiocarbon dated at

10,700 i 400 years B.P. (M-125^).

"...pollen analysis and study of macrofossils establish presence

of late-glacial spruce-pine forests in central Michigan at this

date... Local habitat included disturbed sites which favoured

growth of Artemisia , Ambrosia and Eleagnus (latter considered

late-glacial indicator species)." (Flint, Deevey and Rouse,

1965, p. 123).

Picea 40#, Pinus 35%; Picea wood and needles; seeds-greatest

number were Potomageton , also, aquatic plant Najas and two

seeds of the Ranunculaceae family; aquatic algae ( Chara ) also

found

.

Molluscan remains found were* Pisidium sp., Sphaerium sp.,

Musculium sp., Valvata tricarinata , Gyraulus sp. and Stagnicola

sp. These indicate an aquatic environment.
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"The presence of Juniperus , Ambrosia , Artemisia and Gramineae

pollen (in low percentages) suggests that there were well-

drained unforested sites near the depositional basin. . . The

presence of sedge ( Cyperaceae ), Myriophyllum and Typha pollen

and Pediastrum remains indicates open water." (Oltz and Kapp,

1963, P. 3*3).

Comments : remains associated with gravel bed and marl deposits.

Biological evidence indicates a possible beach area (of a lake).

Spruce-pine forests, containing some well-drained unforested

sites occurred around the lake.

Location of Site and Reference : Thaller Mastodon (*4-3°26' N

latitude; 84°50' W longitude); Flint, Ogden and Rouse, 1968,

p. 62-63.

Stratigraphy and/or Occurrence of Remains :

TOP OF SECTION (a) peat.
(b) greenish gyttja.
(c) sand.

Bones found in peat and clay.

Pollen and/or other pertinent data (C dates) : Radiocarbon dates:

(1) wood, 30 cm below present land surface - 7120 - 250 years

B.P. (M-1740).

(2) wood, 60 cm below present land surface - 7220 - 250 years

B.P. (M-17*H).

(3) peat, 80-90 cm below present land surface - 7390 - 280

years B.P. (M-17^2).

(4) gyttja, 130-1^0 cm below present land surface - 11,200

i 400 years B.P. (M-17^3)

•

(5) bone - 9910 - 350 years B.P. (M-1739).

"...age of Thaller mastodon may be closer to 11,000 B.P. than

10,000 B.P."

-above statement supported by pollen evidence which indicates

the presence of a late-glacial spruce pollen zone.

Location of Site and Reference : Rappuhn Mastodon, Lapeer Co.

(43°17' N latitude; 83
O
ll'30" W :

Ogden and Rouse, 1968, p. 63-64.

(43°17' N latitude; 83°11'30" W longitude); Deevey, Flint,
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Stratigraphy and/or Occurrence of Remains ?

TOP OF SECTION (a) peat.
(b) clay.
(c) till.

-bones lie on clay base at the same level as the wooden sticks

and are overlain by peat.
/ 14Pollen and/or other pertinent data (C dates ) :

"Pollen in sediments associated with skull indicates spruce-

fir forest. Remains appear to antedate climatic amelioration

of early post-glacial."

Radiocarbon dates

t

(1) peat, 12 to 13 • 5 inches below present surface, just below

plough layer - 9640 - 350 years B.P. (M-1744).

(2) peat, 15 to 16.5 inches below present surface - 10,450

- 400 years B.P. (M-1745).

(3) peat, 20 to 22 inches below present soil surface at base

of deepest pocket of peat, immediately upon and beneath

•platform timbers' - 10,730 - 400 years B.P. (M-1746).

(4) mandibular fragment - 9900 - 400 years B.P. (M-1778).

(5) wood stick from square 140R100 - 10,750 i 400 years B.P.

(M-1780).

(6) wood stick from square 140R100 - 10,750 - 400 years B.P.

(M-1781).

(7) wood stick from square 140R100 - 10,400 ± 400 years B.P.

(M-1782).

(8) section of left tusk, cut from portion immediately outside

skull - 9250 - 350 years B.P. (M-1783).

Comments ; remains associated with clay overlain by peat.

Location of Site and References : Kukl Mastodon (42°15'24" N

latitude; 85°57'30" W longitude).

Stratigraphy and/or Occurrence of Remains t

TOP OF SECTION (a) interbedded peat.
(b) shell rich marl.
(c) calcareous organic sand.

-remains associated with calcareous organic sand.
14

Pollen and/or other pertinent data (C dates) 1 Radiocarbon dates:

(1) organic debris washed from calcareous organic sand, 200 cm
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in depth, directly below a mastodon vertebra - 11,050 -

160 years B.P. (1-5080).

(2) wood from peat, 130 cm in depth - 9590 - 160 years B.P.

(1-5081).

Comments: remains associated with calcareous organic sand.

Ontario

Location of Site and Reference : Tupperville, Perry Farm (42

35'30" N latitude; 8l°l6' W longitude); Flint, Deevey and Rouse,

1965, p. 232; Dreimanis, 1967, p. 674; Sternberg, 1963, p. 3.

Stratigraphy and/or Occurrence of Remains : remains (bones and

teeth) from calcareous sands (Sternberg, 1963, p. 3)

•

Pollen and/or other pertinent data (C dates) : Radiocarbon dates:

(1) plant remains from top 6 inches of lacustrine clayey cal-

careous silt (covered by a sand bar) - 12,000 - 200 years

B.P. (S-172).

"...pollen of spruce have been found among the plant

remains, suggesting a cool climate."

(2) plant remains from top 4 inches of lacustrine clayey

calcareous silt (layer c, Dreimanis, 1962, p. 248) covered

by a 6 foot thick sand bar - 11,860 - 170 years B.P. (GSC-211).

Location of Site and Reference : Tupperville, Ferguson Farm

(42°24'55 M N latitude; 82°17'18" W longitude); Flint and Deevey,

I960, p. 73» Deevey, Flint, Ogden and Rouse, 1968, p. 216;

Sternberg, 1963, p. 3; Dreimanis, 1967* p. 4.

Stratigraphy and/or Occurrence of Remains :

TOP OF SECTION (a) gyttja and peat with bones of
mastodon - 33 inches thick.

(b) marl with molluscs - 13 inches thick.
(c) blue lacustrine clay with molluscs -

22 inches thick.
-bones associated with detrital gyttja (Sternberg, 1963, p. 3).

Pollen and/or other pertinent data (C dates) : Radiocarbon dates:

(1) gyttja in contact with mastodon skull - 6250 - 250 years B.P.

(S-16); 8910 - 150 years B.P. (GSC-614) (1968, p. 216).

Comments : remains associated with detrital gyttja.
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Location of Site and Reference t Port Talbot, Lake Erie shore

(42°37'10" N latitude; 8l°23'10" W longitude); Flint and Deevey,

I960, p. 74.

Stratigraphy and/or Occurrence of Remains t mastodon tusk and

splinter of coniferous wood found in a layer of ice-contact

gravel, 3 to 4 feet thick, 8 feet above the lake and 600 feet

NE of the type locality of the Port Talbot Interstadial (S-7).

Pollen and/or other pertinent data (C dates

)

i Radiocarbon dates

:

(1) splinter of coniferous wood ->34,000 (S-46) ; >29,500 (L-440);

44,200 i 1500 years B.P. (Gro-2580).

Comments : remains found in layer of ice-contact gravel.

Location of Site and Reference » Essex Co.; Hay, 1963» p. 45.

Stratigraphy and/or Occurrence of Remains 1 section 6 to 8 feet

deep.

"...at the bottom were clay and boulders; above this were

found gravel and the bones, and above these, sand, shell marl,

peat and other sands of various colors."

Comments 1 bones associated with gravel deposit.

Location of Site and Reference ! Woodhouse, Norfolk Co., Con-

cession 5t Lot 15j Hay, 1923. p. 46; Simcoe Reformer, 1975.

Stratigraphy and/or Occurrence of Remains t "The remains were

buried at a depth of from only 3 to 4.5 feet. At the bottom

was clay; above this, shell marl, and sands of different colours;

and above all this, peat." (Hay, 1923).

"...bones were found on a bed of lake sand under one and one-

half feet of shell marl and one and one-half feet of peat

vegetation." (Simcoe Reformer, 1975).

Comments 1 bones associated with lacustrine unit (clay or sand?)

overlain by marl.

Location of Site and Reference t Dunnville, Haldimand Co.;

Hay, 1923. p. 46.

Stratigraphy and/or Occurrence of Remains t "These remains were

buried in a swamp partly embedded in a layer of fine sand. This

contained fresh-water shells of species yet in that region. The
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sand was 2.5 feet thick and rested on boulder clay. Over the

sand was 1.5 feet of black vegetable mold."

Comments : bones embedded in sand overlain by black vegetable

•mold'.

Location of Site and Reference t 2.4 km east of Grovesend,

about 30 m south of the iron bridge, Malahide Township, Con-

cession 1, Lot 27; Dreimanis, 1967, p. 674.

Stratigraphy and/or Occurrence of Remains : uppermost Port

Stanley Till layer, 3m below surface.

Comments i remains associated with till.

Location of Site and Reference ; Bond Farm, 4 miles east of

Ingersollt Sternberg, 1963. p. 3» Dreimanis, 1967. p. 674.

Stratigraphy and/or Occurrence of Remains :

-remains 3 feet below surface in black muck (Sternberg, 1963.

P. 3)i

-silty sand inside skull analyzed for pollen (Dreimanis, 1967.

p. 674).
Ik

Pollen and/or other pertinent data (C dates) : an open

spruce forest is suggestive from the pollen analysis.

Comments : remains appear to have been associated with a silty

sand and a black muck deposit?

Location of Site and Reference i Toll Farm, Harwich Township;

Sternberg, 1963. p. 4.

Stratigraphy and/or Occurrence of Remains t bluish marl, 18

inches below surface.

Comments t remains associated with marl.

Location of Site and Reference : East side of Sterling Con-

struction Gravel Pit, Camden Township, 1.8 miles east-northeast

of Thamesville, Kent County (42°34' N latitude; 8l°57'04" W

longitude); Dreimanis, 1967. p. 666, 667 and 675*

Stratigraphy and/or Occurrence of Remains : remains found at

the contact of lacustrine clayey silt and the overlying gravel,

8 feet below the surface.
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Pollen and/or other pertinent data (C dates

)

* Radiocarbon date:

(1) collagen of mastodon bones - 11,380 - 170 years B.P.

(GSC-611).

-silty sand inside of the skull was analyzed for pollen, with

the result that a spruce dominated forest can be inferred.

Comments : remains associated with lacustrine clayey silt,

overlain by gravel.

Location of Site and Reference t Campbell Farm, Rodney, Ontario

(42°34' N latitude} 8l
o04' W longitude) j Flint and Deevey,

I960, p. 74.

Stratigraphy and/or Occurrence of Remains t

-wood and black vegetable muck from base of a layer of black

carbonaceous muck, 1 to 3 feet thick...

-the black muck overlies gravelly sand, correlated with similar

sand in a presumed Lake Whittlesey beach to the west,

-remains of Mastodon americanus were found at base of black

carbonaceous muck.
14

Pollen and/or other pertinent data (C dates

)

i Radiocarbon dates j

(1) wood - 11,400 - 450 years B.P. (S-29).

(2) vegetable muck - 12,000 - 500 years B.P. (S-30).

Comments ! mastodon remains associated with black carbonaceous

muck.

Location of Site and Reference : Verbeke Farm, near Leamington,

Ontario (42°05'00" N latitude i 82°37'30" W longitude)? Terasmae,

1974.

Stratigraphy and/or Occurrence of Remains i

-remains found at contact of peat and sand.

-two sets of molar teeth and other smaller remains.

Pollen and/or other pertinent data (C dates) i Radiocarbon dates

:

(1) wood in peat - 10,000 - 140 years B.P. (BGS 229).

(2) peat above and associated with remains - 9830 - 140 years

B.P. (BGS 228).

-pollen was analyzed from (a) a section taken at the site and

(b) a core taken from the site. Both analyses are presented

in Figure 29a and 29b of this thesis. The evidence suggests

an open spruce parkland was present.
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Comments i remains are associated with peat overlying nearshore

Lake Warren sands.

Location of Site and Reference i Woloshko Farm, approximately

three miles west of Komoka (42 56'30 H N latitude; 8l°31' W

longitude); Terasmae, 1968.

Stratigraphy and/or Occurrence of Remains : tooth found at the

bottom of a shallow peat deposit associated with silt and fine

sand (probably related to Lake Whittlesey).

Pollen and/or other pertinent data (C dates) t pollen analysis

of material from the Woloshko site is presented in Figure 30.

The data suggests the presence of an open spruce parkland

environment.

Comments ; remains are associated with contact of peat and silts

and fine sands (possibly Lake Whittlesey).
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Mastodon Sites in South Southwestern Ontario

The following list of mastodon sites is based on the

research of Dreimanis (1967t 1968) ; Hay (1923)? Russell

(1965) J and Sternberg (1930, 1963)1 and the writer's invest-

igation of the records at the Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto,

Ontario and the National Museum in Ottawa, Canada (Table 35).

Some references to literature on other mastodon sites

in North America are given in Table 36.

Dr. C.R. Harington (personal communication) recently

supplied the following information on mastodon finds in

Canada. There have apparently been no mastodon finds reported

from Newfoundland, Prince Edward Island, Quebec and Manitoba.

Mastodon teeth have been reported from: Prince Albert, Pilot

Butte and Jansen in Saskatchewan; the Edmonton area, Cold Lake,

Wapiti River and possibly Pincher Creek in Alberta 1 Minaker

River, 65 miles north of mile 1^7, Alaska Highway; Courtenay

area and Shawnigan Lake in British Columbia; probably up to

a dozen specimens each are reported from Dawson City and Old

Crow area of the Yukon, and a tooth fragment has been recorded

from Lower Carp Lake north of Yellowknife, Northwest Territories,

The majority of the data presented in Table 35 predates

the common use of the metric system in Canada. The material

was taken directly from the sources cited and it was decided

to leave the data in its original form.
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Table 35 * Mastodon Finds in Ontario.

It Site and Description ; "Essex County - In I898 (Science,

n.s., vol. viii, p. 80), Dr. H.M. Ami reported that he had

exhumed some mastodon remains in this county. The exact

locality was not given. It was north of the west end of

Lake Erie. The section dug up was from 6 to 8 feet deep.

At the bottom were clay and boulders j above this were found

gravel and the bones, and above these sand, shell marl,

peat and other sands of various colours." (Hay, O.P., 1923,

p. 45).

Remains Found : fragmentary remains.

Reference(s) t (1) Hay, O.P., 1923. p. 45.

2. Site and Description : "Morpeth and Highgate, Elgin County -

In 1858 (Canad. Jour. Indust. Sci. Art., ser. 2, vol. iii,

p. 356), E.J. Chapman announced the discovery of a tooth

of mastodon at or near this place. He had seen a drawing

of the tooth. It appears that another man also had sent to

the journal an account of the discovery, accompanied by

drawings. This showed 5 distinct crown-ridges." (Hay, O.P.,

1923. P. 45).

"In 1891 (Geol. Mag. London, ser. 3» vol. viii, p. 504|

Brit. Assoc. Adv. Sci., 64th meeting, 1892, p. 654),

Professor J. Hoyles Panton gave an account of the discovery

of mammoth and mastodon bones at Highgate, only a few miles

north of Morpeth. These were found in a bed of marl. Some

measurements of the mastodon were given." (Hay, O.P.,

1923. P. 45).

Remains Found : tooth of mastodon.

Reference(s) : (1) Hay, O.P., 1923. p. 45.

3. Site and Description : "St. Thomas, Elgin County - In a

private museum at Niagara Falls, owned at the time by

Davis Brothers, the writer saw a quite complete lower jaw

and a tusk, labelled as having been found at this place

in I856, on the farm of Issac Barnard. The jaw had the

*See Figure 19 for location of sites.
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last 3 teeth on the right side and the last 2 on the left

side. In front was a tusk about 6 inches long which appeared

to be in the middle of the jaw. The upper tusk is curved

in a semicircle. Dr. J.W. Dawson (Geol. Mag. London, ser. 1,

vol. vi, 1869. p. 39) mentions this find. He stated that

there were 2 lower tusks. If this was the case the species

M. progenium is indicated." (Hay, O.P., 1923. p. 45).

Remains Found * lower jaw and a tusk.

Reference (s) t (1) Hay, O.P., 1923. p. 45.

4. Site and Description ! "London, Middlesex County - In the

article quoted above from the Geological Magazine of London,

Dr. J.W. Dawson stated that there were in the Provincial

Museum 3 mastodon molars which had been found at London."

(Hay, O.P., 1923, p. 45).

Remains Found : 3 mastodon molars.

Reference (s) : (1) Hay, O.P., 1923, p. 45.

5. Site and Description : "Marburg, Norfolk County - In 1898

(Science, n.s., vol. iii, p. 80), Dr. H.M. Ami reported

the exhumation of remains of a mastodon at some place in

this county. The skull, 25 ribs, 40 foot-bones, 2 tusks,

and many vertebrae were recovered. The remains were buried

at a depth of from only 3 to 4.5 feet. At the bottom was

clay j above this, shell marl, and sands of different colors;

and above all this peat. The writer has seen this skull

in Victoria Museum, Ottawa. It is to a considerable extent

restored. It appears to have been found at or near Marburg.

A small label, somewhat injured, has the record: "West half

lot 15, R.V., Tp of (?)dhouse, Norfolk County, Ont. - Ami,

I897." The penultimate and ultimate molars are in place.

The former is 113 mm long; the latter is 174 mm long, and

has 4 crests and a talon. The tusks are present and the

right one is 2,230 mm long. The skull is a large one. The

width across the rear is 760 mm." (Hay, O.P., 1923. P« 45).

-Friday morning, June 11 , 1897 » found by Charles Challand

of Con. 5. Lot 15 in Woodhouse County (near Marburg),

-found while digging for a drain in a marshy spot on the
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northend of farm (Simcoe Reformer, June 17, I897).

-one tusk was entire, "seven inches thick and nine feet,

five inches long; the other had been broken..."

-"word was sent to Ottawa and Dr. Ami came to search the

spot. The skull, with teeth, some ribs and toes were found.

These were found on a bed of lake sand, under one and

one-half feet of shell marl and one and one-half feet of

peat vegetation."

-"...a portion of the head was brought to light, being the

upper part. This was over three and a half feet broad,

but immediately crumbled, the only large portion left

being the outer end of the jaw and the upper part of the

head with the eye socket. The jaw contains two whole

teeth and a broken portion. The teeth are each seven

inches long and four broad. The socket for the eye measures

ten inches in breadth and eight in depth, but taking

account the amount that must have been lost, the cavity

would be much larger."

-"further search discovered a number of ribs, one of them

being six feet, three inches in length. This was attached

at the base to a portion of backbone twenty-two inches

around." (submitted to the Reformer by Miss Prudence M.

Austin)

.

Remains Found t The skull, 25 ribs, 40 foot-bones, 2 tusks

and many vertebrae.

Reference (s) 1 (1) Hay, O.P., 1923t p. ^5.

(2) Simcoe Reformer, June 17, 1897.

6. Site and Description t "Dunnville, Haldimand County - In

I869 (Geol. Mag. London, Dec. 1, vol. vi, p. 38-39) t Dr.

J.W. Dawson gave an account of the findings of a mastodon,

in 1868, at the place named, situated at the east end of

Lake Erie. When he reached the place a large part of the

animal had disappeared, especially the tusks. He found

7 teeth, a few vertebrae, a few fragments of ribs, and

part of the right ramus of the lower jaw. These remains

were buried in a swamp, partly embedded in a layer of fine
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sand. This contained fresh-water shells of species yet

living in that region. The sand was 2.5 feet thick and

rested on boulder clay. Over the sand was 1.5 feet of

black vegetable mold. He regarded it as clear that the

animal lived long after the close of the Glacial period."

(Hay, O.P., 1923. p. 46).

Remains Found * 7 teeth, a few vertebrae, a few fragments

of ribs, and part of the right ramus of the lower jaw.

Reference (s) t (1) Hay, O.P., 1923. p. 46.

7. Site and Description s "St. Catharines and Welland Port,

Lincoln County - At Rochester University, New York, the

writer has seen a cast of a lower jaw, labelled as having

come from the place named above. On the left side the

second and third molars are present, the former slightly

worn, the hindermost not at all. On the right side the

hindermost molar is not to be seen. The second molar is

tilted up behind and lowered in front. The little wear

of the tooth is on the hinder end. It is possible that

the hindermost molar was yet in the bone and somewhat

under the second one. The ramus has a length of 400 mm."

(Hay, O.P., 1923, p. 46).

Reference (s) t (1) Hay, O.P., 1923. p. 46.

8. Site and Description i "Toronto, York County - It does not

appear to be wholly certain that the mastodon has been

found at Toronto i but its occurrence there is probable.

In some of his papers Coleman has reported that its presence

was believed to be determined." (Hay, O.P., 1923. P« 46).

Reference (s) i (1) Hay, O.P., 1923. p. 46.

9« Site and Descriptiom "Junction of Missinaibi and Moose

Rivers, Algoma County - In 1898 (Science, n.s., vol. vii,

p. 80), Robert Bell reported a mastodon tooth from the

locality mentioned. It had been chopped out of a skull by

an Indian. Later Bell attempted to obtain the skull, but

could not, because of high water. A further account was

given of this tooth by Bell in I898 (Bull. Geol. Soc.

Amer., vol. ix, p. 383)." (Hay, O.P., 1923. p. 46).
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Reference (s) : (1) Hay, O.P., 1923t p. 46.

10. Site and Descriptioru Near Shelburne, Dufferin Co.;

collected by J.A. Jelly; in possession of the Provincial

Museum, Toronto.

Remains Found : part of skeleton.

Reference (s) t (1) Sternberg, 1930, p. 62.

11. Site and Description : Welland County; collected from

postglacial material; in possession of Royal Ontario

Museum , Toronto

.

Remains Found : most of skeleton.

Reference (s) : (1) Sternberg, 1930, p. 62.

12. Site and Description : Near Smithville, Lincoln Co.,

reported by Toronto Globe, Nov. 17, 1911.

Remains Found : not stated.

Reference (s) : (1) Sternberg, 1930, p. 62.

13« Site and Description : Near St. Thomas, Elgin Co.; reported

by Toronto Globe, Nov. 17, 1911.

Remains Found : not stated.

Reference (s) : (1) Sternberg, 1930, p. 62.

14. Site and Description : Near Belmont, Middlesex Co., reported

by Toronto Globe, Nov. 17. 1911.

Remains Found : not stated.

Reference (s) : (1) Sternberg, 1930, p. 63.

15. Site and Description : Haldimand Co.; collected by S.W.

Howard, reported by M.Y. Williams; in possession of S.W.

Howard, Hagersville, Ontario.

Remains Found : two tusks, teeth and parts of skeleton.

Reference (s) : (1) Sternberg, 1930, p. 63.

16. Site and Description : Norfolk Co. ; reported by Simcoe

Reformer, Sept. 6, 1923» in possession of Dr. W.A. Mcintosh.

Remains Found : molar tooth.

Reference (s) : (1) Sternberg, 1930, p. 63.
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17. Site and Description* A.R. Martin's farm, 5 miles east of

Woodstock, Oxford Co., in peat bogj collected by A.R.

Martin} in possession of A.R. Martin, Delhi, Ontario.

Remains Found t five teeth and tusk.

Reference (s) t (1) Sternberg, 1930, p. 63.

18. Site and Description » G. Grumble's farm, 5 miles east of

Woodstock, Oxford Co., in peat bog> collected in 1871;

in possession of Geological Survey of Canada, No. 6788.

Remains Found t considerable part of skeleton.

Reference (s) » (1) Sternberg, 1930, p. 63.

19. Site and Description 1 Carter Lake swamp, Oxford Co.;

collected by Amos Carter.

Remains Found » part of skeleton.

Reference (s) t (1) Sternberg, 1930, p. 63.

20. Site and Description t W. Jone's farm, Delaware Township,

Middlesex Co.; collected by Prof. A.D. Robertsoni in

possession of the University of Western Ontario, London,

Ontario.

Remains Found 1 skull with teeth and part of skeleton.

Reference (s) » (1) Sternberg, 1930, p. 63.

21. Site and Description t Lambton Co. j in possession of Royal

Ontario Museum, Toronto.

Reference (s) t (1) Sternberg, 1930, p. 63.

22. Site and Description i Plowed up on farm of D. Maclntire,

Dutton, Elgin Co.j collected by A. Conway; in possession

of Geological Survey of Canada, Cat. No. 8541.
rdRemains Found 1 L.R. 3 molar.

Reference (s) » (1) Sternberg, 1930, p. 63.

23. Site and Description i From slough, 2 miles north of Shedden,

Elgin Co.; collected by W.L. Mackenzie, Quill Lake,

Saskatchewan! in possession of University of Saskatchewan,

Saskatoon.

Remains Found : teeth and part of skeleton.
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Reference (8) i (1) Sternberg, 1930, p. 63.

24. Site and Description : Malahide township, Elgin Co. j in

possession of Peter Redpath Museum, Montreal.

Remains Found ? fragments of teeth.

Reference(s) t (1) Sternberg, 1930, p. 63.

25. Site and Description ! No record of locality, probably in

Ontario; in possession of Queen's University, Kingston,

Ontario.

Remains Found : two teeth.

Reference (s) : (1) Sternberg, 1930, p. 63.

26. Site and Description : Pleistocenes Dutton, Elgin C0.1

in possession of Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto.

Remains Found : part of tooth.

Reference (s) : (1) Sternberg, 1930, p. 63.

27. Site and Description : 27 a, b, - Pleistocene; no information

on collection; in possession of Royal Ontario Museum,

Toronto.

Remains Found : tooth.

Reference (s) i (1) Sternberg, 1930, p. 63.

28. Site and Description : Little Bear Creek drain, Chatham

Tp., 1887; collected by E.B. Jones and R.C. Burk; reported

by Dr. C. Bell; presently located in the Kent Co. Museum,

Chatham.

Remains Found : tusk, 93 inches long.

Reference (s) : (1) Sternberg, 1963, p. 3.

29. Site and Description : Fields Creek drain, Harwick Tp.

;

seen by A. Gosnel, I898; reported by Dr. C. Bell; jaw

and tooth in Kent Co. Museum.

Remains Found : tusks and considerable part of the skeleton.

Reference (s) : (1) Sternberg, 1963t p. 3.

30. Site and Description : McCargon drain, Howard Tp. ; reported

by Dr. C. Bell; photograph in Kent Co. Museum.
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Remains Found t not known.

Reference (s) : (1) Sternberg, 1963# p. 3«

31. Site and Description t 3 feet below surface; Henry Arnold

farm, Harwick Tp. ; reported by Dr. C. Belli in possession

of Henry Arnold, Troy, Ontario (Sternberg, 1963, p. 3)

J

location in Harwich (Dreimanis, 1967, p. 674).

Remains Found : two tusks.

Reference (s) i (1) Sternberg, 1963. p. 3.

(2) Dreimanis, 1967, p. 674.

32. Site and Description : Plowed up on Frank Craig farm,

Howard Tp.; reported by Dr. C. Belli in possession of

Henry Arnold, Troy, Ontario.

Remains Found t molar tooth.

Reference (s) : (1) Sternberg, 1963. p. 3.

33. Site and Description : From McCargon drain no. 2; reported

by Dr. C. Bell.

Remains Found t not ascertained.

Reference (s) t (1) Sternberg, 1963, p. 3»

34. Site and Description i Postglacial peat bog, west of Simcoe,

Ontario i collected by Dr. Mcintosh, London; reported by

A. Dreimanis; presently located at the University of Western

Ontario (Sternberg, 1963» p. 3).

John T. Wintemute's farm, Windham Township, con. 10, lot

10; discovered in 1905 (Dreimanis, 1967, p. 67*0

.

Remains Found t tooth (Sternberg, 1963. p. 3)? mandible

and several molars (Dreimanis, 1967, p. 67*0.

Reference (s) : (1) Sternberg, 1963. p. 3.

(2) Dreimanis, 1967, p. 674.

35* Site and Description : Detrital gyttja, 2miles southwest

of Tupperville; collected and reported by A. Dreimanis;

presently located at the University of Western Ontario

(Sternberg, 1963. p. 3); same J. Ferguson farm as #51;

discovered in 1939 about 600 feet southwest from site

#51 (Dreimanis, 1967. p. 674).
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Remains Found : part of skeleton (Sternberg, 1963. p. 3);

ribs and bones (Dreimanis, 1967, p. 67b).

Reference (s) 1 (1) Sternberg, 1963, p. 3.

(2) Dreimanis, 1967* p. 674.

36. Site and Description ! Tupperville, Perry farm; calcareous

sands; 1/4 mile northeast of Tupperville; collected and

reported by A. Dreimanis; presently located at the

University of Western Ontario (Sternberg, 1963, p. 3);

C. Perry farm (Dreimanis, 1967, p. 674).

Remains Found : bones and teeth (Sternberg, 1963, p. 3);

bones never recovered from site (Dreimanis, 1967, p. 674).

Radiocarbon Date(s) and Information Pertinent to Them :

(after Dreimanis, 1967, p. 674).

(a) 12,000 - 200 years B.P. (S-172) - McCallum and

Wittenberg, 1965; detrital plant fragments underneath

bones; considered to be slightly younger.

(b) 11,860 i 170 years B.P. (GSC-211) - Dyck et al. , 1966;

plants which grew in place; considered to be slightly

younger

.

Other Pertinent Data : after Dreimanis, 1967, p. 6?4.

-pollen analysis of the peat under the mastodon yielded the

following results

:

Picea mar iana 5 Nonarboreal pollen 4
Picea glauca 15 Total No. pollen counted 26
Pinus banks iana 1 Pollen abundance per slide 9
Quercus 1

-counted by A. A. Berti

Reference (s) : (1) Sternberg, 1963, p. 3.

(2) Dreimanis, 1967, p. 674.

37. Site and Description : 10 feet below surface in till, 1/4

mile west of Gravesend; reported by A. Dreimanis; presently

located at the University of Western Ontario (Sternberg,

1963, P. 3)?

-located in a gully, 2.4 km east of Gravesend, 30 m

south of the iron bridge, Malahide Township, con. 1, lot

27; probably same as #16, Sternberg, 1930; (Dreimanis,

1967, p. 674).

Remains Found : tooth and bones (Sternberg, 1963, p. 3) 1
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38.

fragments of bones, a tusk, and a molar were taken out of

the uppermost Port Stanley Till layer, 3 m below the

surfaces others found on silty and sandy slump farther

below.

Reference (s) : (1) Sternberg, 1963t p. 3.

(2) Dreimanis, 1967, p. 674.

Site and Description ; 3 feet below surface in black muck;

4 miles east of Ingersoll; reported by A. Dreimanis

j

presently located at the University of Western Ontario

(Sternberg, 1963, p. 3)

J

Bond farm, Ingersoll (Dreimanis, 1967, p. 674).

-this is the same find as site #46.

Remains Found : part of skull and skeleton (Sternberg,

1963, p. 3).

Other Pertinent Data : after Dreimanis, 1967» p. 674.

Pollen analysis of the silty sand inside the skull yielded

the following results (expressed as percentage of total

arboreal pollen)

:

Picea mar iana
Picea glauca
Pinus banks iana
Pinus strobus
and resinosa
Larix
Betula
Alnus
Salix
Carpinus-Ostrya
Quercus

50
23

Main nonarboreal pollen:

6

9

Cyperaceae





of Western Ontario (Sternberg, 1963t p. 3);

probably same find as #20, Sternberg, 1930; (Dreimanis,

1967, p. 67*0.

Remains Found * part of tusk (Sternberg, 1963, p. 3).

Reference (s) : (1) Sternberg, 1963t p. 3.

(2) Dreimanis, 1967, p. 674.

40. Site and Description : Lake Whittlesey sand, Caradoc Tp.j

collected by H.G. Forbes in 1908; reported by A. Dreimanis

;

presently located at the University of Western Ontario.

Remains Found 1 lower jaw.

Reference (s) : (1) Sternberg, 1963i p. 3.

41. Site and Description ! From farm owned in 1900 by E. Mitton;

reported by A. Dreimanis (Sternberg, 1963# p. 3);

locality on present site of Ridgetown Experimental Farm

(Dreimanis, 1967, p. 674).

Remains Found t teeth and bones (Sternberg, 1963, p. 3).

Reference (s) : (1) Sternberg, 1963t p. 3.

(2) Dreimanis, 1967, p. 674.

42. Site and Description : Mariposa Tp., farm of Marmaduke

King) reported by A. Dreimanis.

Remains Found : part of tusk.

Reference (s) : (1) Sternberg, 1963» p. 3.

43. Site and Description : No information on site; donated by

0. Johnston; reported by P.F. Karrow; presently located

in the Kent Co. Museum, Chatham.

Remains Found : jaw and teeth.

Reference(s) : (1) Sternberg, 1963, p. 3.

44. Site and Description : No information on site; donated by

0. Johnston; reported by P.F. Karrow; presently located

in the Kent Co. Museum, Chatham.

Remains Found : ribs and limb bones.

Reference (s) » (1) Sternberg, 1963. P« 4.

45. Site and Description : No information on site; donated by
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N.C. Campbell; reported by P.F. Karrow; presently located

in the Kent Co. Museum, Chatham.

Remains Found : teeth.

Reference (s) : (1) Sternberg, 1963, p. 4.

46. Site and Description : From farm of Orvil J. Bond, West

Oxford; reported by P.P. Karrow; presently located at

the Oxford Co. Museum, Woodstock (Sternberg, 1963, p. 4);

identical to site #38, Sternberg, 1963 (Dreimanis, 1967,

P. 674).

Remains Found : parts of skull and skeleton (Sternberg,

1963. p. 4).

Other Pertinent Data : pollen diagram from this thesis

(Folden Mastodon Site).

Reference(s) : (1) Sternberg, 1963. p. 4.

(2) Dreimanis, 1967# p. 674.

47. Site and Description : Collected by W. Farr and reported

by P.F. Karrow; presently located at the Oxford Co. Museum,

Woodstock.

Remains Found : tooth.

Reference (s) : (1) Sternberg, 1963. p. 4.

48. Site and Description : In swamp near West Lome; reported

by P.F. Karrow; presently located at the Elgin Co. Museum,

St. Thomas.

Remains Found : tooth and vertebra.

Reference (s) : (1) Sternberg, 1963t p. 4.

49. Site and Description : Farm of Wm. Milne, Lot 8, Con. 3»

Romney Tp.; reported by Miss Luise Schryver; presently

located at the Kent Co. Museum, Chatham.

Remains Found : lower jaw.

Reference (s) : (1) Sternberg, I963, p. 4.

50. Site and Description : Black muck, overlying Lake Warren

deposits, 3/4 mile northeast of Wallacetown, on farm of

Mr. Horkay; collected by A. Horkay; reported by F.A. Bell;

in possession of Mr. A. Horkay.
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Remains Found i skeleton.

Reference (s) t (1) Sternberg, 1963. p. *.

51. Site and Description 1 Farm of J. Ferguson, 2 miles southwest

of Tupperville 1 collected by A.G. Edmund » presently located

at the Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto (Sternberg, 1963#

p. 4) ; Tupperville, Ferguson farm (Dreimanis, 1967, p. 674).

Remains Found 1 part of skeleton (Sternberg, 1963, p. 4).

Radiocarbon Date(s) and Information Pertinent to Them t

(after Dreimanis, 1967. p. 67*0

•

(a) 8,910 - 150 years B.P. (GSC-614) - Geological Survey of

Canada, 1967?! collagen of mastodon bones j considered

to be same or younger if contaminated.

(b) 6,230 - 240 years B.P. (S-12) - McCallum and Dyck,

I960 i gyttja in cavities of skull; considered to be

younger

.

Other Pertinent Datat after Dreimanis, 1967* p. 674.

Pollen analysis of the marl under the skull yielded the

following results (expressed as percentage of total

arboreal pollen)

»

Picea mariana





1963, P. 4);

"Dr. L.S. Russell reported on a partial skeleton of mastodon,

collected by the Royal Ontario Museum, from near Rodney,

Ontario. This specimen occurred in a black vegetable

muck, 2 to 3 feet thick, resting unconformably on sand

and gravel. He traced the sand and gravel into a Lake

Whittlesey beach deposit. Geological evidence thus

indicates a post-Whittlesey age for the bones. The bones

occurred at or near the base of the muck, often resting

upon the sand but never included in it. This suggests

that the muck must have been near its present thickness

when the mastodon bogged down in it, and the material

at the base of the bog must be older than the top. A

sample of wood and black muck from the base of this bog

was dated by McCallum and Dyck (p. 74) as 11,000 to

12,000 years B.P." (Sternberg, 1963t p. 2);

Rodney, Campbell Farm (Russell, 1948) (Dreimanis, 1967»

p. 674) j site is immediately underneath shoreline of Lake

Warren (Dreimanis, 1966) (Dreimanis, 1967# p. 674).

Remains Found t teeth and skeleton (Sternberg, 1963# p. 4).

Radiocarbon Date(s) and Information Pertinent to Themt

(after Dreimanis, 1967. p. 674).

(a) 11,400 i 450 years B.P. (S-29) - McCallum and Dyck,

I960 j wood j considered to be contemporaneous or younger.

(b) 12,000 - 500 years B.P. (S-30) - McCallum and Dyck,

I960; vegetable muck; considered contemporaneous or

younger.

Reference (s) 1 (1) Sternberg, 1963, p. 2, p. 4.

(2) Dreimanis, 1967. p. 674.

53* Site and Description 1 Black muck overlying boulder clay;

Lot 21, Con. VII, Garfield North, Essex Co.; collected by

C. Jeffery, Ruthven; reported by C.S. Evans (Sternberg,

1963. P. 4);

-locality is in Gosfield North (Dreimanis, 1967. p. 674).

Remains Found t five teeth (Sternberg, 1963. p. 4).

Reference (s) ; (1) Sternberg, 1963, p. 4.

(2) Dreimanis, 1967, p. 674.
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54. Site and Description i Low area in drainage ditch on farm

of J. McGregor, north of the village of Shadden; collected

by M. Tillford Sr. ; reported by G.L. Gray; presently

located at the Elgin Historical Soc, St. Thomas (Sternberg,

1963, p. *0

1

locality is Shedden (Dreiraanis, 1967, p. 674).

Remains Found : teeth and bones (Sternberg, 1963* p. 4).

Reference (s) ; (1) Sternberg, 1963t p. 4.

(2) Dreimanis, 1967. p. 674.

55. Site and Description * From near Dresden; reported by Prof.

M. Baker; presently located at Queen's University, Kingston.

Remains Found ; part of tusk.

Reference (s) 1 (1) Sternberg, 1963. P« 4.

56. Site and Description : Near Dresden; in possession of Dr.

French, Toronto.

Remains Found : teeth.

Reference (s) 1 (1) Sternberg, 1963. p. 4.

57. Site and Description : Harwich Tp., Toll farm; in bluish

marl, 18 inches below surface (Sternberg, 1963t P« 4);

locality Harwich (Dreimanis, 1967. p. 674).

Remains Found : tusks and part of skeleton (Sternberg,

1963. P. 4).

Other Pertinent Data : after Dreimanis, 1967. p. 674.

Pollen analysis of the calcareous clay inside the skull

yielded the following results (expressed as percentage

of total arboreal pollen)

:

Picea mar iana 14
Picea glauca 32
Pinus banks iana 19
Pinus strobus and

2
resinosa
Betula 2

Quercus 14
Ulmus 1

Carya 5
Tilia 9
Juglans 1

Nonarboreal pollen 33
Total no. of pollen counted 187
Pollen abundance per slide 21
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-counted by A. A. Berti.

Reference(s) t (1) Sternberg, 1963, p. 4.

(2) Dreimanis, 1967t p. 674.

58. Site and Description * In Hamilton (Russell, 1965, p. 4);

listed in Hay (1923. p. 438) as elephant of undetermined

species (Dreimanis, 1967. p. 674).

Reference (s) t (1) Dreimanis, 1967, p. 674.

59. Site and Description : In 1963. near Wellandport, Ontario;

"Here a scattered skeleton has been uncovered and partly

destroyed in excavating a bog." (Russell, 1965, p. 3);

the bones and teeth are presently located in the Royal

Ontario Museum, Toronto (Russell, 1965# p. 3)»

Wellandport (Russell, 1965, p. 3). (Dreimanis, 1967, p. 674).

Remains Found t 2 medium sized tusks (thought to represent

a female) and scattered skeleton (Russell, 1965, p. 3).

Reference (s) t (1) Russell, 1965, p. 3.

(2) Dreimanis, 1967, p. 674.

60. Site and Description t Port Talbot (Dreimanis, 1958); found

in Lake Erie bluff, 2.4 km southwest of Port Talbot,

Dunwich Township, in Southwold till, 90 feet below surface;

collected by A. Dreimanis, 1958; presently located in the

Geology Department at the University of Western Ontario,

London, Ontario;

"Fragment of a tusk of a young animal; the fragment is 30

cm long, 7-5 cm in diameter; as the curvature (radius

equals 60 cm or 2 feet) is not strong, the tusk is assigned

to a mastodon (Dreimanis, 1958), rather than a mammoth

though the latter possibility is not excluded (Dreimanis,

et al., 1965, p. 314); Sternberg (1963) listed this tusk

under the heading "Genus Doubtful"."

Radiocarbon Date(s) and Information Pertinent to Them ;

(a)>29,500 years B.P. (L-440) - Broecker et al., 1956;

(b)> 34,000 years B.P. (S-46) - McCallum and Dyck, 196O;

(c) 44,400 1 1200 years B.P. (GrN-2580) - Dreimanis and

Vogel, 1965.

-wood, associated with tusk; both in till.
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-relationship of date to age of mastodon considered by

Dreimanis to be contemporaneous.

Reference (s) : (1) Dreimanis, 1967, p. 674-675.

61. Site and Description : Little Creek bed at Orchard Beach,

Port Stanley* collected by B. Wyett from Port Stanley in

1964 j presently located in the Geology Department at the

University of Western Ontario, London, Ontario.

Remains Found ; molar (10 cm by 7 cm, 11 cm high) of a

young mastodon.

Reference (s) : (1) Dreimanis, 1967» p. 675.

62. Site and Description : "Sterling Construction Gravel pit,

Camden Township, 1.8 miles east-northeast of Themesville;

found at the contact of lacustrine clayey silt and the

overlying gravel, 8 feet below the surfaces collected by

B. Tinline and R.D. Ussher in 1965. identified by C.S.

Churcher, Royal Ontario Museum; present location, B.

Tinline, R.R. #5, Thamesville, Ontario." (Dreimanis, 1967»

p. 675).

Remains Found : "Fragments of skull with a tooth (19 cm

long) in the lower jaw, another broken tooth and a few

fragments of bone." (Dreimanis, 1967* p. 675).

Radiocarbon Date(s) and Information Pertinent to Them :

(a) 11,380 - 170 years B.P. (GSC-611) - collagen of mastodon

bones, considered same or younger if contaminated.

Other Pertinent Data : after Dreimanis, 1967. p. 666, 667.

Pollen analysis of the silty sand inside the skull yielded

the following results (expressed as percentage of total

arboreal pollen)

:

Picea mar iana 39
Picea glauca 61
Pinus banks iana +

Nonarboreal pollen 1

Total no. of pollen counted 204
Pollen abundance per slide 100

-counted by A. A. Berti.

Reference (s) : (1) Dreimanis, 1967. p. 675. 666 and 667.
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63. Site and Description : A. Franklin farm, Walsingham Tp.,

con. 1, lot 14, near Port Rowans reported by W.Z. Nixon,

Simcoe, Ontario; presently located at the Simcoe Museum

(Eva Brook Donly Museum).

Remains Found : fragments of a molar, found together with

Indian relics.

Reference (s) : (1) Dreimanis, 1967, p. 675.

64. Site and Description : N. Woloshko's farm, R.R. #3, Mount

Brydges; approximately 3 miles west of Komoka; material

found in shallow peat deposit on Komoka sand plain,

approximately 3 feet of peat overlies sand or silt and

fine sand.

Remains Found : tooth.

Other Pertinent Data : pollen diagram, this thesis, Figure

30.

Reference (s) : (1) Terasmae, personal communication.

65. Site and Description : R. Verbeke's farm on cone. 4, west

of Highway 77, northeast of Leamington, Ontario; remains

found in black organic muck overlying light brown sand;

teeth have been donated to Point Pelee National Park.

Remains Found : two sets of molar teeth and other smaller

remains.

Radiocarbon Date(s) and Information Pertinent to Them :

(a) 10,000 - 140 years B.P. (BGS 229) - on wood in black

organics above sand.

(b) 9.830 i 140 years B.P. (BGS 228) - on black organic

muck.

-dates considered reliable.

Other Pertinent Data : pollen diagrams, this thesis, Figures

29a and b.

Reference (s) » (1) Terasmae, personal communication.

66. Site and Description : Remains found in offshore sands,

1 mile to the west-southwest of Lake Warren II beach. The

series of Warren beaches are traversed by Elgin County

Road 22, 1.3 to 1.4 miles southeast of Union, Yarmouth
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Township, Elgin County, con. Ill, lots ? and 8.

Remains Found » mastodon teeth.

Reference (s) : (1) Terasmae, Karrow and Dreimanis, 1972,

p. kk.

67. Site and Description : J. Toonen's farm, Delhi j in cornfield,

Remains Found t 4 teeth (one 2 l/2 lb.), three of the teeth

fit together; also, piece of jawbone (?) and other pieces

of bone.

Reference (s) 1 (1) Simcoe Reformer, June, 1976.
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Table 36: Some General References to the Location of Mastodon
Sites in North America.

Area Reference

General

Eastern North America

Canada

Ontario

Hudson Bay

New York State

Washington State

West Virginia

Nebraska

Michigan

Indiana

Illinois

Missouri

Osborn, 193^. 1936

Hay, 1923

Sternberg, 1930, 1963

Russell, 19^8, 1965
Dreimanis, 1967, 1968

Bell, 1898

Clarke, 1903
Hay, 1919
Hartnagel and Biship, 1921
Drumm, 1963

Culver, 1927

Sumps tine and Weimer, 1939

Barbour, 1930

Skeels, 1962

Hay, 1912
Melhorn, 1959

Galbreath, 1938

Mehl, 1962
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The Migration of the Mastodon to North America

There is little doubt that the proboscideans originated

in Africa. The earliest known land faunas for Africa come

from Senegal and contain remnants of an early form of

Proboscidea called Moertherium (Kurten, 1971). The faunal

finds from the Qsar-el-Sagha Formation (Bartonian to Ludian

age, upper-most Eocene) of the Fayum beds in the Fayum

district of Egypt (northeast Africa) support the concept of

an African origin for the Proboscidea. Remains (bones and

teeth) from the Fayum beds have been assigned to four species

of Moeritherium and one species of Barytherium (B. grave )

(Cooke, 1972).

In the Jebel-el-Quatrami Formation of lower Oligocene

age (Fayum beds) the first of the mastodons are found

represented by the genera Paleomastodon and Phiomia (Colbert,

1972). According to Cooke (1972) four species of each of the

above mentioned genera were located. One new species,

Moeritherium andrewsi , appeared although none of the four

species of Moeritherium associated with the upper Eocene

fauna were found. Barytherium grave persisted into the lower

Oligocene.

By early Miocene time the early mastodons as well as the

dinotheres had invaded Eurasia. This dispersal continued

throughout the Miocene.

The true mastodons (family Mastodontidae) made up of the

single genus Mastodon appeared in Africa during the early

Miocene and migrated to Eurasia.
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In middle Miocene time mastodons, evidently originating

from Eurasia, were already present in North America, probably

arriving by the route of the Beringia land bridge. This

migration of the mastodon into North America from Eurasia

continued throughout the Miocene while the dinotheres

extended their distribution only into Eurasia.

The mastodons appear to have been confined to Africa

until the Miocene when they swiftly invaded lands to the north

and proceeded to evolve in great variety (Colbert, 1973). The

first appearance of the true mastodon ( Mastodon merriani ) is

in beds of Middle Miocene age in North America (Osborn, 1921).

The Pliocene was a time when not only did the Miocene

lines of proboscidea flourish but new forms appeared. In the

old world the short- jawed Anancus group of mastodons appeared

although like the earlier dinotheres this group never dispersed

to North America. North America at this time became the

evolutionary centre for the highly bizarre shovel-tuskers. This

group may have originated with primitive Platybelodon in Asia

but its development occurred in North America.

The presence of a Panamerican isthmus during the Pliocene

epoch led to a massive invasion of South America by mammals

from the north. It was during this time that the mastodon,

already well established in North America, entered South America.

The beginning of the Pleistocene is marked by the first

appearance of the true elephants. The elephants were descended

from the stegolophodonts of the Miocene and Pliocene. The

true elephants (Elephas) did not appear until the earliest

Villafranch ian in southern Asia and Africa, and shortly
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thereafter they migrated to China. They moved to Europe

approximately two million years ago. The genus Loxodonta

evolved in Africa, while in Asia the Elephas indicus appeared.

These are the only remaining genera of the proboscideans at

present.

Two other groups, the straight-tusked forest elephants

and the mammoths evolved in the Northern continents at this

time, however, only the mammoths entered North America via the

Bering land bridge, apparently on several occasions. The

mammoth never penetrated to South America.

The shovel- tuskers became extinct in the early Pleistocene

but the Mastodon , although only found in the earliest Pleistocene

of Eurasia, survived into postglacial time in North America.

Theories of Extinction, Especially Mastodon Extinction

The mastodon had survived and evolved from middle Miocene

times to approximately 10,000 years B.P. in North America.

Some writers suggest that the mastodon may have survived in

refugia until at least 8,000-9,000 years B.P. (Hester, I960;

Skeels, 1962). The mastodon disappeared from Eurasia at a

somewhat earlier time.

Van Valen (1969. p. ^70) comments thatt

"most or all the megafaunal extinctions
occurred at about the following times

i

9,000 to 6,000 B.C. in North and South
America, 50,000 or ^0,000 B.C. in
Africa and probably southeast Asia,
11,000 to 7,000 B.C. in northern Eurasia,
about 11,000 B.C. in Australia, about
1100 A.D. in Madagascar, and 1,000 to
1800 A.D. in New Zealand."

Van Valen further notes that according to Kurten (1968) most
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of the extinct species in Europe did not survive the wiirm

glaciation.

The question of 'cause' for these extinctions has led to

a great deal of speculation. Table k lists, in general, some

of the theories for extinction and their authors. Some of these

theories are discussed below.

1. Equability-Environmental i

At least 30% of large browsers and grazers became extinct

during early postglacial time. Similar extinctions occurred

earlier - 18# of the genera of large animals (North America)

did not survive the late Pliocene, approximately 23% became

extinct during Blancan time (early Kansan), and 18# died out

in Rancho La Brean time (Hibbard et al . , 1965)*

Axelrod (1967, p. 2) states that,

"In central Europe (Thenius, 1962), 50
percent of the large mammal genera did
not survive the first glacial (Gunz);
25 percent of the genera of Mindel to
Riss time did not persist beyond the
Riss...j of the thirty- two genera
recorded from the Wiirm only three
(9 percent) are extinct { and of the
sixteen genera and species of the
post-glacial period, all are living
except one species."

It is interesting to note that Quaternary and earlier

faunas as well as early Pleistocene, Pliocene and older floras

existed together in the past, but are presently found in

climatically different areas (or have their close descendants

there in the case of faunal elements).

Equability ( temperateness) expresses the departure from

a constant temperature of 57.2° F which is midway between

tropical (64. k° F) and polar (50.0° F) climate (Axelrod, 1967).
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Only areas of high equability support associations of

plants and animals that otherwise are widely separated

geographically. Under conditions of high equability,

temperatures are neither high enough to discourage temperate

forms, nor low enough to prevent the success of tropical ones.

High equability allows species to be associated which otherwise

would be confined to widely separate ecosystems. Modern

African fauna south of the Sahara provides an example of such

area of high equability.

Evidence is presented in Axelrod' s paper (1967) to support

the thesis that equability was much higher throughout the

Tertiary and as cooling trends developed the climatic contrasts

increased only gradually, continuing throughout the Miocene

(tropical and temperate faunas and floras still associated at

middle latitudes) until late Pliocene when only floras and faunas

persisted in only a few relict areas of the more equable climate

similar to that of the Tertiary.

Axelrod (1967, p. 12) concludes:

"It is apparent that the conditions of the
Tertiary - which set the framework for
the changes of the Quaternary - were
conducive to high equability over much
wider regions than they cover today.
Extreme summer temperatures were not
so high, and extreme winter temperatures
were not so low; as seasonal contrasts
were not so sharp, equability was higher.
With the coming of the first glacial stage
the situation was rapidly altered because
equability was reduced. Equability was
progressively lowered during successive
stages of the Quaternary, and it is this
relation that appears to account for the
several episodes of mammalian extinction."

Axelrod continues to explain that the cold periods, that were

part of the first major glacial, and the later ones, would
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have had on large mammalian fauna adapted to environments of

high equability. Axelrod (1967, p. 26) explains that*

"with the first wave of severe cold, or of
temperatures sppreciably lower than those
previously present in their areas, wide-
spread extinctions can be reasonably inferred,
especially for the tropical mammals."

He suggests that many adults would freeze due to lower temp-

eratures added to by wind and evaporation during storms. Some

large mammals probably starved or froze to death as they were

unable to reach forage under snow and ice crust. Spring and

early summer could have been a time of mass mortality for calves

vulnerable to late snows and cold temperatures.

The late Pliocene fauna of central Europe was harder hit

than the similarly rich fauna of North America (50 per cent

extinction of large mammals in Europe compared to 30 per cent

extinction of large mammals in North America). Axelrod accounts

for this difference in extinction rate by suggesting that the

European fauna was largely trapped behind the 'Alpine* barrier

and could not escape the cold (lower equability) while the

North American fauna were free to shift southward to areas of

higher equability.

Drought, particularly effective during the hypsithermal,

was a highly important factor controlling the distribution of

large mammals of forest-border habitats (Axelrod, 1967).

Axelrod (1967, p. 29) suggests that*

"during an episode of increasing drought,
as in postglacial time, the degree of loss
of large browsers and grazers would depend
on forage supply.

"

Axelrod concludes that the main role of aridity in extinction
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was a complimentary one. Cold and aridity helped to exterminate

faunal components during postglacial times. Axelrod (1967*

p. 30) summarizes

>

"although dry climates were present
earlier, deserts of regional extent
probably were not. Recall now the
trend to postglacial aridity, the
resultant shrinking of grazing areas
which would localize populations, the
overcrowding of range owing to con-
finement of large browsers, decreased
precipitation, and hence a shortage
of forage. Superimpose on this
situation a period of severe winters
such as occur sporadically even
today..., and were more frequent in
the past - then it should not be
surprising to find that many large
mammals disappeared. Most adults
probably fell to the absence of food
owing to drought and overgrazing, to
its unavailability (under snow), or
to low temperatures. The young also
were reduced by cold snaps and
blizzards in late spring and early
summer because they were born "too
early" in a region where climate
formerly had higher equability."

Axelrod' s Equability Theory is basically environmentally

oriented. Other writers have proposed variations to this theme

(Environmental-Climatic), for example, Brown and Cleland (1968)j

Dreimanis (1967, 1968) » Flerow (1967); Guilday (1967) 1 Keast

(1972)i and Webb (1969). The only other Environmental theory

that will be presented is that of Dreimanis (1967* 1968) as it

deals specifically with Southwestern Ontario.

2. Environmental-Climatic 1

The mastodons of Southwestern Ontario were associated

with open spruce woodlands or spruce forests (Dreimanis, 1967

1968).

Approximately 10,000 to 11,000 years B.P. there was a
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rapid increase in dryness which resulted in the retreat of the

spruce forests into the moister lowlands and finally their

disappearance from the area occupied by mastodons. Dreimanis

(1968) explains that migration of mastodons to more northern

spruce forests was hampered because these two areas (the southern

spruce refugia and the northern spruce forests) were probably

separated by a rapidly expanding belt of closed pine and hardwood

forests over 'the better drained morainic, kame and dune areas'

of the Great Lakes Region. The mastodon, therefore, was

restricted to the few remaining spruce enclaves in south South-

western Ontario. This situation may have favoured inbreeding

and perhaps made the mastodons more sensitive to disease

(Dreimanis, 1968).

Dreimanis (1968, p. 268) concludes j "the rapid decline in

the numbers of mastodons radiocarbon dated at 9,000 to 10,000

B. P. .. .suggests that, by this time, they had reached that

critically low level of population at which any adverse factors

might have led to their extinction."

3. Oxygen Consumption and Atmospheric History t

Lee A. McAlester (1970) proposed that animal extinctions

were related to oxygen consumption and atmospheric history.

McAlester (1970, p. *K)7) suggests thati "Oxygen consumption

is an indirect measure of metabolic rate, that is, it reflects

the animals total rates of energy consumption and expenditures."

The above rates (energy consumption and expenditures) may

be expected to be sensitive to variations in certain other

environmental parameters. In particular, McAlester notes that

temperature has a great influence on animal metabolism. He
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concludes that large scale changes in the Earth's temperature

regime might, therefore, also favor selective extinction of

animals that have high metabolic rates. This could lead to

observed correlations between oxygen consumption and extinction.

His experiments with animals (on the family level) that

have low rates of oxygen consumption, that is, low rates of

energy utilization indicate that they have unusually stable

evolutionary histories. Taxa with high rates of energy

utilization seem to be susceptible to extinction.

McAlester (1970, p. 405) concludes:

"this correlation shows that periodic
episodes of animal extinction were
caused by environmental stresses that
selectively eliminated animals having
high rates of energy utilization. Past
variations in the concentration of
atmospheric oxygen appears to be among
the most probable environmental changes
that could be expected to produce such
an effect."

4. Magnetic Reversals and Extinction t

Magnetic reversals could in theory have two different

effects which might lead to biological extinctions. First, the

increase in cosmic-ray dosage when magnetic fields weaken could

result in mutations which may affect a species ability to adapt

to environmental pressures. Secondly, mass extinctions could

be caused directly by the deleterious effects on organisms of

the reduced magnetic field during a reversal.

The theory was tested on bacteria, mice, birds, molluscs,

etc. and the results were infertility, changes in locomotion

and feeding and incalcuable effects on enzymal alterations

(Purrett, 1971). Purrett (1971, p. 301) states that
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"the low field effects, Crain concludes,
would have been supported by climatic
changes and the increased, though small,
cosmic-ray flow. The total effect could
have been as castrophic as the fossil
record indicates .

"

5. Mass Extinctions Correlated with Periodic Galactic Events <

Hatfield and Camp (1970) suggest that periodically in-

creased doses of cosmic radiation related to the sun's position

in the galaxy could be responsible for the recorded mass

extinctions.

The idea is that increased radiation from, for example,

supernovae explosions could cause mutations if a reversal of

the earth's magnetic field temporarily removed the earth's

shield from the radiation.

6. Disease

:

W.E. Edwards (1967) considered many theories of extinction

in his research on Pleistocene extinctions. One of these

theories is the 'Disease Hypothesis' which suggests that

terrestrial faunas became separated (that of Old World and

Alaska from the fauna of North America) during ice ages. Parasites

probably continued to evolve in each separate region. With

the re-establishment of contact between the western and eastern

species, the parasites could have diffused through the herbivore

populations which were not adapted to them, and epidemics in

previously separated regions could have resulted. Edwards

(1967, p. 144) stated that, "epidemics have sudden and in some

cases drastic effects and, because larger mammals generally

have a low reproductive rate, recovery from devasting epidemics

would be more difficult for larger forms," but he concluded,
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however, that no cases of extinction by disease are known for

modern times.

7. Man i

A number of writers suggest that man had a major role in

the extinction of the Pleistocene megafauna which includes the

mastodon (Jelinek (1957) » Martin (1966, 1967, 1968, 1973. 1973);

and Prufer (1963)). Martin appears to be the main proponent

for the 'prehistoric overkill' theory which proposes that

extinction closely follows the time of prehistoric man's spread

and his development as a big game hunter.

The Martin-Mosimann hypothesis suggests that by using

mathematical models that simulate prehistoric hunting and

migration patterns it can be demonstrated that the megafauna

could have been wiped out so rapidly that little archaeological

evidence of it would remain. This theory indicates that the

simultaneous extinction of North American megafauna (including

mammoths, mastodons, giant sloths, etc.) could have been

accomplished in 300 years by the descendents of no more than

100 prehistoric hunters who migrated into the New World approx-

imately 11,000 years B.P. The theory assumed that North America

was as densely populated with animals as the richest African

game parks are today. This would put an equivalent of 75 million

animals with an average weight of 1,000 pounds each in the area

of the U.S.A.

According to this theory, one hundred paleo-indians from

Asia migrated via the Bering Land Bridge some 11,000 to 12,000

years ago and arrived near the present day Edmonton, Alberta.

They lived in families of four, with one person in each family
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doing the actual hunting and bringing home one average sized

animal a week. The human population enjoying abundant food

supplies increased rapidly at an average rate of 2. 4$ per year

(this is typical of the rate of growth for many underdeveloped

countries today). The paleo-indians systematically hunted big

game causing its extinction.

According to a Globe and Mail article (1975. No. 0379t

p. 2) the 'prehistoric overkill' theory relies on the disputed

concept that man first entered the New World (North America)

approximately 12,000 years B.P.

A paper by Van Valen (1969)» although coming to no con-

clusion on what really caused these extinctions, outlines the

numerous arguments for and against the two main contenders for

explaining late Pleistocene extinctions - Man and Environmental

(Climatic).
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The Elephant and Extinction ?

The modern African elephant is one of the two extant genera

of proboscideans. Although the modern elephant and the

mastodon may not be directly related, they have some basic

similarities such as size, habitat (in that both prefer an open

woodland and an available source of free water) and they both

feed by browsing.

The mastodon, according to Osborn (1936), was in a 'very

marked progressive evolution' in respect to various physiological

aspects throughout the Pleistocene. He describes these evol-

utionary trends mentioning in particular changes in the grinding

teeth, tusks, as well as portions of the skeleton. The family

Elephantidae was also in a constant stage of development and

evolution. Maglio (1973* p. 108) states that "the family was

still diversifying until nearly the close of the Pleistocene,

and there was little extinction during this time. It was suggested

that this pattern reflects a group undergoing active radiation

and that more or less simultaneous extinction of all but two

lines in latest Pleistocene times was the result of external

causes. Such a pattern is even more apparent when an analysis

of species diversification in each succeeding time unit is made."

Osborn' s research also supports the conclusion that mastodon

extinction was probably caused by 'some' external factor.

The importance to mammals of water, vegetation and possibly

soils will be briefly mentioned here before discussing the

status of the African elephant in his habitat.

Extensive research carried out by Bourliere (1970) on
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herbivores in Africa indicates that these mammals (including

the elephant) require availability of a constant drinking water

supply, and that lack of some soil nutrient elements can cause

deficiency diseases which could conceivably lead to extinction

of some species if such deficiencies are sufficiently widespread

geographically. He noted, furthermore, that a continuous supply

of vegetation (food) is generally more important to herbivores

than the type of vegetation per se . However, those adapted

to special types of vegetation would be affected by even a

slight change in that vegetation.

The modern elephant is dependent on constantly available

sources of free water and changes in the vegetation of its

habitat are already having far-reaching consequences.

The African elephant has provided an interesting subject

for research in respect to its possible extinction. The

Douglas-Hamiltons (1975) describe the elephant's destruction

of its own habitat due to browsing. They are apparently des-

troying the Acacia tortilis woodland faster than it can regen-

erate, although the other trees and the Ground Water Forest

are still just holding their own. This habitat destruction

occurs at Manyara on the Marang Forest Reserve, East Africa

(Douglas-Hamilton and Douglas-Hamilton, 1975). The problem

is accentuated by a climatic change that in recent years has

caused increased aridity, leading to the encroachment of savannas

into the area once occupied by the Acacia tortilis woodland

and a corresponding decrease in the elephant's natural habitat.

The problem at Manyara is described in Douglas-Hamilton and

Douglas-Hamilton (1975. P« 262) stating that Mmy main
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contribution towards unravelling this complicated puzzle was to

demonstrate that provided food is abundant elephants do not

regulate their own populations even when they are packed densely

into a small area. The well-ordered family units I knew lived

harmoniously together with overlapping home ranges and no

territorial strife. When I finally came to balance all the

births against all the deaths I had recorded I found that the

population was even slightly expanding with a healthy population

of young animals. The alarming implication is that the elephant

numbers at Manyara may well remain excessively high until they

have destroyed their food supply, when they may starve, unless

some positive management action is undertaken."

Cott (1975) investigated the effects of population pressure

on elephants. Apparently three kinds of density-dependent

controls take effect* 1) the initiation of the reproductive

cycle was retarded from 11.5 years (age of puberty) for a male

in a healthy population to 15 years in an area of moderate

pressures to 19 . 5 years in an area where the population pressures

were greatest} 2) there was an increase in the interval between

calving, from 4.5 years in the healthy population to 7 years and

8.5 years respectively; and 3) there was evidence of an increase

in calf mortality.

However, this natural population control in a slow breeding

animal like the elephant occurs slowly while the damage to

their habitat continues. Cott (1975) concludes that the elephant

is destroying the habitat on which their livelihood depends

and the population controls that the elephant has implemented

may be too late to be effective.
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The elephant's normal feeding habits coupled with its

restriction to suitable areas of habitat and the changing

climate (increased aridity) may well, without management by

man, lead to the extinction of the African elephant at some

time in the future.

The plight of the modern African elephant may well be a

parallelism to the mastodon's plight 10,000 years ago B.P.

in Southwestern Ontario where a significant climatic change

(including increased aridity) may have caused the mastodon's

preferred habitats to shrink through climatic stress and this

natural phenomenon may have been accentuated by the mastodon's

feeding habits that were apparently similar to those of the

modern African elephant.
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Man's Antiquity in the Old World

True man appears to have had his beginnings in Africa

at least 3 to 4 million years ago. Recent research by Mary

Leakey in Laetolil (south of Olduvai Gorge), Richard Leakey

in Kenya and Carl Johnson in Ethiopia not only support the

new concept of this antiquity for early man but also suggest

that Homo (true man's ancestor) and Australopithicus (near man)

(dated at 5.25 to 1 million years) lived in the same area and

may in fact have had separate origins evolving parallel rather

than diverging from a common ancestor and then evolving parallel

until Australopithicus died off 1 million years ago (Leakey,

1975).

The earliest occurrence of our own subspecies (Homo sapiens

sapiens ) in Europe was some 35 #000 years ago when he seemed to

replace an earlier subspecies, Homo sapiens neanderthalens is -

Neanderthal Man.

Man's Dispersal to Europe and Asia and his Cultural Development

Lower Paleolithic tool assemblages were contempory with

the Cromerian (approximately 500,000 years B.P.) and certainly

to later than the Elster. Earliest evidence of the early

Acheulian type culture (including those called "Chellean or

Abbevillian' ) are seen in Africa and Europe during the Elster

Complex. Similar cultures with local distinguishing features

were also seen in southwestern and eastern Asia at this time.

It seems probable that man crossed the Straits of Gibraltar

during Cromerian or Elster I. This is supported by the pattern
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of human settlement that existed before Elster II glacial and

persisted throughout the Middle Pleistocene in western and

southern Europe and most of Africa (except in the rainforests),

southwestern, southern and eastern Asia. The pattern shows

most of eastern Europe, central Asia and northeast Eurasia

being devoid of man. Lower Paleolithic cultures were apparently

absent in Russia and southeastern Europe with the exception

of Hungary. However, there were unmistakable cultural affinities

between Africa and southwestern Europe.

Paleo-man in the Old World was very much a product of his

environment, adapting whenever environmental change resulted

in a change in available prey. Table 37 illustrates the

adaptation of early man to his changing environment throughout

the Old World from the Villifranchian (1.75 million years ago)

hominids of Africa to the Final Paleolithic man of the European

Plains (13t500 to 10,000 years B.P.).

The Final Paleolithic on the European Plains was a time

of hunter-gatherers whose cultures were dominated by the

environment that they had to adapt to. The main game resource

was the reindeer throughout the stages of the Final Paleolithic

except at Bromme, Denmark where moose prevailed over the

reindeer.

In retrospect, Paleolithic man's reactions to environmental

change, although demonstrating local variations, were very

similar, not only in the Old World, but on a world-wide basis.

Man in the Old World preferred medium sized game usually of

a migratory nature. He took advantage of bogged or mired large

game when the opportunity arose and he supplemented his diet
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Table 37' Early Man's Adaptation to His Environment.

1. Cultural Designation ; Villifranchian hominids (1.75 m.y. ago)

Hunting Technique ; scavangers and possible hunting of small

prey.

Other Data; Game Hunted, Sites, Climate ; Olduvai Gorge

(1.75 m.y. ago).

-primitive elephant (Dinotherium)

.

-mired in a bog, primitive man dismembered upper body but

lower limbs were found standing upright in bog.

Reference ; Butzer, 1966.

2. Cultural Designation t Lower Paleolithic (500,000 to

90,000 years B.P.)

.

Hunting Technique ; used wooden spears, clubs and possibly

throwing sticks as well as throwing stories.

-hunting conducted in small groups, animals driven into

swamps or lakes and when they were mired they were clubbed

or stoned to death.

-some vegetable matter may have been eaten.

Other Data; Game Hunted, Sites, Climate ; Nice, France

(300,000 years B.P. ).

-earliest form of architecture used to wait for southward

migration of large mammals.

-majority of bones in order of abundance: stag ( Cervus

elaphus ) ; extinct elephant ( Elephas meridionalis ) ; wild

boar ( Sus scrofa ) ; the ibex ( Capra ibex ) ; Merk's rhinoceros

( Dicerothinas merki ) ; and the wild ox ( Bos primigenius ) -
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analysis of the faunal remains indicates a preference

for young animals,

-other faunal remains included birds, turtles, small game

rabbits and rodents, oyster shells, mussels, limpets as

well as fish bones and fish vertebrae.

Reference : DeLumley, 1972.

3. Cultural Designation ; Middle Paleolithic (90,000 to

35»000 years B.P.) - Neanderthalus (a) nomadic (b) settled.

Hunting Technique ; (a) nomadic - near edge of tundra.

Other Data? Game Hunted, Sites, Climate ; (a) followed

herds of reindeer, mammoth, horse and bison as they mig-

rated to the forest tundra during the winter and returned

to the herbaceous tundra in the summers.

Hunting Technique ; (b) settlements.

Other Data; Game Hunted, Sites, Climate ; (b) Shanidar

Cave, in the Zagros Mountains, of Northern Iraq (100,000

years to approximately 30,000 years B.P.).

-had constant fire for warmth,

-hunted tortoises, wild goats and wild pigs, left larger

game alone

.

-no change in existance pattern for tens of thousands of

years.

Reference ; Solecki, 1972.

k. Cultural Designation ; Late Paleolithic (35tOOO to 10,500

years B.P.).

Hunting Techniques ; specialized hunter-gatherers used
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snares, pitfalls, and stampedes.

-groups in different geographic areas specialized on certain

animals.

Other Data: Game Hunted, Sites, Climate ; France and Germany -

reindeer most important meat source.

Spain - hares were a main food source.

Other sites - salmon and fish bones.

Cultural Designation ; An example, Solutrean Culture (21,000

to 17,000 years B.P.).

-were similar to other Late Paleolithic hunting cultures

in Western Europe.

Hunting Technique ; skilled hunters adapted to a cold en-

vironment; hunted large animals.

Other Data: Game Hunted, Sites, Climate ; in general,

occupied rock shelters, caves and open-air settlements.

-Laugerie-Haute site (rock shelter, France),

-more than 90% of the faunal remains were reindeer,

-other remains: horses, wild cattle, ibex and occasionally

mammoth and musk-ox.

Reference ; Smith, 1972.

Cultural Designation ; Final Paleolithic (13,500 to 10,000

years B.P.).

Other Data: Game Hunted, Sites, Climate : sites associated

with sand dune areas and river terraces.

Cultural Designation : (i) Hamburgian Culture (13,500 to

12,500 years B.P.).

Hunting Technique ; engaged in selective late summer hunting
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of migratory reindeer herds.

Other Data? Game Hunted, Sites, Climate : the European

Plain at this time was a shrubby tundra and herds of

reindeer advanced northward with encroachment of the

tundra vegetation.

Cultural Designation : (ii)a Arched-bladelet tool culture

(12,400 to 10,800 years B.P.).

Federmessen culture (East and West Germany); Tjongerian

culture (Netherlands and Belgium); Tarnovain culture

(Poland); Azilian culture (France).

Other Data; Game Hunted, Sites, Climate ? appeared in

France, Italy, Switzerland, Austria, Czechoslovakia,

Hungary and the Ukraine with the appearance of temperate

climate boreal forest.

-animals hunted - deer, wild cattle, etc.

Cultural Designation ; (ii)b Tanged-Point Assemblage.

Other Data; Game Hunted, Sites, Climate ; Sweden, Denmark,

West Germany, Poland, Lithuania.

-along the northern fringe of the European Plain the tundra

had been replaced by birch forest parkland.

Bromme Complex (Bromme, Denmark),

-moose main game, some reindeer.

Cultural Designation : Tanged-Point Technocomplex (10,800

to 10,500 years B.P.),

Other Data: Game Hunted, Sites, Climate : with the arrival

of colder climate the tundra quickly re invaded the south

and the tundra - adapted hunting societies followed it
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entering the more southerly parts of the European Plain.

Cultural Designation ? (iii)a Ahrensburgian Culture (10,800

to 10,500 years B.P.).

Hunting Technique t bow and arrow.

Other Data; Game Hunted, Sites, Climate : western part of

the plains (Belgium, Netherlands, West Germany).

-hunted reindeer.

Cultural Designation : (iii)b Masovian Culture (10,800 to

10,500 years B.P.)

.

Hunting Technique : bow and arrow.

Other Data: Game Hunted, Sites, Climate : Poland, western

Russia, East Germany, west of the Oder River.

-main game reindeer.

Reference : Schild, 1976.

5. Cultural Designation : Preboreal (10,300 to 10,000 years

B.P.)

.

Other Data: Game Hunted, Sites, Climate : pine-birch forest

reinvaded European Plains 5 the reindeer moved north with

the retreating tundra; red deer, roe deer, moose, wild

cattle and wild boar present.

-both the Ahrensburgian and Masovian Cultures disappeared

with the climatic shift, associated with the Preboreal

(Holocene)

.

Reference: Schild, 19?6.
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with small game when necessary. In all probability man in the

New World was basically similar, that is, he adapted and used

what his changing environment had to offer and therefore he

was able to survive.

Man's Antiquity in the New World

It is increasingly apparent that man has co-existed with

the fauna in North America for more than 40,000 years and

perhaps for as long as 70,000 to 100,000 years (Bada, Schroeder

and Carter (1974)} Bischoff et al. (1976)? Irving and Harington

(1973) J Rapp (1977); and Stalker (1969)). The evidence of man's

antiquity in Meso and South America supports this premise

(Davies, 1973? MacNeish, 1973).

Figure 48 illustrates MacNeish' s (1973) concept of possible

Old World sources for the three earliest prehistoric traditions

in the New World. It is interesting to note that the concepts

of earliest New World man's association with Old World complexes

in China adds credence to Chard's (1963) proposal that early

man did not originally migrate directly from Siberia but rather

followed the Pacific coast (from coastal Asia) to Beringia and

hence to the New World during at least early Wurm times (approx-

imately 100,000 to 70,000 years B.P.).

The Paleo- Indian in North America

The reaction of the Paleo- Indian of North America to his

environment was in many ways very similar to the reaction of

Final Paleolithic man of the European Plains to his environment.

The North American Paleo-Indian complex was not identical
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in form throughout North America. There were stylistic

differences in fluted point types that, as in Europe, resulted

from man's necessary adaptation to certain environmental zones.

The Paleo-Indian of the western and southwestern plains

was predominantly a large game hunter using specialized methods

such as stampedes over cliffs or into enclosures to hunt mammals.

There were three basic Paleo-Indian cultural complexes in the

southwestern area of North America: 1) the Llano Complex

(at least 11,500 years B.P. or older)? 2) the Folsom Complex

(11,000 to 9 i 000 years B.P.)» and 3) the Piano Complex (9i000

to 8,500 years B.P.)

.

Jennings (1968) described the above complexes and gave

examples of the sites designated to each complex in southwestern

North America.

The Llano Complex sites are predominantly associated with

fossil bogs and marshes where in at least one case, the Union

Pacific Mammoth Kill Site in Wyoming (11,300 years B.P.), the

mammoth, which was mired in a bog, was stoned and then butchered.

Other mammal remains besides elephants found associated with the

Llano sites were horse, bison and tapir (Lehner Site, Texas

(11,500 years B.P.)). Jennings concluded that man of the Llano

Complex took advantage of a bogged mammoth or other large game

but probably subsisted on whatever his environment had to offer.

The main faunal remains at the Folsom sites were those of

the wide-horned bison. Apparently these Paleo- Indians drove

small herds of wide-horned bison into enclosures or over a fall.

The Piano Complex, which in time correlates with the

Archaic of eastern North America, was the last stage of the
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Paleo-Indian tradition of the southwest. These people planned

hunts requiring large numbers of well trained hunters. The

hunts were drives into enclosures or over cliffs.

The Paleo- Indians of northeastern North America were

adapted to a different environment than their western counter-

parts. They appear to have been nomadic, setting up temporary

camps along ridges and lake and river terraces which, like

their counterparts in Europe, probably overlooked migration

routes of certain animals (to the tundra in the summer and back

to the forest-tundra in the winter). On the European Plains

during the Final Paleolithic, where the environment was similar

to this tundra/tundra-parkland, the main animal hunted was

probably the reindeer. In northeastern North America it is

thought by many researchers that caribou, probably barren ground

or woodland caribou, were the primary game of the Paleo-Indian

(Byers (1966); Cleland (1965, 1966); Fitting (1965); McDonald

(1968); Roosa (1977) J and Storck (1971)).

This does not mean that the caribou was the only prey of

the northeastern Paleo-Indian; it is more probable that he

hunted and gathered whatever was available and made use of the

migratory patterns of the caribou to his advantage. In fact

he took advantage of everything that his environment offered.

This was probably the case with the Rappuhn mastodon (Wittry,

1965) which was bogged down in a mire. The Paleo-Indian

apparently butchered the beast but there is no evidence to show

that he actually hunted it although he may have driven it into

the bog as was the practice of Early Paleolithic man in the

Old World.
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The Paleo-Indian of southeastern North America is rarely

discussed and his cultural development is unknown. He may

have developed a new culture quite early (the Archaic) which

was geared to existing in a deciduous forest environment. In

fact, according to Fitting (1965)» the northeastern Paleo-

Indian was already adapting to his changing environment

(11,000 to 9i000 years B.P.). Influenced by the Archaic

cultures which had developed in southeastern North America the

more northern Paleo-Indian began to use pebbles for spear heads

and their prominant prey became deer, turtle, fish, bear etc.

Approximately 9t500 years ago B.P. the intermixing, at

least in the southern Great Lakes Region, became complete and

the Early Archaic Culture predominated in eastern North America.

In the Upper Great Lakes Region the Paleo-Indian Complex inter-

mixed with the western Piano Complex and resulted in the Aqua-

Piano (late Paleo-Indian) Complex.

Early Man in Ontario

The evidence of earliest Paleo-Indians in Southern Ontario

relates to surface finds of distinctive stone spearheads,

known as 'fluted points', and about 50 of these have been

discovered (Storck, 197 10» south of an imaginary line extending

westward from Hamilton to Lake Huron.

In 1968 Mr. Brian Deller undertook a study relating the

geographical distribution of Paleo-Indian artifacts to mastodon

remains in Southwestern Ontario. He concluded that the mastodon

remains seemed to be located south of the Thames River, whereas

most of the known fluted points seemed to occur between the
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Thames and Sydenham Rivers (Deller, personal communication).

Most early Paleo-Indian sites seem to be situated on ridges

and terraces (high areas) near open water (for example, glacial

lakes) or marshy terrain along the tundra (sylvotundra )/taiga

transition. These areas of open water in taiga environments

were those also favoured by the mastodon in Southwestern Ontario.

A borderline ecological zone, such as existed along the

ancient lake shorelines and beaches, attracted caribou and

other migratory game. Cleland (1966) and Odum (1963) both

noted the favourable habitat that edge environments provide.

Another explanation for the distribution of Paleo-Indian

fluted points on shorelines is the fact that Barren Ground

Caribou commonly use ridge tops in their seasonal migrations

and may have used the well drained, elevated beach ridges

(shorelines) for this purpose. If Paleo-man was hunting caribou

as has been suggested (MacDonald, 1968j Roosa, personal commun-

ication; and Storck, 1971), the location of their camps and

hunting sites would be along these migration routes.

Mr. L. Jackson, at Trent University, is attempting a com-

parison of fluted point and mastodon locations in Southern

Ontario in terms of their respective relationship to abandoned

glacial lake strandlines (L. Jackson, personal communication).

Dr. Wm. Roosa, at the University of Waterloo, has been

conducting detailed research on a Paleo-Indian site (dated

at about 10,500 years B.P.; B. Deller, personal communication).

The Parkhill Site is near Parkhill, Ontario, and near the Lake

Algonquin shoreline.

Dr. Roosa has expressed the opinion that Paleo-man hunted
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caribou in Southern Ontario (Roosa, 197?) and may have butchered

a mastodon if they found it bogged down.

In both the Old and New World early man preferred camps

and hunting sites on shorelines and ridges overlooking lakes,

streams or marshes. Evidence from the Old World strongly suggests

that man hunted reindeer in environments comparable to those

found in Southern Ontario 15,000 to 10,000 years ago (B.P.)

and it is probable that early man in Ontario hunted either

woodland or barren ground caribou.

Storck (1971) states that barren ground caribou has been

reported from two Early Man sites in the Great Lakes Region -

the Holcombe beach site in southeast Michigan and the Dutchess

Quarry Cave in New York. The former site was dated at 11,200

years B.P. while the latter site was occupied about 12,500

years ago. Storck postulates that early man sites in Ontario

may have been associated with possible migration routes for

herds of caribou.

The available evidence indicates that man and mastodon,

as well as many other animals (caribou) were contemporaneous

in time and shared similar ecological preferences in Ontario.

Man preferred the beach ridges overlooking lakes, streams and

marshes near the tundra/taiga boundary (13.000 to 11,000 years

B.P.) and in later times (approximately 11,000 to 10,000 years

B.P.) the taiga/boreal forest boundary? while the mastodon

seemed to prefer the open-spruce (taiga) habitats near available

water. It appears that man and mastodon shared these late-

glacial environments, and it is probable that man took advantage

of a bogged down mastodon and butchered it when the opportunity
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arose (for example, the Rappuhn Mastodon, Michigan). However,

most evidence points to the possibility that early man in

Southern Ontario hunted medium sized and small animals possibly

concentrating on the barren ground or woodland caribou as the

main game animal.

It is also pertinent to note that Paleo-man did not just

disappear from the scene with the demise of the 'big game*,

but by adapting new ways of life from other cultures - the

Piano in the north and the Archaic in the south - he continued

as a hunter of medium sized game, changing the focus of his

hunt to animals such as deer and bear that inhabited the changed

environment (boreal forest).
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Modern Analogues to the Big Game Hunters

The elephant is the nearest thing to a living modern analog

for the mastodon, and certain primitive tribes are possible

modern analogues to early man. Two such elephant hunting

tribes are described below as examples of modern analogues.

The Akoa Pygmies live in year round camps hidden in the

forests and marshes in elephant country in Africa. They used

to hunt elephants several times a year and they would kill a

maximum of three or four animals if they were successful.

The following accounts of the method of their hunt has

been adapted from a report by Coon (1971).

The hunters set off from camp followed by their families.

When the scouts found elephant tracks they decided how old the

tracks were and they even said that they could discern the sex»

stature and age of the beast. Once siting the animal they

moved in close and showered it with poisoned arrows aiming at

specific spots. If the elephant showed no immediate reaction

some particularly brave and impatient man risked his life by

dashing between the elephants legs and thrusting a poisoned

spear as deeply as possible into the belly attempting to

penetrate its stomach and push the poison into the blood vessels

higher up. More often than not the man was killed by the raging

elephant for his efforts.

The Mbuti Pygmies who inhabit the Ituri forest of Africa

are both bow-stalking and net-hunting bands that are less

organized in their pursuit of the elephant. In fact they are

lucky to kill one elephant a year but sometimes kill up to

three.
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The bowmen hide themselves along a particular trail along

which an elephant is approaching. When the elephant ambles

up, one man pops out of the bushes in front, and the elephant

stops. A second man then creeps out behind the elephant and

slashes the tendons of one hind leg. The elephant reacts by

turning about and another man slashes the other hind leg. They

then follow the elephant and eventually kill it.

The net-hunters of the Mbuti kill elephants in a different

way and primarily for prestige. The hunter, after using elephant

dung to disguise any human odour, tracks the elephant and

approaches carrying a special four foot long razor sharp spear.

When he is close enough, he moves in upwind, if there is any

breeze and jabs his spear into the elephant's belly, just behind

the ribs, and pulls it right out again. Whenever he has a

chance the hunter jabs again and when the elephant charges

off into the forest the hunter returns to the camp. When all

of the camp is assembled they look at the shaft of the spear

and decide the odds of the elephant dying. If the blood is

up to a certain level on the shaft the whole camp is broken up

and everyone follows the trail of blood until they find the

dead animal.

Neither of the above methods are particularly successful

and both tribes live in small game and plants to supplement

their diet. The elephant kill is more ceremonial and is not

the mainstay of their subsistance. They are opportunistic

people using what their environment has to offer to the fullest.
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GLOSSARY

Section A - Proboscideans

Dinotheres (Deinotheres) i Sharply distinguished from all other

proboscideans are the Dinotheres j first, by the entire loss

of the upper tusks » second, by the powerful down-turned lower

tusks; and third, by the sharply crested tapir-like teeth.

Confirmatory of their African origin is the new Dinotherium

hobleyi from the east side of Victoria Nyanza, of Lower or

Middle Miocene age. With powerful defensive tusks and elevated

limbs, almost like those of the elephants, they immediately

began their northward and eastward migration throughout the

Miocene of Europe, attaining gigantic size in the Dinotherium

gigantissimum of Roumania, spreading all over southern India,

but not, so far as we know, penetrating eastward as far as

China and still less approaching the American continent. They

survived into early Pliocene time (Osborn, 1925» p. 23).

Elephas (Indian Elephants) « The history of the true genus

Elephas indicus of Linnaeus still lies buried in the rocks of

the great Eurasiatic continent north of India, for as our

knowledge stands at present the true Indian Elephant suddenly

appeared in India during the latter part of the Age of Man

and all attempts to derive this animal directly either from

Race XI (the Stegodonts) or from Races XIII to XV ( Archidiskodon .

Parelephas , Mammonteus ) do not stand the test of the higher

criticism of paleontologists. The profound reason for this

new point of view taken by the present writer is that, while

the grinding teeth of Elephas indicus are superficially
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similar to the grinding teeth of several of the species of

Parelephas , the cranium of the two animals is profundly

different, also the use and form of the tusks; the E. indicus

cranium is rounded, bulbous and relatively longer than the

extremely abbreviated cranium of Parelephas ; in E. indicus

the tusks are used to the very end of the life of the animal,

whereas, in Parelephas the tusks cross each other in old age

and can no longer be used in the prehension of food (Osborn,

1925, p. 33-3*0.

Gomphotheres ; Strikingly specialized groups include the

amebelodonts with 'shovel-tusked 1 lower jaws and the beak-

tusked rhynchotheres. Yet despite these differences (probably

related to food gathering), the family is remarkably uniform

in the structure of its dentition. Except for the short- jawed

gomphotheres, such as in the subfamily Anancinae in which some

cranial specializations paralleled those of the true elephants,

the mechanics of mastication seem to have been fairly constant

within the family (Maglio, 1973 1 p. 5).

Loxodonts (African Elephants) : We know little of the direct

ancestral history of the true African Elephant, Loxodonta

africana , because none of the fossil elephants of Africa shows

the true lozenge-shaped patterns on the surface of the grinding

teeth, to which the name Loxodonta refers. From the vast

unexplored strata of central Africa we look forward constantly

to the filling in of this missing chapter in proboscidean

history.

Osborn has recently proposed the new genus Pilgrimia for
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the numerous fossil elephants of Africa and of the Mediterranean

Islands which, while related to Loxodonta in the structure of

the skull, differ in the long and very narrow grinding teeth

with numerous and closely compressed ridge-plates, quite unlike

the lozenge-shaped ridge-plates of Loxodonta . There are no

less than thirteen species distributed all over Africa and the

Mediterranean Islands, from Zululand on the south to Cyprus

and Crete on the north.

Osborn has also distinguished as Sivalikia the giant

elephants of southern Eurasia, characterized by relatively

broad grinding teeth with numerous ridge-plates and by the

absence or rudiment of the 'loxodont sinus', the cranium

resembling that of the true African Elephant. Five species are

embraced in this genus, namely, Loxodonta namadica of India,

L. antiqua of western Europe and three ancestral species

(Osborn, 1925. p. 3D.

Moeritheres t The Moeritheres, named from Lake Moeris of the

Greeks, are small amphibious promastodonts of the North African

rivers and lakes; of Lowe Oligocene age they are the oldest,

the most primitive and the most diminutive proboscideans known.

A single pair of enlarged upper and lower tusks, enamelled in

front, abrade each other, as in the Hippopatamus . This is

the same second pair of incisors which is enlarged in all

proboscideans. The primitive grinding teeth are archeypal to

those of the higher mastodonts. The Moeritheres disported

abundantly in the estuaries and rivers of North Africa but are

not known to have migrated northward or to have left African

or Eurasiatic descendants (Osborn, 1925, p. 20, 22).
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Stegodonts (chiefly browsers and grazers) : From Miocene to

Pleistocene time, these very primitive elephants, known as

Stegodonts, were dwellers in the tropical forests, extending

from India and the East Indies to China. Differing from the

mastodont family, the Stegodonts have a new kind of grinding

tooth with multiple ridge-crests, from which the grinding teeth

of all the higher elephant races may have been derived, and

it is not improbable that a certain primitive branch of the

Stegodont family wandered into northern Asia and was there

transformed into some of the primitive members of the elephant

family; such transformation certainly did not occur in southern

Asia, where the Stegodonts have their own independent history

that culminated in the prodigious and widespread Stegodontines,

which left their fossil remains in the same deposits with the

earliest of the mammoths. The best known among these giant

Stegodonts is the species Stegodon ganesa, named after one of

the legendary deities of India. It is contemporary with a

giant true elephant related to the African (Osborn, 1925. p. 29,

3D.
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Section B - Quaternary Terminology

Canning Till : "This till was defined by Karrow (1963a) as a

fine grained till occurring beneath Catfish Creek Till in the

Brantford area. It is an Early Wisconsin Till." (Cowan, 1975,

p. 17).

Catfish Creek Till : "...was defined by Dreimanis (deVries and

Dreimanis, i960) as the till sheet deposited by the earliest

advance of the Late Wisconsin glacier (Nissouri Stadial)

following the Port Talbot Interstadial (sensu lato ). Since

then this till has been described throughout much of southern

Ontario (e.g. Karrow, 1963a ; 1968a; 1971; Westgate and

Dreimanis, 1967; and Cowan, 1972) and a physically similar till

has been observed by the writer as far north as Grand Valley

in the Orangeville area (Cowan, 1971b). Throughout its

outcrop area the Catfish Creek Till demonstrates a remarkable

homogeneity of appearance and lithology which has rendered it

invaluable as a stratigraphic marker horizon." (Cowan, 1975*

p. 21).

Interglacial or Interglaciation : "...an interval during which

the temperature reached that of the present day (Suggate, 1965)

or was even warmer in most regions of the northern hemisphere."

(Dreimanis and Raukas, 1975i P« 109).

Interstadial or Interstade t "...the ice sheets shrank but did

not disappear entirely, and eustatic rise of oceans did not

reach the present level." (Dreimanis and Raukas, 1975t p. 109).
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Pleistocene-Holocene Boundary t "At the 1969 meeting in Paris

the INQUA Subcommission for the Study of the Holocene

recommended that the Pleistocene-Holocene boundary be defined

in terms of a significant climatic change and a type section

(international stratotype) where evidence (geological, biological

and ther) for this change would be available for examination.

The age of this boundary was proposed to be 10,000 radio-carbon

years before present." (Terasmae, 1972, p. 20). The age of

10,000 radiocarbon years coincides with the most pronounced

climatic warming since the last glaciation.

Port Stanley Till > "...was defined by Dreimanis (deVries and

Dreimanis, i960) as a fine-grained till deposited during an

Erie lobe advance following the Erie Interstadial. This till

is generally correlated with the Hiram Till of northeastern

Ohio and New York (Goldthwait et al . , 1965) and is now

assigned to the Port Bruce Stadial (Dreimanis and Karrow, 1972).

Within the Woodstock area it is a stiff to very stiff clayey

silt or silt till usually k to 20 feet thick with a maximum

observed thickness of 35 feetj up to 90 feet is indicated by

well records in end moraines. It occurs as rolling to hummocky

end moraine or as ground moraine plains." (Cowan, 1975* p. 2k).

Postglacial (Recent) : refers to the time covered since the

last glaciation; this time will vary from region to region.

To avoid confusion, it is best used in a local sense over a

relatively small area.

Stratford Till : "It is a moderately stoney buff sandy silt
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till... As so far mapped, it extends as a thin sheet of till

at the surface, or beneath thin lacustrine deposits, from its

outer limit just south of the type section at Harmony northward

to the edge of the Milverton moraine and eastward into the

Easthope moraine about as far as the village of Wellesly. .

.

In the type section, as in many other exposures, it overlies

the Tavistock till." (Karrow, 1975. p. 763).

Zorra Till (Tavistock Till. Karrow. 1975) * "The name Zorra

till is here used informally for a till sheet mantling much

of East and West Zorra Townships. This till was first described

by Westgate and Dreimanis (1967) as the uppermost till, till

"I", at the Canada Cement quarry, Zorra, where it occurs as

a thin sandy silt till of Huron lobe affinity overlying a till

of similar lithology referred to as till "H" in their report.

The Canada Cement quarry is a principal reference section for

this till. Though defined as the mappable surface till, Zorra

till is believed to include both "H" and "I" of Westgate and

Dreimanis (1967) as no strong evidence for two Huron lobe till

sheets younger than Catfish Creek Till was found. However,

interbedded stratified drift is common. Support for this

interpretation is found in the Stratford area to the north

where Karrow (1971) reports that adjacent to the Woodstock area,

only one till, till "T", overlies Catfish Creek Till." (Cowan,

1975. P. 27).
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Table kl : Pleistocene terminology (after Reeves, 1968).

North America

Wisconsin

Sangamon

Illinoian

Yarmouth

Kansan

Aftonian

Nebraskan

Central Alps

Wurm

Riss/Wurm

Riss

Mindel/Riss

Mindel

G'unz/Mindel

Gtinz

Germany
(Northern Europe)

Weichsel

Eem

Saale

Elster/Saale

Elster

Weybourne/Elster

Weybourne
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Table H-2: Reliability of correlation of principal glacio-
stratigraphic units between Europe and North
America (after Flint, 1971).

Weichsel

Eem

Saale

Holstein

Elster

(Older Units)

(Good)
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Section C - Vegetation Regions of Canada

Boreal Forest Region : "The white and the black spruces are

characteristic species; other conifers are tamarack, which

is absent only in the far northwest, balsam fir and jack pine

prominent in the eastern and central portions, and alpine fir

and lodgepole pine in the extreme western and northwestern

parts. Although the forests are primarily coniferous, there

is a general admixture of broad leaved trees such as white

birch and its varieties, trembling aspen and balsam poplar;

the latter two species playing an important part in central

and south-central portions, particularly in the zone of

transition to the prairie. In turn, the proportion of black

spruce and tamarack rises northward, and with increasingly

rigorous climatic and soil conditions the closed forest gives

way to the subarctic open lichen-woodland which finally merges

into tundra. In the east a considerable intermixture of species

from the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence forest such as eastern white

and red pines, yellow birch, sugar maple, black ash and eastern

white cedar occurs." (Rowe, 1972, p. 6).

Deciduous Forest Region t "Here, with the broadleaved trees

common to the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Forest Region, such as

sugar maple, beech, white elm, basswood, red ash, white oak,

and butternut, are scattered a number of other broad leaved

species which have their northern limits in this locality.

Among these are the tulip-tree, cucumber-tree, pawpaw, red

mulberry, Kentucky coffee- tree, black gum, blue ash, sassafras,

mockernut and pignut hickories, and the black and pin oaks.
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In addition, black walnut, sycamore, and swamp white oak are

largely confined to this Region. Conifers are few, and there

is only a scattered distribution of eastern white pine,

tamarack, eastern red cedar, and eastern hemlock." (Rowe, 1972,

p. 10).

Fore s t-Tundra : "The transitional zone between subarctic forest

and tundra stratches across northern Canada from the Mackenzie

Delta to James Bay, thence to Ungava Bay and the Atlantic Coast.

Such a broad geographic range inevitably includes a great

diversity of environments, but the overriding influence of

climatic severity has produced a similarity of vegetational

structure throughout. This consists of a pattern of tundra

"barrens" and patches of stunted forest, the latter usually

but not exclusively along the shores of lakes and rivers and

the former on the upland interfluves. The pattern shows a grad-

ient change from south to north as forests shrink and tundra

expands.

The primary species are the two spruces (white and black)

and tamarack, accompanied by alder and willow shrubs. Where

the forest- tundra is under marine influence as around Hudson

Bay and along the Atlantic coast of Labrador, white spruce is

usually the most prominent tree, particularly on the immediate

coastal strip. Inland, black spruce and tamarack compose the

bulk of the forest patches with the former species frequently

assuming a shrubby "candelabrum" form as the treeline is

approached. Pine (Pinus spp) is absent, and balsam fir only

rarely occurs in the Ungava area; the other boreal trees -

white birch, trembling aspen and balsam poplar are infrequent.
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In the forest-tundra ecotone the major controlling in-

fluence is climate, and the vegetation is an expression of

such environmental featues as exposure to wind, protection by

snow, instability of soils under permafrost conditions, low

air temperatures during the growing season and fire. Thus

the general environment makes forest survival precarious and

there is evidence that the treeline has fluctuated widely in

the past." (Rowe, 1972, p. 62).

Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Forest Region ; "Along the Great Lakes

and the St. Lawrence River valley lies a forest of a very

mixed nature, characterized by the eastern white and red pines,

eastern hemlock and yellow birch. With these are associated

certain dominant broad leaved species common to the Deciduous

Forest Regions, such as sugar maple, red maple, red oak, bass-

wood, and white elm. Other wide-ranging species are the eastern

white cedar and largetooth aspen, and to a lesser extent, beech,

white oak, butternut and white ash. Boreal species, such as

the white and black spruces, balsam fir, jack pine, trembling

aspen, balsam poplar and white birch are intermixed, and in

certain central portions as well as in the east, red spruce

becomes abundant." (Rowe, 1972, p. 11).

Lyseotundra (probably equates to Forest-Tundra of Rowe, 1972) ;

"...wooded tundra... the ecotone of scattered trees between the

northern border of the forest and the treeless tundra"

(Hoffmann, 1958, p. S^O).

also, "The Ecotone between the treeless tundra and the circum-

polar coniferous forest zone (taiga) is known as sylvotundra
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(Tikhomirov, I960), lyseotundra or wooded tundra (Hoffmann,

1958). This transition zone, which in North America stretches

sinuously from northern Alaska across northern Canada past

the Mackenzie delta and on to the Atlantic, is characterized

by a mosaic of forest patches and treeless areas." (Maini,

1966, p. 220).

Northeastern Transition (possibly equivalent to European Taiga) 1

"This is a broad band of subarctic forest which extends across

central Labrador and Quebec bounded on the north by the extensive

"hemiarctic" or forest-tundra transition (B.32) and on the

east and west by narrow coastal strips of the same Section.

The southern boundary is marked by an abrupt decrease in the

prevalence of open lichen-woodland and a commensurate increase

in closed-canopy coniferous forest on mesic sites.

The land is a patchwork of lakes and rivers, bogs, swamps

and muskeg, with areas of upland barrens and of forest, the

characteristic form of the latter being the open, parklike

woodland of black spruce with an associated ground cover of

light-colour lichens. Closed forest stands are less common,

although they do appear - dominated by the ubiquitous black

spruce - where sites are of the moist, seepage type, as on

mid-slopes and in shallow peaty draws. Species associating

to some extent with black spruce in upland types on the less

acidic and better drained soils are balsam fir and white spruce,

the latter usually conspicuous in its sporadic occurrence due

to a taller growth form than the other conifers. On the low-

lands, where muskeg and bog stretch for miles, an open wet

woodland type of black spruce is developed, particularly on
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acidic geological materials. Strips of tamarack frame the

lakes and water courses, or form strings in fens on calcareous

substrata. Jack pine is confined to the south-western half

of the Section, trembling aspen is uncommon except along the

southern boundary, balsam poplar occurs infrequently along

streams, and white birch has a limited abundance on the upper

slopes of hills, particularly in the south." (Rowe, 1972, p. 28)

Taiga (the original definition) ; "Ushakov's Russian Dictionary

(Vol. k, 19^0, p. 635) gives the following definition! "wild,

scarcely penetratable, mainly coniferous forest, which stretches

in a broad belt through northern Europe and Asia to the Oknotsk

Sea. .. "Alexin (1950:232, and enclosed vegetation map of the

U.S.S.R.) says, "in general taiga in the western-Siberian sense

has three principal characteristics: strong shade, swampyness

and absence of the broad-leafed forest. However, taiga may be

conceived more broadly, to include with it the northern con-

iferous forest of the European part of the USSR? lacking the

broad-leaved element, and the larch forest of Eastern Siberia

(larch taiga)." (Hoffmann, 1958, p. 5^0).

Tundra ; "...mainly dominated by herbaceous plants, including

grasses, flowering herbs, sedges and rushes. Where shrubs,

e.g. heather, occur they grow to only a few feet in height.

There is a well-developed ground layer, formed of mosses and

lichens. Permafrost, a permanently frozen layer in the deeper

parts of the soil and the rock beneath it, occurs over this

area. The surface layer of the soil becomes frozen in winter

but thaws out in summer to permit plant growth." (Riley and

Young, 1968, p. 72).
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Table *j4: Some common pollen types encountered during
palynological analysis in Southwestern Ontario.

Arboreal Pollen Non-Arboreal Pollen

Picea
















